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Executive Summary 

Deliverable D2.4 presents the third version of the CUMULUS conceptual framework underlying the 
specifications of basic (Test-based, Monitor-based, Trusted Computing-based) and advanced (Multi-Layer, 
Hybrid, Incremental, and Composition) Certification Models for cloud-based processes, applications, and 
services. In addition to the theoretical basis, D2.4 also presents the schemas used for specifying such 
models. The proposed approach relies on a unifying Meta-Model (specified in CUMULUS Deliverable D2.2 
and refined in CUMULUS Deliverable D2.3) to provide representational guidelines for (i) the definition of 
the security properties to be certified, (ii) the types of evidence supporting such properties, (iii) the phases 
of the certificate Life Cycle, as well as the working of all mechanisms for evidence generation and 
collection. The first version of Test, Monitoring, and Trusted Computing based certification models were 
introduced in CUMULUS Deliverable D2.2. A more comprehensive and complete version of these models 
were provided in CUMULUS Deliverable D2.3, where an initial notion of Multi-Layer, Incremental, and 
Hybrid certification models were introduced. Here we provide the final version of basic and advanced 
Certification Models including a complete specification of incremental and Hybrid certification models, and 
an extension of the framework towards certificate composition. 

The third version of Certification Models has introduced the following new material/changes: 

 elicitation of common elements from the basic models; 

 refinement of the basic Certification Models based on their applications to the CUMULUS pilots and 
other real-life scenarios; 

 the definition of a complete certification process involving the CUMULUS architecture and each 
manager-specific certification process (i.e., Test-based, Monitor-based, Trusted Computing-based 
certification processes); 

 the definition of advanced Certification Models for Hybrid, Incremental and Multi-Layer 
certification models; 

 the CUMULUS approach to for Certificate Composition; 

 comparison with relevant certification schemes. 

D2.4 also shows a number of examples of Test-based, Monitoring-based, and TC-based Certification 
Models, and their applications in advanced scenarios of Multi-Layer, Hybrid and Incremental Certification. 
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1. Introduction 

The freedom of choice given by dynamic software provisioning on the cloud needs to be reconciled with 
the apparently conflicting requirement of making sure that software systems have the appropriate 
assurance levels for the intended purpose. In the case of security, influential guidelines like the US-NIST 
Special Publication (SP) 800-37s mandate users to check at the time of use that software systems hold the 
desired set of security properties. This requirement is very difficult to satisfy in a cloud-based service 
marketplace, and in general with any dynamic model of software provisioning. 

According to the vision of the CUMULUS project, checking security properties is greatly facilitated when an 
accredited authority continuously produces, maintains and manages signed certificates regarding the 
properties held by cloud entities and applications, as well as the evidence supporting such properties. 

In our approach, the certification process is a function that takes as input the assertions about a security 
property and a Target of Certification (ToC), and produces as output a machine-readable certificate 
containing the evidence that proves the requested properties, by means of verification and validation 
techniques.  

There are different ways of persuading a customer that a security property holds for a given service. It is 
possible to produce Test-based evidence, that is, evidence that a test carried out on the software has given 
a certain result (static or offline tests); alternatively, one could dynamically test when a specific service is 
invoked (dynamic tests), continuously monitor the service, rely on the use and/or synthesis of certificates 
of components which contribute to the realisation of the service, or deploy hybrid schemes combining 
more than one of these different types of evidence.  

A major effect of the certification process is that it modifies the trust of customer c in the security 
assertions made on a service instance. As discussed in (Anisetti, Ardagna, & Damiani, Security Certification 
of Composite Services: A Test-Based Approach, 2013), the lack of a certification process for services results 
in a scenario where the level of trust Tc (Aws), with Aws a set of assertions made by the service provider on 
its web service ws, mainly depends on the service provider’s reputation. With the advent of service 
certification, the trust model includes the trust of customer c in assertions made by a certification authority 
on a service, denoted as Tc(C), where C is the certificate awarded to the service ws by the certification 
authority. Trust Tc(C) considers the assertions, the properties, the model, and the evidence in the 
certificate. Certification is effective if Tc(C) ≥ Tc(Aws), meaning that the credibility of the certification 
authority is greater than the one of the service provider. The certification process permits to extend the 
service-based infrastructure with runtime selection of services based on security certificates and customer 
preferences. This certification, in fact, produces a set of metadata in the form of machine-readable 
certificates, which can be used to compare and rank services, and identify the best one addressing 
customer preferences. A client (i.e., a software agent acting on behalf of a human user or a service provider 
aiming to implement a business process) can then select and compose services at run time on the basis of 
the security properties and evidence in the certificate. 

A major step towards implementing the CUMULUS vision is the statement of a shared representation of the 
domain, that is, defining a model including all conceptual entities involved in the certification of cloud 
entities. Such model lies at the core of the CUMULUS project, since how a certificate is produced, what is its 
content, and how it is managed are all questions of paramount importance for the project. Furthermore, 
both the certification infrastructure and the service engineering tools, that are goals of WP4 and WP5, 
respectively, need the basic definition of certificate model to define the requirements, the architecture, 
and proceed towards the complete development of the whole framework.  

As stated in the CUMULUS DoW (CUMULUS, Document of Work, 2012), the conceptual framework 
developed in Work Package 2 will deal with the specifications of basic, Hybrid, Multi-Layer and Incremental 
certification models for cloud-based processes, applications, and services, defining the security properties 
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of interest for certification, and the types of evidence used for certificate issuing as well as the relevant 
mechanisms for generating the evidence supporting a security property.   

Tasks 2.2, 2.3 and 2.4 of WP2 have the goal of defining the basic CUMULUS certification models: i) Test-
based certification model (Task 2.2), where evidence is collected after the execution of testing activitieson 
the ToC ; ii) Monitoring-based certification model (Task 2.3), where the evidence is collected by monitoring 
the cloud during its execution; and iii) TC-based certification model, where evidence is based on the lower 
layers of the cloud stack and on the function set of a Trusted Platform Module. In WP2, the certification 
model should also provide ways of combining different evidence in an integrated framework, paving the 
way for the definition of Hybrid and Incremental certificates. Incremental certification is particularly 
important: when the evidence gathered for a certificate is sufficient for verifying the security property 
related to it (as determined by the certification model), a certificate can be issued. However, even after it is 
issued, the certificate can need to be updated subject to changes in the operational conditions of the cloud 
service it relies on. This document discusses a generic Life Cycle model including the possible updates and 
other key changes in the Life Cycle of Incremental certificates. 

D2.4 is structured as follows. Section 2 recaps the basic Certification models underlining the common 
elements between different CMs and the recent evolution dived by the CUMULUS scenarios (Welight, e-
Health). Section 3 describes the CUMULUS certification process including the signature process as well as 
the reference to the certificate scheme (Appendix B). It also present the Trust Model supporting the 
certification process based on basic Certification Models in Section 2.  

Section 4 describes the final version of Multi-Layer, Hybrid and Incremental advanced Certification Models, 
and their impact on the Trust Model in Section 3. Section 5 defines CUMULUS Certificate composition 
underlining its relation with the rest of the advanced certification scheme in Section 4. It also discusses the 
Trust Model based on composition.  

Section 6 provides a deep comparison between existing certification schemes and the CUMULUS one. 

As prescribed in CUMULUS Document of Work (CUMULUS, Document of Work, 2012), this Deliverable 
“Final CUMULUS certification models” is released at M32, and is the update of “Certification models v.2” 
released in M24. The concrete application of such Certification Models will be included in D3.3. To help the 
reader better understand the evolution of the Deliverable and the underlying certification models which 
are documented by it, each Section of the Deliverable contains a brief description of the changes between 
v2 of the certification models (i.e., the version described in Deliverable D2.3) and the final version of the 
certification models (i.e., the version described in this Deliverable). D2.4 has taken into account the 
comments of the reviewers in the consolidated report of the second review meeting, and focused on the 
description of the overall certification process including certificate management and corresponding trust 
model, advanced certification models, and the comparison of CUMULUS approach with existing and 
common certification schemes. A summary of the main changes is also presented in Table below.  

 

Section Status Modification 

1 – Introduction n/a n/a 

2 - Basic Certification Models Completed, some minor 
modifications on Test-based and 
Monitoring-based CM plus major 
changes on TC-based CM.  

Final version of Test-based and 
Monitoring-based CM. Complete 
version of TC-based CM. New 
sub-Section about Common 
Elements. 

3 – Certification process Completed, major changes A description of CUMULUS 
complete certification process, 
including a refined Trust Model, 
and building blocks for Advanced 
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Section Status Modification 

Certification models. 

4 - Advanced Certification 
Models 

Completed, major changes. Only basic information was 
provided in previous Deliverable 
about advanced models. Almost 
all section 4 is new. 

5 – Certificate Composition New Section New Section 

6 - Discussion and comparison 
with existing schemes 

New Section New Section 

7 – Conclusion n/a n/a 

Appendix n/a n/a 

Table 1 - Status of Sections 
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2. Basic Certification Models 

This Section updates the corresponding Section of Deliverable D2.3. 

In this Section we propose a summary of CUMULUS basic certification models. First we describe the 
common elements, then we introduced for each certification model, the description of the actual status, 
and the improvement w.r.t. D3.2. 

 

2.1. Common Elements 

This Section has no corresponding Section in D2.3. It contains the elements in common between the 
different certification models. 

In the following, we present the common elements across the entire CUMULUS certification models. The 
identification of such common elements allows a more straightforward definition of advanced models and 
of the CUMULUS Certificate Model (see Appendix B). 

 

2.1.1. List of common Elements 

All Certification Models (Test-based, Monitoring-based, TC-based, Multi-Layer Hybrid, Incremental) share 
the elements in the following table, which are described below. 

Element name Description and Notes 

Id CM identifier 

Life Cycle Certificate Life Cycle Description 

Target of Certification Entity that will be certified 

Security Property Security Property from a common vocabulary 

Signature Signature of the actor that takes responsibility about the 
Certification Model 

Table 2 – Common elements in all the Certification Models 

 

2.1.2. CertificationModelId 

The Id element in the XML schema defines the unique identifier inside CUMULUS framework in the 
following form: cumulus:cm:id:model:CumulusNumber. For example cumulus:cm:id:test:0001 or 
cumulus:cm:id:monitoring:00003 or CUMULUS:TC:00001cumulus:cm:id:tc:00005. 

 

 
FIGURE 1 – ID ELEMENT TYPE 

 

Schema code 

The common schema code is as follows: 

<xs:element name="CertificationModelId" type="xs:string" minOccurs="1"/> 

XML sample code 
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An XML example for the Test-based CM is: 

 <CertificationModelId>cumulus:cm:id:test:00001</CertificationModelId> 

 

An XML example for the Monitoring-based CM is: 

<CertificationModelId>cumulus:cm:id:monitoring:00001 </CertificationModelId> 

 

An XML example for the TC-based CM is: 

<CertificationModelId>cumulus:cm:id:tc:00001</CertificationModelId> 

 

2.1.3. Life Cycle Element 

The Life Cycle element in the Certification Model schema defines all the states and transitions. 
 

 
FIGURE 2 – LIFE CYCLE ELEMENT TYPE 

 

Test-based Life Cycle Certificate States 

An example of the Test-based Life Cycle for a Certificate is: 

 
FIGURE 3 – LIFE CYCLE TRANSITIONS FOR A CERTIFICATE (TEST-BASED)1 

 

Monitoring-based Life Cycle Certificate States 

An example of the Monitoring-based Life Cycle is 

                                                        
1
 Not Issued (NI), Issued(I), Revoked (R), Suspended (S), Expired (E)  
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FIGURE 4 – LIFE CYCLE TRANSITIONS (MONITORING-BASED) 

 

TC-based Life Cycle Certificate States 

An example of the TC-based Life Cycle is: 

Not-Issued Issued 

Expired 

Revoked 

Evidence 
TOC integrity bound to  

platform state 

Validity period expired 

Contradictory evidence  
TOC integrity bound to platform state  

FIGURE 5 – LIFE CYCLE TRANSITIONS (TC-BASED) 

 

Schema code 

The common XML schema code is as follows: 

  <xs:complexType name="StateTransitionModelType"> 
    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="InitialState" type="PseudoStateType"/> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="states" type="StatesType"/> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="transitions" type="TransitionsType"/> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="FinalState" type="PseudoStateType"/> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="historyState" type="HistoryStateType"/> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="requiresInterface" 
        type="sla:InterfaceDeclrType"/> 
      <!-- interfaces that the LC model provides for (a) realization of actions and/or (b) call 
events that may force transitions --> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="providesInterface" 
        type="sla:InterfaceDeclrType"/> 
      <!-- interfaces that it requires of external parties e.g., monitor's interface that will be 
used by actions starting and ending the monitoring process --> 
    </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:complexType> 

Schema description 

The InitialState and FinalState elements are pseudo states, which are used to designate (i.e., point to) the 
initial state of the model and the final state of the model respectively. Both these elements are specified as 
instances of the element type PseudoStateType. According to it, pseudo states have only one attribute 
called stateId that uniquely identifies them within a state transition model. 
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FIGURE 6 – PSEUDO STATE TYPE 

A historic state element can be used in the cases where a state transition model is embedded within 
another state transition model or more precisely a composite state of it (see composite states below). 
Historic state elements are used to keep a record of the last atomic state within the embedded state 
transition model that was active before a transition was triggered. Historic state elements are described as 
instances of the element type HistoricStateType, as presented in the figure below. 

 
FIGURE 7 – HISTORY STATE TYPE 

Apart from the initial, final, and historic states, state transition models have also normal states. At least one 
of such states must be present in a model. Normal states can be atomic or composite. 

Atomic states are specified by elements, which are instances of the type AtomicStateType. This type is 
shown in Figure 8. 

 
FIGURE 8 – ATOMIC STATE TYPE 

Atomic states may also be associated with zero or more actions that must be executed when the entity 
reaches them (e.g., update some internal variables, store). More specifically, an action is has an attribute, 
called executionPoint, that defines whether the action is executed when the entity enters or exits the state 
(the fixed values “onEntry” and “onExit” define which of these two cases applies for an action, 
respectively). Actions can be of two kinds: 

 They may require the execution of operations in the entity associated with the state transition 
model (i.e., an operation that belongs to one of the provided interfaces of the state transition 
model) or the invocation of an operation in an external entity (i.e., an operation that belongs to 
one of the required interfaces of the state transition model). Such actions are specified as 
operationInvocation elements. 
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 They may require the assignment of a value to a variable of the entity of the model. Such actions 
are specified as assignment elements. 

A composite state element has three attributes, namely stateId, name and description. In addition to these 
attributes, a composite state includes one or more substate elements. A substate element is described as a 
state transition model itself, even if this submodel has only one single atomic state itself. If a composite 
state has more than one substate element then these elements are assumed to describe separate chunks 
of  behaviour that are executed in parallel (i.e., AND- or parallel-decomposition). If there is only one 
substate element S, then the states of the state transition model that describes S are assumed to be 
disjunctive substates, that is, the entity can be at only one of these elements at any time point (i.e., OR- or 
disjunctive-decomposition). 

The definition of the type CompositeStateType schema is as follows: 

   
<xs:complexType name="CompositeStateType"> 
    <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="substate" 
        type="StateTransitionModelType"/> 
    </xs:sequence> 
    <xs:attribute name="stateId" type="xs:string" use="required"/> 
    <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string"/> 
    <xs:attribute name="description" type="xs:string"/> 
  </xs:complexType> 

 

Transitions element is of a type TransitionsType. This element has one or more sub-elements, which are of 
type IndividualTransitionType. 

The definition of type IndividualTransitionType is shown below: 

 
<xs:complexType name="IndividualTransitionType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xsd:choice> 
   <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="WhenCondition" 
    type="LogicalExpressionType" /> 
   <!-- Triggering conditions, i.e., conditions whose truth value change  
    will trigger the transition --> 
   <!-- Guard conditions, i.e., conditions which must be true for the transition  
    to be triggered --> 
   <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="Call Event" 
    type="OperationRefType" /> 
   <!-- a call of an operation of the CUMULUS framework which should force  
    the LC model interpreter to take the transition, should be restricted to  
    refer to the an operation in one of the interfaces provided by the life cycle  
    model --> 

  </xsd:choice> 
  <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="1" name="GuardCondition" 
   type="LogicalExpressionType" /> 
  <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="action" 
   type="ActionType" /> 
 </xs:sequence> 
 <xs:attribute name="From" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="To" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
 <xsd:attribute name="Probability" type="xs:float" /> 
 <xsd:attribute name="Deviation" type="xs:float" /> 

</xs:complexType> 

Two types of events can trigger transitions: 

 A system condition whose value is changed (such conditions are described by the sub-element 
WhenCondition in the above XML schema fragment), or 

 A call event sent to the entity whose behaviour is described by the state transition model (such 
events are described by the sub-elements and CallEvent of a transition element).  

WhenCondition elements are specified as elements of the type LogicalExpressionType. A call event is 
specified as an element of OperationRefType. 
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Furthermore, transitions may have: 

 A GuardCondition element – this is an element expressing a condition which must be true when an 
event that can trigger the transition occurs for the transition to be taken, and 

 Action elements defining the actions that must be executed and completed before the transition is 
taken and the entity whose behaviour is described by the state transition model reaches the 
destination state of the transition. 

The requiresInterface defines sets of operations (aka interfaces), which the entity whose behaviour is 
described by the model expects other external interacting entities to have.  

The providersInterface defines sets of operations, which are realised by the entity whose behaviour is 
described by the model.  

Both elements are of InterfaceDeclrType type. The schema of this type is provided below. 

 
<xs:complexType name="InterfaceDeclrType"> 
 <xs:complexContent mixed="false"> 
  <xs:extension base="sla:AnnotatedType"> 
   <xs:sequence> 
    <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="ID" type="sla:IDType" /> 
    <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="ProviderRef" 
     type="sla:IDType" /> 
    <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" name="Endpoint" 
     type="sla:EndpointType" /> 
    <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="1" name="Interface" 
     type="sla:InterfaceType" /> 
   </xs:sequence> 
  </xs:extension> 
 </xs:complexContent> 
</xs:complexType> 

 

2.1.4. Target of Certification (ToC) Element 

The Target of Certification (ToC) defines the certification perimeter in terms of involved mechanisms and 
specifies the layer (i.e., service, platform, infrastructure) of certificate binding. ToC includes type specific 
sub-elements representing the accessible APIs for Testing/Monitoring/verifying the ToC.  

Figure 9 shows the Target of Certification (TOC) element in the Certification Model schema 

 

 
FIGURE 9 – TOC ELEMENT TYPE   

Schema code 
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In the following  we provide a fragment of the schema related to ToC element.The full code of the common 

XML schema for ToC element is available in Appendix C (Figure 51).  

<xs:complexType name="tocType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xs:element name="CloudLayer" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
     <xs:enumeration value="SaaS" /> 
     <xs:enumeration value="PaaS" /> 
     <xs:enumeration value="IaaS" /> 
    </xs:restriction> 
   </xs:simpleType> 
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:element name="ConcreteToc" type="xs:string"> 
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:element name="TocDescription" type="xs:string"> 
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:element name="TocURI" type="xs:anyURI" /> 
  <xs:choice> 
   <xs:element name="ToTs" type="targetOfTestsType" /> 
   <xs:element name="ToM"> 
[………] 
 
<xs:complexType name="targetOfTestsType"> 
[……..] 
</xs:complexType> 
 
<xs:complexType name="targetOfIntegrityType"> 
[……..] 
</xs:complexType> 
 
<xs:complexType name="toIPlatformType"> 
[……] 
</xs:complexType> 
 

Schema description 

CloudLayer contains information about the layer of binding (i.e., Service, Platform, Infrastructure), while 
both ConcreteToc and TocDescription are string elements. TocURI is a pointer (anyURI type) to the entity to 
be certified. 

The ToC element allows defining Target of Test (ToT), Target of Monitoring (ToM) or Target of Integrity 
(ToI) via the “choice” sub-element in the schema. 

The schema definition of the three elements is presented in the following figures. 

 
FIGURE 10 – TOTS OR TARGET OF TESTS TYPE 

 

 
FIGURE 11 – TOM OR TARGET OF MONITORING TYPE 
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FIGURE 12 – TOI OR TARGET OF INTEGRITY TYPE 

 

 

 

2.1.5. Security Property Element 

The Security Property element in the schema defines the Security Property, which has to be certified by the 
Certification Model instance. The element type is propertyDefType, already defined in (CUMULUS, D2.1 
Development of security properties specification scheme and security dependency models, 2013) 

 

 
FIGURE 13 – SECURITY PROPERTY ELEMENT TYPE 

Schema code 

The full code of the common XML schema for Security property element is  available in Appendix C, while  a 
fragment for security property is shown in the following: 

<xs:complexType name="securityPropertyType"> 
 <xs:sequence maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1"> 
  <xs:element name="sProperty" type="propertyType" /> 
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  <xs:sequence minOccurs="0"> 
   <xs:element name="Assertion" type="assertionType" /> 
  </xs:sequence> 
 </xs:sequence> 
 <xs:attribute name="SecurityPropertyId" type="xs:string" 
  use="required" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="SecurityPropertyDefinition" type="xs:string" 
  use="required" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="Vocabulary" type="xs:string" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="ShortName" type="xs:string" /> 
</xs:complexType> 
 

Schema description 

The sProperty schema code is taken from (CUMULUS, D2.1 Development of security properties 
specification scheme and security dependency models, 2013). Full code is in Appendix C, while below there 
is a fragment. 
 
<xs:complexType name="propertyType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xs:element name="propertyPerformance"> 
   <xs:complexType> 
    <xs:sequence> 
     <xs:element name="propertyPerformanceRow" minOccurs="1" 
      maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
      <xs:complexType> 
[……..] 

 

2.1.6. Signature Element 

A digital signature provides the information about who signed the Certification Model (Name and Role). 

 

 
FIGURE 14 – SIGNATURE ELEMENT TYPE 

Schema code 

The common XML schema code is: 

<xs:complexType name="signatureType"> 
 <xs:sequence maxOccurs="1"> 
  <xs:element name="Name" type="xs:string" /> 
  <xs:element name="Role" type="xs:string" /> 
 </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 

The Signature provides information about who was in charge of defining the Certification Model Instance. 
The signature involves all information to address the Certifier and the element “sign” provides trusted 
information about the CM origin. 

 

2.2. Test-based Certification Model 

This Section corresponds to Section 4 in D2.3. It is a summary of the certification models with minor 
changes including a revised Section about the architecture interpreting and executing the Test-based 
Certification Model. 
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In this Section, we present a summary of Test-based certification model and a refined version of the test-
based architecture managing it (first version in D3.2, complete version in D3.3).  

 

2.2.1. Certification Model element 

The Test-based Certification Model fully complies with the CUMULUS Meta-Model in D2.3. The Certification 
Model specification schema includes the elements of the Figure 15. 

 
FIGURE 15 – TEST-BASED CERTIFICATION MODEL 

 

In the following we briefly recap the structure and the meaning of every elements in Figure 15.  

 The CertificationModelID element defines the unique identifier of a CM inside CUMULUS 
framework. It is part of the common elements. 

 The LifeCycle element models the certificate evolution from its issuing to possible expiration or 
revocation. It is part of the common elements. In traditional certification, the Life Cycle is in the 
bailiwick of the Certification Authority issuing the certificate. It is executed statically looking at the 
produced evidence and evaluating the sufficiency conditions on the validity of the certificate (i.e. 
certificate issuing). Decisions like certification suspension, revocation or expiration are normally 
taken asynchronously and offline by the Certification Authority, for instance as reaction to new 
vulnerabilities discovery. In a cloud scenario, where the certificate Life Cycle is managed at run-
time on the basis of evolving evidence, the static intervention of a Certification Authority is not 
always feasible. The Life Cycle definition requires full machine-readable description of certificate 
states and the events that trigger transitions between them. The certificate Life Cycle is modelled 
as a deterministic finite state automaton with each vertex representing a possible state of the 
certificate with label (e.g., issued, suspended, revoked, expired) and each edge representing a 
transition between two states. Each edge is labelled with a condition over certificate's evidence 
that regulates the transition. For instance, a transition from ISSUED state to SUSPENDED state can 
be triggered by a condition saying that the amount of positive evidence in a certain period of time is 
going under a predefined threshold. Figure 3 shows the Test-based Life Cycle automata (more 
details in D2.3). An example of Life Cycle in a Test-based CM is presented in Appendix C (Figure 54). 

 The SecurityProperty element defines the Security Property, which has to be certified by the 
Certification Model instance. It is part of the common elements. The securityPropertyType is an 
extension of the propertyDefType, already defined in (CUMULUS, D2.1 Development of security 
properties specification scheme and security dependency models, 2013) and includes some other 
parameters relevant to the property definition (see Section 2.1.5). 
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 The Signature element provides the public-key signature of the certification framework that signed 
the CM Instance (see D2.3 for more details on the role of CM Instance) via delegation from the 
certification authority. It is part of the common elements.  The public key signature can be verified 
by any entity using the CM and is necessary to establish a chain of trust grounded on the produced 
certificates. It also defines the Tester executing the Certification Model and signing it for integrity. 
The Tester can be a Certification Authority dealing with the overall certification process or a Lab 
accredited by the Certification Authority. 

 The Target of Certification (ToC) defines the certification perimeter in terms of involved 
mechanisms and specifies the layer (i.e., service, platform, infrastructure) of certificate binding. It is 
part of the common elements. Each mechanism belongs to a cloud layer and can support a security 
property alone or in cooperation with other mechanisms in ToC. For instance, let us consider a Toc 
for security property p=(Confidentiality, ctx=in-transit and at-rest). ToC includes two mechanisms 
mac1 and mac2 related to service layer and infrastructure layer, respectively, and its binding is 
defined at service layer. Mechanism mec1 = {encryption, algo = XML-encryption, protocol = WS-
Security, level=message-in-transit} refers to a mechanism implementing an encrypted 
communication channel, mechanism mec2 = {encryption, algo = encrypted FS} identifies a 
mechanism implementing an encrypted file system for protecting data at rest. ToC includes also 
Targets of Test (ToTs) sub-element (the sub-element specifies the accessible APIs for testing the 
ToC) and the operative condition sub-elements (they describe the operational conditions under 
which the ToC works and include all the necessary technical information, such as the vendor and 
the release related info, installation constraints) 

o ToTs: Target of Test is a set of smaller and more specific targets that compose the whole 
ToC. Each ToT describes the target of an Abstract Collector. The interfaces specify where 
the Abstract Collector operations insist on. Type provides general information on the type 
of interface (such as public interface, internal api, configuration file), while call specifies the 
reachable interface. 

 
FIGURE 16 – TOT ELEMENT TYPE 

 The CertificationModelTemplateID element represents a reference to the Certification 
Model Template this CM was built on. See D2.3 for more details on the role of CM 
Template. 

 The Collectors element was not changed significantly from what described in D2.3, it 
contains a set of elements, called AbstractCollector and Collector, whose goal is to describe 
the Test-based evidence collection process for a given property and ToC. Each 
AbstractCollector describes testing activities without the definition of the real test cases to 
be executed on the ToC. Its scope is to define a set of testing flows for a specific test type 
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(e.g., random input, input partitioning) and test category (e.g., functional, robustness, 
penetration). Each Collector element is defined according to an element AbstractCollector 
and specifies the real test cases to be executed. AbstractCollector and Collector play a 
significative role in the process of instantiating a CM Template into a CM Instance (see 
Section 3.1.1 for more details). A change from what stated in the last Deliverable is the 
specification of the probe repository as an element of the Collector. Figure 17 shows our 
Collectors element schema. 

 

 
FIGURE 17 – COLLECTORS ELEMENT TYPE 

 

o The Aggregator sub-element describes how to collect the test outcomes and how the 
evidence must be aggregated. In our Certification Model the Aggregator is a sub-element 
of Abstract Collector and Collector. It also deals with criteria for interpreting test results in 
terms of sufficiency of collected results and includes performance thresholds that are 
appropriately scaled and arranged in different levels to provide different levels of 
assurance. 

 The Context element details the configuration of tools that were used in the certification process. It 
defines the required Test Agent (TA) types to execute all testing activities. Each Test Agent type 
may specify a specific deployment over a specific cloud or forward inputs for testing activities to an 
already deployed TA.  

The elements that are not specifically mentioned or described in this document keep all the characteristics 
and properties described in D2.3. 

 

2.2.2. Architecture 

Deliverable D5.1 (CUMULUS, D5-1, 2013) provided a first architectural overview of CUMULUS framework 
and CUMULUS Certification Infrastructure. The CUMULUS Certification Infrastructure is the core of the 
framework and is in charge of orchestrating the acquisition of all evidence at the basis of the certification 
process. All the basic certification processes (Monitoring/Test/TC) are triggered by the CUMULUS 
Framework. Focusing on an online/dynamic test-based certification process, we assume that an 
offline/static certification process has been already performed on the ToC and resulted in the generation of 
a certificate. 

The testing framework is supported by a master-slave architecture composed of two main modules: Test 
Manager (TM) and Test Agent (TA). Figure 18 shows the interactions between TM, TA and ToC to be 
certified. Another component of the framework is the CUMULUS Dashboard (not presented in the Figure), 
a general module that provides users with a common interface to access CUMULUS functionalities.  
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FIGURE 18 –TESTING-BASED LOGICAL ARCHITECTURE (SIMPLIFIED VIEW) 

In the following we provide a more detailed description of TM and TA including the subcomponents and 
the description of the flow of actions (see Figure 19). 

 Test Manager -- the master -- is the owner of the certification process. It i) provides external API 
to CUMULUS framework to manage (e.g., start, stop) a certification process, and to manage, 
retrieve, and modify corresponding CM Instances and certificates; ii) processes the CM Instance 
to extract the configurations and test cases needed for setting up the certification process and 
for initializing the slaves; iii) manages the Life Cycle of existing certificates collecting aggregated 
results on testing activities. 

 Test Agent -- the slave -- is responsible for testing the ToC. It i) deploys the testing probes (i.e., 
the test scripts in the ToT) and connects them to the hooks (i.e., the end points needed to 
execute test cases), ii) runs the test cases specified in the collectors, and iii) returns the results 
of the testing activities to TM. 

TM deals with multiple parallel certification processes, and supports a scalable and flexible solution by 
deploying different TAs on the basis of available resources. The scope is to minimize the performance 
impact on the target cloud.  
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FIGURE 19 – TESTING-BASED ARCHITECTURE 

Figure 19 shows the relation and data flows between TM, TA, probes injecting test cases via hooks, and 
ToC. It also shows the connection with the CUMULUS framework. After a CM Instance identifier (CM ID) is 
sent to TM, our certification process starts.2 The CM Instance is parsed and split into pieces driving the 
activities of the running TA(s). If TA is not deployed yet, then TM deploys it together with the required 
configurations, otherwise TA updates its configurations. TA sends back all evidence to the TM when 
available. The hooks are provided by the cloud/service provider and are generally protected by means of 
access control systems. TM aggregates the results returned by TA and either releases a new certificate, if 
possible, or manages the Life Cycle of an existing certificate.  

 In the following, we describe all framework components in more detail. 

Architectural components 

Figure 19 shows the internal components of TM and TA, and their communications. TM consists of different 
components that can be grouped into 3 main families: i) communication components (i.e., Test 
Management Interface, Agent Broadcaster/Receiver, Agent Deployer, and Queue Communication System), 
ii) data components (i.e., Data Manager), and iii) engine components (i.e., XML Parser, LifeCycle Manager, 
and Aggregator). 

                                                        
2
 We note that if the CM Instance is an updated version of a running one, the framework just updates the 

configurations and refreshes test cases if required. 
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 Test Management Interface: it is the front-end with test based certification process. It 
implements the API for interact with CUMULUS framework.   

 Data Manager: it manages persistent information. It uses a database to store all artifacts 
including CM Instances and related certificates for local use only.  

 XML Parser: it implements three main functionalities. First, it parses all documents, such as CM 
Instances and certificates, which are used by Test Management Interface. Second, it generates 
certificates from scratch when requested by Test Management Interface. Third, it parses CM 
Instance and creates commands for Test Agent.  

 Agent Broadcaster/Receiver: it is responsible to send and collect messages from Test Agents. It 
is also responsible to dispatch the Test Agent messages to other TM components. 

 Queue Communication System: it forwards messages from Agents to Agent 
Broadcaster/Receiver and vice versa. It also manages agent authentication and message queues. 

 Agent Deployer: it interacts with the cloud APIs to deploy a TA. We note that current solution 
considers OpenStack APIs, though it is general enough to support other frameworks. Agent 
Deployer then interacts with Queue Communication System for registering TA and making it 
able to authenticate with TM. TA, once deployed, can authenticate to Agent 
Broadcaster/Receiver through Queue Communication System. Agent Deployer also maintains a 
list of deployed and running TAs and identifies them in terms of running collectors and test 
cases. 

 Aggregator: it evaluates the testing evidence (i.e., collector results) sent by TA via Agent 
Broadcaster/Receiver and notifies the LifeCycle Manager. We note that this evaluation is made 
by computing aggregation metrics, specified in element Aggregator of CM Instance, on the 
results of the testing activities. 

 LifeCycle Manager: it receives the Aggregator evaluation and, according to the LifeCycle 
conditions on transitions, sets the status of the certificate.    

TA executes all collectors/test cases requested by TM. Communications between TM and TA are managed 
by Queue Communication System that serializes the messages, authenticates the agents, and keeps TM 
load under control. Communications between TA and ToC depend on the hooks, and are configured 
according to the probes. Test agent consists of the following components.  

 Test Manager Interface: it receives commands from and sends back test evidence results, 
retrieved by Collector Agent via Collector Manager, to TM.  

 Collector Manager: it manages the configuration, deployment, and execution of all relevant 
Collector Agents, dispatching to them the test cases and setting the relative probes for their 
connection to the hooks. It also starts, stops, and resets a Collector Agent sending a different or 
updated configuration, test cases, probes, and hooks. 

 Collector Agent: it uses probe scripts in ToTs and corresponding test cases to evaluate ToC. 
Probe scripts read information from test cases and hook configurations, feed the test cases in 
the attached hook, and, after all test cases have been executed, notify Collector Manager with 
the results, which are then forwarded to TM. Each Collector Agent is assumed to be 
independent and thus runs in parallel, while its test cases run sequentially following the testing 
flow dictated by the abstract collector. 

TA keeps detailed information of its activities in logs, which can be retrieved later for audit or a posteriori 
analysis. A full description of the CUMULUS Test-based Architecture and its flows of action are available on 
CUMULUS Deliverable D3.3.  
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2.3. Monitoring-based Certification Model 

This Section corresponds to Section 5 in D2.3. It is a summary of the certification models with minor 
changes for the models and a revised Section about the architecture interpreting and executing the 
model. 

This Section summarizes the Monitoring-based certification model capabilities and the architecture 
managing it, highlighting the differences from the previous versions presented in D2.3 and D3.2. 

 

2.3.1. Certification Model 

Monitoring-based Certification Model complies with the CUMULUS Meta-Model in D2.3. The Certification 
Model specification schema includes the elements of the Figure 20. 

 

 
FIGURE 20– MONITORING-BASED CERTIFICATION MODEL 

In the following we briefly recap the structure and the meaning of every elements in Figure 20.  

 The CertificationModelID element represents a unique identifier of the CM.  

 The LifeCycle element allows defining the process to issue a certificate and to change its status 
based on new evidences, e.g. revoking a certificate when a property is no longer valid, or 
highlighting an anomaly that needs to be checked by the Certification Authority. The Life Cycle is 
modelled as a finite state machine, where each vertex represents a certificate status and each edge 
represents a condition over the evidences: as soon as some events trigger a condition, the 
certificate status is updated based on the Life Cycle model transitions. 

 The Signature element provides the signature of the certification framework that signed the CM via 
delegation from the certification authority. This signature is necessary to establish a chain of trust 
for the produced certificates.  

 The Target of Certification (ToC) defines the cloud stack that should be certified by executing the 
CM. This element allows the definition of the interfaces provided by the cloud stack that needs to 
be analysed. Interfaces can be seamlessly identified for the different layers of the cloud stack (i.e., 
service, platform, infrastructure) as each of them can be regarded as a service from the monitoring 
infrastructure. 
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 The SecurityProperty element defines the security property that has to be certified by the CM. It 
allows the definition of the property name from different catalogs and expressing assertions about 
how the property is going to be monitored through the language we described in D3.2. 

 The Assessment Scheme element defines in more detail the conditions used by the Life Cycle in 
order to issue and maintain a certificate based on the evidence collected. These conditions are 
related to the sufficiency of evidence collection (e.g., minimum period over which a target of 
certification must be monitored before a certificate for the particular property of it can be issued), 
the expiration date of the instance and the absence of conflicting evidence regarding the property 
to be certified. These conditions must be satisfied, in addition to the monitorable assertion of the 
property, for the certificate to be issued. 

 
FIGURE 21– MONITORING-BASED ASSESSMENT SCHEME  

 The Validity Tests is an extensible element that allows, in addition to the assessment scheme, to 
define extra validity tests to be used as Life Cycle conditions to determine the management of a 
certificate status. These tests may relate, for example, to conditions regarding the cloud where the 
service is deployed (e.g., requiring that the cloud offers full isolation of virtual machines) or the 
monitoring infrastructure itself (e.g., requiring the integrity of the transmission of monitoring 
events and results inside the infrastructure and to external clients of it). The specification of validity 
tests can be based on expressing conditions regarding Trusted Computing based certificates and/or 
other types of certificates regarding TOC and/or its operational context that will confirm the 
adherence of such entities to required conditions. For example, a validity test might be that the 
monitoring components, which have been used to gather the evidence underpinning a certificate, 
have integrity and have remained the same throughout the monitoring period. 

 The Monitoring Configuration element allows defining details of the configuration of the 
monitoring tools that should be used in the certification process. This element allows using 
different reasoners based on the properties to be monitored. 

 

2.3.2. Architecture 

The monitoring based certification mechanism that follows the instructions of the Monitoring-based CMs in 
order to collect evidence and release appropriate certificates is thoroughly described in the Deliverables 
output of WP3 (in particular D3.2 describes the core mechanisms and D3.3 the advanced ones). In this 
Section we are going to provide a summary of the architecture, for a more detailed description please refer 
to the appropriate Deliverables. 

The CUMULUS framework can trigger the monitoring based certification mechanism by submitting a CM to 
execute through the Dashboard. The framework contacts the Monitoring Manager, which handles all the 
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monitoring sessions. In particular the Monitoring Manager is in charge to follow the Life Cycle, submit 
monitoring formulas to the reasoners and check the resulting evidence as described in the CM. In order for 
the monitor(s) to be able to collect evidence, a set of Event Captors are used to detect events happening in 
the ToC and send it through a publish/subscribe interface, called Event Bus. The monitor(s) subscribe to the 
Event Bus channel and check the events coming from the ToC against the formulas, returning the results to 
the Monitoring Manager that uses this information in order to issue or modify the status of a certificate, 
based on the lifecycle of the CM. 
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FIGURE 22 – MONITORING-BASED ARCHITECTURE (SIMPLIFIED)  

The architecture has been updated in order to deal with the advanced certification models. In particular in 
order to allow combination of evidence to support Hybrid models, the different managers (TC Manager, 
Test Manager and Monitoring Manager) can now contact each other in order to request the collection of a 
different type of evidence, as indicated by the dotted lines in Figure 22. 

 

2.4. TC-based Certification Model 

This Section presents the TC-based certification model with new results, structure and artefacts amending 
those presented in Section 6 in D2.3. It first recalls a Cloud referenced architecture with virtualized TPM 
functionality followed by the TC-based CM presentation.  

 

2.4.1. Architecture 

TC-based certification requires a TPM v 1.2 on the corresponding Cloud platform3. Given that, we will 
describe the architecture of virtualized TPM and its functionality in order to facilitate the presentation of 
the TC-based CM. Figure 23 shows the referenced architecture of TPM virtualization as defined by the 
Trusted Computing Group (TCG)4. The figure reflects a basic cloud virtualization view along with concepts 
and functionality required for TPM virtualisation that will help us better introduce TC-based certification 
model.  

                                                        
3
 Note that TC-based certification is based on TPM specification v1.2, since TPM 2.0 implementations with 

full software stack on the host platform have been developed only very recently, e.g. partially within 
CUMULUS by Infineon (IFX). 
4
 Trusted Platform Architecture Specification, Version 1.0, Revision 26. Available at 

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/resources/virtualized_trusted_platform_architecture_specification 
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Physical Platform Layer. There are three layers shown in Figure 23. The bottom layer comprises the physical 
platform and associated to that physical hardware TPM (pTPM) and physical Root of Trust for 
Measurement (pRTM).  The pRTM is considered as hardware-based RTM, for example as a combination of 
hardware and system firmware (e.g., BIOS, UEFI), implemented in the physical platform layer. The pRTM is 
responsible for measuring integrity of software (e.g., hypervisor) running on a physical platform and reports 
those measurements in corresponding pTPM’s Platform Configuration Registers (PCRs). The Core Root of 
Trust for Measurement (CRTM) is a pRTM that is the first piece of code executed on a platform at boot 
time. The TCG architecture refers to CRTM as physical CRTM (pCRTM). The pCRTM must be trusted to 
properly report to the pTPM what the first software or firmware is executed after the execution of pCRTM. 
Analogously, upper in the code execution chain, each piece of code that loads and executes other software 
may be responsible for measuring and reporting the newly loaded code into appropriate PCRs. These non-
core measures are considered as RTM.  

Hypervisor Layer. Next layer in the architecture is the software running on top of the physical (hardware) 
platform, called Hypervisor or Virtual Machine Manager. The hypervisor virtualizes the underlying 
hardware (physical) platform to enable multiple Virtual Machines (VMs) run concurrently in isolated 
environments and share the physical platform’s resources. The hypervisor is in charge of providing 
isolation, creation, destruction, hibernation, and migration of VMs. 
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FIGURE 23– TCG REFERENCED TPM VIRTUALIZATION ARCHITECTURE 

 

Upon creation of a new VM, the hypervisor creates also a virtual trusted platform (vPlatform) instance 
associated to that VM. The vPlatform instance consists primarily of a virtual TPM (vTPM) and associated 
virtual Root of Trust for Measurement (vRTM). A vPlatform Manager component at this layer is the 
software in charge of creation and destruction of vPlatform instances for each new VM. The vPlatform 
Manager is also responsible for triggering the vRTM, which in turn measures the first code execution of a 
VM and reports that to vTPM’s PCRs. Upon instantiating a new VM, the vPlatform Manager creates a new 
vPlatform instance associated with the VM prior to the start of the VM boot, so the vRTM (more precisely 
vCRTM) can measure the initial piece of VM code and report that to the newly created vTPM instance (part 
of the vPlatform instance). 

The vTPM is a software instance of TPM functionality associated to a single VM. The TCG specification 
defines vTPM component as hardware and/or software realization of the functionality described in the 
TPM specification. The vTPM component can be entirely realized as software, virtualizing the functionality 
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of physical TPM, such as non-volatile memory, PCRs, cryptographic engine, hash engine, etc. One can 
protect the internal storage and states of vTPM by means of lower level physical TPM functionalities, such 
as sealing of vTPM states by means of pTPM’s keys (and possibly under pTPM’s PCRs state conditions). 
Another important implementation aspect is to provide isolation of vTPM functionality and states from 
other vTPM instances. That means vTPM instances should act independently of each other and without 
affecting states of each other. 

The vRTM is logically associated with a particular VM instance in order to measure the initial execution of 
the VM and begin to populate its associated vTPM’s PCRs. For example, virtualized CRTM (vCRTM) is a 
vRTM that is in charge of measuring the initial code run within the VM, and populate the appropriate PCRs 
in the vTPM (of a given vPlatform instance). It means that before a VM boot (before VM execution) the 
vCRTM is executed (triggered by the vPlatform Manager) to begin measuring and populating the VM state.  

The instantiated vRTM (as part of the vPlatform instance) provide measurements and play role analogous 
to that of a system reset with the pRTM. The goal of the instantiated vRTM and vTPM is to make those 
appear the same as their physical equivalents (pRTM, pTPM) allowing an unmodified VM to execute 
unaware that the vPlatform is not a physical trusted platform. 

Virtual Machines Layer. Next (top) layer of the architecture is the layer where VMs reside. In the figure, two 
VMs are running isolated operating system instances, which host (run) user services. Both VMs also run an 
attestation agent serving (remote) attestation requests from challengers by following a specific attestation 
protocol, the same as in the case of a non-virtualised platform. The attestation agent in a VM provides 
attestation evidences about the state of the VM, i.e. about the state of the VM’s system platform and 
applications running on it, by using the vTPM assigned to that VM. 

There is a dedicated privileged VM (VM#1) running TC-specific services of the hypervisor, such as a Deep 
Attestation Service. The Deep Attestation Service is used to create attestation evidences about the state of 
the hypervisor. For example, after an attestation of a VM has succeeded, a Remote Challenger might wish 
to attest the hypervisor below the VM to determine if it is trustworthy enough to not modify the VM 
behaviour and attestation reporting. Because the hypervisor (the layer below VMs) might also be operating 
on top of a virtualized platform, see Figure 24, the concept of iteratively attesting each individual lower 
virtualization layer in order to establish the trustworthiness of a VM (and its underlying trusted platforms) 
is known as a “deep attestation”. In that case, the remote challenger may need to repeatedly attest 
virtualization layers down until it reaches the bottom-most layer operating on top of a physical trusted 
platform (with pTPM and pCRTM).  
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FIGURE 24 –TPM VIRTUALIZATION ARCHITECTURE WITH NESTED VIRTUALISATION  

Nested Virtualisation. Figure 24 presents details of how nested virtualization (e.g., hypervisor running 
inside a VM) can benefit of virtualized TPM functionality. Specifically, VM#2 is now hosting a nested 
virtualisation, with an inner hypervisor layer, and VM layer. We have represented as VM#4 the dedicated 
VM hosting TC services, available to end users, of the corresponding (nested) hypervisor, while as VM#5 a 
Virtual Machine hosting guest OS and end-user services.  

An important aspect of nested virtualization is the fact that all integrity state measurements of the nested 
hypervisor are reported to vTPM#2, and the deep attestation service of VM#4 attests hypervisor integrity 
from reports of vTPM#2. vTPM#5 and vRTM#5 represent a vPlatform instantiated and associated to VM#5 
by the nested hypervisor’s implemetation of TPM virtualization. In that case, VM#5 platform and end-user 
applications integrity are reported to vTPM#5. Given that, a remote challenger, wishing to attest integrity 
state of end-user applications running in VM#5, will first request integrity state attestation to the 
attestation agent of VM#5. Upon successful attestation, it will then request an integrity state attestation of 
the hypervisor hosting VM#5 to determine if it is trustworthy enough not to modify the VM#5 behaviour 
and attestation reporting. Upon successful attestation of the hypervisor, the challenger will have to request 
an integrity state attestation of the hypervisor hosting VM#2 to determine if it is trustworthy enough not to 
modify the VM#2 behaviour and attestation reporting, i.e. the behaviour and attestation reporting of the 
hypervisor running inside VM#2. Upon successful attestation and given the hypervisor hosting VM#2 runs 
on a physical platform, the remote challenger will have enough evidences, with bottom-up trust 
establishment, to determine the trustworthy aspects of the attestation reporting of VM#5.  

 

2.4.2. Certification Model 

The TC-based Certification Model fully complies with the CUMULUS Meta-Model, and contributes to the 
unification of common elements across all types of CMs.  In the following we will describe the TC-based CM 
artefacts and the rationale behind them, where for some of the artefacts examples will be provided. 

 
FIGURE 25 –TPM VIRTUALIZATION ARCHITECTURE WITH NESTED VIRTUALISATION 

Figure 25 shows the core elements forming part of the TC-based CM, all of them defined in compliance 
with the CUMULUS Meta-Model.  

 CertificationModelID defines a unique identifier of a given CM. Following a common unification 
approach, the CM identifier has the following informal syntax for TC-based certification – 
cumulus:cm:id:tc:nnn – where nnn represents a unique number distinguishing current TC-
based CM from others.  
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 ToC defines a Target of Certification for a given TC-based CM following a specific artefacts 
structure. In the context of TC-based certification, the main role of the ToC is to provide description 
of the target of certification in function of the underlying platform integrity state description 
following the architecture presented in Figures 23 and 24. 

 SecurityProperty defines the security property of the ToC subject of certification. The security 
property follows the exact syntax and specification as of D2.1. The specific security properties 
supported by the advocated TC-based CM are presented later below.  

 LifeCycle defines the actual Life Cycle of certificates issued based on a given TC-based CM. The Life 
Cycle defines the states and state transition conditions for TC-based certificate issuance and 
management. 

 Evidence Collector defines how to collect TC proofs for a given layer of the cloud architecture 
hosting the ToC. Depending on the type of ToC (SaaS/PaaS/IaaS) and underlying cloud 
infrastructure, several EvidenceCollector elements will be instantiated each corresponding to a 
given virtualisation layer (rf. Figure 24). 

 EvidenceAgregator defines how the TC proofs obtained from each of the EvidenceCollectors are to 
be aggregated, i.e. used together, for comprehensive TC-based certification process and 
corresponding certificate issuance.  The main role of the EvidenceCollector is to provide sufficient 
information on the integrity attestation covering all cloud layers underlying a given ToC.  

 Conditions define a set of conditions under which a given TC-based CM is issued. The Conditions are 
used to indicate significant and recognised by CA/evaluation lab conditions under which a TC-based 
CM is issued/used. These conditions must hold a priori to the TC-based certification process takes 
place. These conditions are not intended to be automatically verified during the TC-based 
certification process but are to be ensured by the evaluation lab in charge of issuing a given TC-
based CM. Although these conditions may seem not mandatory for inclusion as the evaluating lab 
may implicitly assure as long as a CM is issued all relevant conditions hold. However, including 
those conditions explicitly in the TC-based CM will allow advanced reasoning on the CM to identify 
under what actual conditions the CM is issued and used. Section 4.1.2 will discuss that aspect in 
more details especially regarding the condition requiring proper TPM virtualisation on a hypervisor 
layer for advanced TC-based Multi-Layer certification. 

 Issuer defines the issuer of a given TC-based CM and related to that information. 

 Signature defines the XML digital signature of a TC-based CM. 

 

Target of Certification (ToC) Element 
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FIGURE 26 –TOC ARTEFACT STRUCTURE 

Figure 26 shows the artefact structure of the ToC (Target of Certification). 

 CloudLayer defines a coarse-grained perimeter of the ToC. The value of CloudLayer is restricted to 
one of {“SaaS”,”PaaS”,”IaaS”}. Several occurrences of CloudLayer will indicate the Multi-Layer 
perimeter of the ToC. 

 TocDescription defines the ToC in natural language as informative description for human reading. 

 TocURI defines the URI of the ToC, such as the end-point network address. 

 ToI defines the Target of Integrity for the given ToC. The ToI is formally defined in three main 
layers: (i) VMLayer representing Application and Platform aspects of the VM where the actual ToC 
resides; (ii) VirtualisationLayer representing the immediate virtualisation layer below the VMLayer. 
In case of nested virtualisation (ref. Figure 24), several instances of VirtualisationLayer component 
will be instantiated representing all layers below the VMLayer where the last virtualisation layer is 
run on a physical platform; and (iii) PhysicalLayer representing aspects of the physical platform 
such as TPM manufacturer and TPM specification compliance. 

 Id defines a unique identifier of the current ToC used to express references to the ToC, for example 
from certificates produced from the given TC-based CM. 

Example of ToC artefact 
<ToC Id="cumulus-scenarios-ehealth-service-application"> 
 <CloudLayer>SaaS</CloudLayer> 
 <TocDescription>e-Health application scenario developed by ATOS in the 
  CUMULUS project.</TocDescription> 
 <TocURI>http://ehealth.atos.net/services/e-health</TocURI> 
 <ToI> 
  <VMLayer> 
   <Application ID="application"> 
    <Component> 
     <NameID>cumulus:scenarios:e-health</NameID> 
     <Vendor>C=ES,L=Mardid,O=ATOS S.A.</Vendor> 
     <Release>1.0</Release> 
     <Description>e-Health application scenario developed by ATOS in the 
      CUMULUS project.</Description> 
     <ElementRef>file:$TOMCAT-HOME:webapps:e-health:e-health-main.jsp</ElementRef> 
     <ElementRef>file:$TOMCAT-HOME:webapps:e-health:WEB-INF:lib:bcprov-jdk15on-150.jar</ElementRef> 
     <ElementRef>file:$TOMCAT-HOME:webapps:e-health:WEB-INF:config:e-health-config.xml</ElementRef> 
    </Component> 
   </Application> 
   <Platform ID="platform" TPMVersion="1.2" 
    PlatformBindingType="Virtual" VirtualizedOnLayer="virtualizationlayer-01"> 
    <Component> 
     <NameID>apache:tomcat</NameID> 
     <Vendor>C=US,ST=California,L=Los Angeles,O=The Apache Software 
      Foundation</Vendor> 
     <Release>8.0.9</Release> 
     <Description>Apache Tomcat Applciation Server</Description> 
    </Component> 
    <Component> 
     <NameID>oracle:jre</NameID> 
     <Vendor>C=US,ST=California,O=Oracle Corporation</Vendor> 
     <Release>jre-7u60-linux-x64</Release> 
     <Description>Java Runtime Environment</Description> 
    </Component> 
    <Component> 
     <NameID>canonical:ubuntu</NameID> 
     <Vendor>C=UK,L=London,O=Canonical Ltd.</Vendor> 
     <Release>14.04 LTS</Release> 
     <Description>Ubuntu PC Operating System</Description> 
    </Component> 
   </Platform> 
  </VMLayer> 
  <VirtualizationLayer ID="virtualizationlayer-01" 
   TPMVersion="1.2" PlatformBindingType="Physical"> 
   <Component> 
    <NameID>vmware:vsphere-hypervisor</NameID> 
    <Vendor>C=US,ST=California,L=Palo Alto,O=VMware Inc.</Vendor> 
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    <Release>ESXi 5.1.0</Release> 
    <Description>VMware vSphere Hypervisor</Description> 
   </Component> 
  </VirtualizationLayer> 
  <PhysicalLayer> 
   <PhysicalPlatform ID="physicalplatform-01"> 
    <TPM> 
     <NameID>infineon:tpm-chipset</NameID> 
     <Vendor>C=DE,L=Neubiberg,O=Infineon Technologies AG.</Vendor> 
     <Release>SLB 9635 TT 1.2</Release> 
     <Description>Infineon's TPM Security Chip</Description> 
    </TPM> 
    <Platform> 
     <NameID>asus:motherboard</NameID> 
     <Vendor>C=US,ST=California,L=Fremont,O=ASUSTeK Computer Inc.</Vendor> 
     <Release>P8Q67-M DO/TPM</Release> 
     <Description>ASUS Motherboard P8Q67-M DO/TPM</Description> 
    </Platform> 
   </PhysicalPlatform> 
  </PhysicalLayer> 
 </ToI> 
</ToC> 

The example above shows ToC for an eHealth application developed by ATOS5. The eHealth application is 
recognised as running as a service in a virtual machine (i.e. application layer of the VM) that consists of 
several libraries and a configuration file. It is also recognised that the VM platform comprises an instance of 
an Apache Tomcat application server, Oracle Java 7, and Ubuntu OS. It is recognised the Hypervisor hosting 
the VM offers TPM virtualisation for that VM with TPM v1.2 specification. It is also recognised the 
hypervisor is an instance of VMware vSphere Hypervisor. It is also recognised the physical platform 
comprises an Infinion TPM chip for TPM v1.2 specification. We note that TC-based CM can be confidential, 
as it may contain sensitive data, and made available only to the CUMULUS framework for certification. TC-
based certificates do not contain any specific to the ToC data, but a rather generic description of the ToC 
including CloudLayer, tocDescription and tocURI. 

 

Security Property Element 

It has been deliberately decided that the security property supported by the advocated TC-based 
certification is software integrity. However, given the nature of TC and TPM-based technology, the specific 
security property formulation is defined as software integrity in function of underlying platform (integrity) 
state.   

Following the defined syntax and specification of CUMULUS security properties in Deliverable D2.1, we 
have defined two property identifiers depending on the high-level scope/perimeter of the ToC:   

 AIS:integrity:software-integrity-bound-to-platform-state when the ToC resides on the SaaS level. 

 IVS:integrity:software-integrity-bound-to-platform-state when the ToC resides on the PaaS or IaaS 
level. 

Both property identifiers have a Boolean attribute called Verified.  

We have given the following description for the property (regardless of the AIS/IVS prefix): Evidence of the 
integrity of the software running on the target of certification (ToC). The software integrity is assured by an 
identified (authenticated) ToC platform state and all states of virtualization layers down. 

Example of SecurityProperty artefact 
<SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="Evidence of the integrity of the application software 
running on the target of certification (ToC). The software integrity is assured by the identified 
ToC platform state and states of all virtualization layers down."> 

                                                        
5
 For the sake of illustration and space limitation, we show only a simplified fragment of a ToC, i.e. some of 

its potential files. The e-Health SaaS application presented in D6.4, for example the e-healthws in Figure 1, 
will have a similar-looking ToC structure but with a much longer list of software files comprising the e-
healthws.  
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     <sProperty class="AIS:integrity:software-integrity-bound-to-platform-state"> 
         <propertyPerformance> 
             <propertyPerformanceRow> 
                 <propertyPerformanceCell name="Verified">true</propertyPerformanceCell> 
             </propertyPerformanceRow> 
         </propertyPerformance> 
         <propertyParameterList/> 
     </sProperty> 
</SecurityProperty> 

 

LifeCycle Element 

Figure 27 shows the artefacts representing the defined TC-based certificate Life Cycle in Section 2.1.3. 
There are three main states of the Life Cycle, namely “Issued”, “Expired” and “Revoked” with 
corresponding state transition conditions. The transition from state “Non-issued” to state “Issued” is 
defined by having evidence collection for ToC integrity and all layers down the cloud stack until the physical 
layer. The transition from state “Issued” to state “Expired” is defined by having the certificate expired 
according to its time validity period. The transition from state “Issued” to state “Revoked” is defined by 
having contradictory evidence of ToC integrity or integrity states of any of the virtualization layers down 
the cloud stack.  

 
FIGURE 27 – LIFECYCLE ARTEFACT STRUCTURE 

Figure 27 shows the LifeCycle artefact structure. The LifeCycle defines all states and transitions of TC-based 
certificate, where transition conditions differ based on the ToC perimeter and scope. 

 InitialState defines the initial state of a TC-based certificate Life Cycle. Currently, this element has a 
fixed value to “Not-issued”. 

 LifeCycleTransition defines a single transition from one valid state (defined as FromState) to 
another valid state (defined as ToState) from the defined above TC-based certificate states. Each 
LifeCycleTransition element defines conditions for the Life Cycle transition. 

o ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition defines a set of Conditions that all must hold (AND 
relation) to enable the Life Cycle transition, where each Condition is defined by a name 
identifier (NameID). 

 CertificateValidationFrequencyInMilliseconds defines a frequency of certificate validation to be 
enforced by the underlying TC certification mechanisms once a certificate is issued (marked in a 
state “ISSUED”). 

The example below illustrates the use of the Life Cycle artefact and its intended semantics. 

Example of LifeCycle artefact 
<LifeCycle InitialState="NOT_ISSUED" CertificateValidationFrequencyInMilliseconds ="3600000"> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="NOT_ISSUED" ToState="ISSUED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Application"/> 
                <Condition NameID="Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Platform"/> 
                <Condition NameID="Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VirtualizationLayers"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
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        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="EXPIRED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="ValidityPeriodExpired"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Application"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Platform"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VirtualizationLayers"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
</LifeCycle> 

The example shows the TC-based certificate Life Cycle. The transition from state “NOT_ISSUED” to state 
“ISSUED” is expressed by three conditions for evidence collection: (i) Integrity evidence for the identified 
VM application layer of the ToC; and (ii) integrity evidence for the identified VM platform layer of the ToC; 
and (iii) integrity evidence for the identified virtualisation layers of the ToC.  

Given these conditions, the TC-Manager component responsible for TC-based certification will request TC 
proofs (evidence collection) following the EvidenceCollector specification for reach of the identified layers. 
For the last condition, the TC-Manager will go through all EvidenceCollectors defined for each virtualisation 
layer. Given successful evidence collection for all identified layers in the conditions, the TC-Manager will 
issue a TC-based certificate corresponding to the state “ISSUED”. 

The transition from state “ISSUED” to state “EXPIRED” is expressed as a condition of validity period 
expiration of the already issued TC-based certificate. The TC-Manager, when such state transition holds, 
will mark the corresponding TC-based certificate as expired.  

The transition from state “ISSUED” to state “REVOKED” is expressed by three individual LifeCycleTransition 
artefacts each one defining a single condition for state transition, as opposed to the previous Life Cycle 
transitions. In that way, it is expressed that if any of the conditions holds the certificate must be revoked. 
Namely, if there is a non-valid integrity state (with respect to the evidences obtained during certificate 
issuance) for VM application layer or VM platform layer or any of the virtualisation layer below the TC-
Manager will mark the corresponding certificate as revoked. 

 

EvidenceCollector element 

 
FIGURE 28 – EVIDENCECOLLECTOR ARTEFACT STRUCTURE 

Figure 28 shows the EvidenceCollector artefact structure. An EvidenceCollector represents information of 
how to collect TC proofs (integrity evidence) for a particular layer of the cloud infrastructure where the ToC 
resides.  
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 CollectorInfo identifies the collector component to be used for the collection of TC proofs for the 
associated cloud layer. Currently, three types of collector identifiers are supported: TC-Manager, 
vTPM, and pTPM.  

 A choice between IntegrityMeasurement and TPMQuote is defined reflected by the type of 
collector selected for the associated cloud layer.  

o IntegrityMeasurement defines the case where the TC-Manager6 is selected as a type of 
collector. Currently, the TC-Manager in only used when TC proofs collection is required for 
the VM Application layer of the ToI structure. In that case, the IntegrityMeasurement is 
defined by an integrity method (IntegrityMethod) that the TC-Manager will use to compute 
the integrity of all application files recognised for the ToI on the VM Application layer (e.g., 
linked timestamping method), a hash algorithm reference (IntegrityAlgRef) for computing 
the integrity value (e.g., SHA-1), and a PCR number where to store the resulting collected 
evidence of the ToI Application layer (default PCRNumber is 23). 

o TPMQuote defines the case where vTPM or pTPM is selected as a type of collector. Here, a 
deliberate decision was taken to abstract away details on a specific attestation protocol 
(leave that to a specific TC mechanism-level implementation of an attestation protocol) and 
provide the most significant information any attestation protocol must take as input – the 
range of PCR numbers required to obtain evidence collection for the associated cloud layer. 

 ToILayerRef defines an internal to the TC-based CM reference (IDREF) to a ToI layer where the 
current collector info is associated. 

The example below illustrates the use of EvidenceCollector artefacts in relation to the example above 
regarding ToC. 

Example of EvidenceCollector artefacts 
<EvidenceCollector ToILayerRef="application"> 
        <CollectorInfo NameID="cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:tcmanager"/> 
        <IntegrityMeasurement IntegrityMethod="cumulus:cm:tc:integritymethod:linked-timestamping" 
IntegrityAlgRef="cumulus:cm:tc:integrityalgref:sha1" PCRNumber="23"/> 
</EvidenceCollector> 
<EvidenceCollector ToILayerRef="platform"> 
        <CollectorInfo NameID="cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:vtpm"/> 
        <TPMQuote> 
            <PCRNumber>0</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>1</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>2</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>3</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>4</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>5</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>6</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>7</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>8</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>9</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>10</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>11</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>12</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>13</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>14</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>15</PCRNumber> 
        </TPMQuote> 
</EvidenceCollector> 
<EvidenceCollector ToILayerRef="virtualizationlayer-01"> 
        <CollectorInfo NameID="cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:ptpm"/> 
        <TPMQuote> 
            <PCRNumber>0</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>1</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>2</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>3</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>4</PCRNumber> 

                                                        
6
  Although we refere to TC-Manager as an identifier, in TC certification mechanisms described in D3.3 the 

TC-Manager may also imply TC-Module as a collector for TC proofs. 
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            <PCRNumber>5</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>6</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>7</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>8</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>9</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>10</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>11</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>12</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>13</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>14</PCRNumber> 
            <PCRNumber>15</PCRNumber> 
        </TPMQuote> 
</EvidenceCollector> 

 

EvidenceAggregator Element 

 
FIGURE 29 – EVIDENCEAGGREGATOR ARTEFACT STRUCTURE 

Figure 29 shows the EvidenceAggregator artefact structure. The EvidenceAggregator defines how evidences 
of the different collectors are to be used (aggregated) to ensure the security property holds for the ToC.  
The EvidenceAggregator defines how to enable an attestation process for the ToC spanning over various 
cloud layers.  

 AggregatorInfo identifies the aggregator component to be used for an attestation process of the 
ToC and underlying cloud layers. Currently, the only component that can be used for the role of an 
aggregator is the TC-Manager. 

 TPMStateBoundKey defines an asymmetric TPM key generation requirement for given ToC layers 
where instead of traditional attestation reporting through an attestation agent (ref. Figure 23), the 
ToC attestation for the identified layers is achieved by the ToC itself signing data with that TPM key 
(Muñoz & Maña, June 2013). In that case, the aggregator should interact with the ToC to perform 
attestation for the identified ToC layers (instead of attestation agent reporting). Such attestation 
specification is intended to be used only when traditional attestation approach (by an attestation 
agent) is not feasible or practical for the given settings/environment of the ToC. The structure of 
the TPMStateBoundKey artefact extends the one presented in Deliverable D2.3, Section 6.2 (TC 
Support for Certification) with a set of references to those ToI layers the TPM key is bound to the 
integrity evidences (TC proofs) of those layers. 

 ToIAttestation defines the information necessary for the Aggregator to perform an attestation 
process with the attestation service of the ToC and the deep attestation services of all virtualisation 
layers down the cloud stack.  

o DeepAttestationLayerBindingType defines the type of deep attestation binding 
implemented/supported by the ToC cloud infrastructure according to the recommended 
techniques by the TCG specification7.  The goal of a deep attestation layer binding is to 
ensure that all evidences (TC proofs) presented from the lower virtualisation layers’ 
attestation are actually coming from the same physical system/platform. 

                                                        
7
 Refer to section 4.4.4 of Trusted Platform Architecture Specification. Available at 

http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/resources/virtualized_trusted_platform_architecture_specification 
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o ToIAndPlatformIntegrityAttestation defines the attestation service information of the ToC 
regarding the Application and Platform of the ToI structure (used only when the ToC 
resides on the SaaS level). SourceOfTrustType attribute is used to indicate to the 
Aggregator what information to include in the resulting TC-based certificate that will 
facilitate subsequent attestation processes by the TC mechanisms (for example when 
validating a TC-based certificate). Currently, the supported values for the 
SourceOfTrustType are “AIKCredential” and “Privacy-CA”, where the former identifies the 
use of the AIK credential of the vTPM/pTPM, while the latter identifies the use of Privacy-
CA credential as source of trust for accepting attestation reporting by the corresponding 
vTPM/pTPM. 

o  VirtualizationLayerIntegrityAttestation defines the attestation service information of the 
ToC regarding an underlying virtualisation layer of the cloud. A 
VirtualizationLayerIntegrityAttestation is defined for each of the virtualisation layers 
underlying the ToC.  

The example below illustrates the use of EvidenceAggregator artefact in relation with the example given 
about the ToC. 

Example of EvidenceAggregator artefact 
<EvidenceAggregator> 
 <AggregatorInfo NameID="cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:tcmanager" /> 
 <ToIAttestation 
  DeepAttestationLayerBindingType="TopDownAttestationByRedirectionToLowerLayerIntegrity 
UsingVTPMPublicAIK"> 
  <ToIAndPlatformIntegrityAttestation 
   AttestationServiceURI="http://ehealth.atos.net/services/tcmanager-attestation" 
   SourceOfTrustType="AIKCredential" ToIAndPlatformRefs="application platform" /> 
  <VirtualizationLayerIntegrityAttestation 
   VirtualizationLayerRef="virtualizationlayer-01" 
   DeepAttestationServiceURI="http://192.168.35.211:8080/tc-services/deepattestation" 
   SourceOfTrustType="AIKCredential" /> 
 </ToIAttestation> 
</EvidenceAggregator> 

 

Conditions 

 
FIGURE 30 – CONDITIONS ARTEFACT STRUCTURE 

Figure 30 shows the Conditions artefact structure. The Conditions are used to indicate significant and 
recognised by CA/evaluation lab conditions under which a TC-based CM is issued/used. A Condition is 
defined by a suitable name identifier (NameID). Some of the significant conditions’ identifiers, defined for 
TC-based certification, are listed below. 

 ToI:VMLayer:Application:TPMEnabled – CA/Evaluation lab recognizes application layer software 
components are measured and reported to vTPM’s PCRs. 

 ToI:VMLayer:Platform:TPMEnabled – CA/Evaluation lab recognizes VM system software is 
measured and reported to vTPM’s PCRs. 

 ToI:VirtualizationLayer:TPMVirtualizationEnabled – CA/Evaluation lab recognizes the hypervisor 
layer provides adequate vTPM implementation, according to TCG specs. 

 PhysicalPlatform:TPMEnabled – CA/Evaluation lab recognizes physical platform with physical TPM 
properly enabled for virtualization layer integrity measures. 

 Trust:RecognizedPrivacy-CA – CA/Evaluation lab recognizes Privacy-CAs as authorities. 
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 Trust:HypervisorIntegrity – CA/Evaluation lab recognizes the hypervisor layer as trusted to provide 
vTPM implementation without pTPM and integrity attestation. 

Example of Conditions artefacts 
<Conditions> 
 <Condition NameID="ToI:VMLayer:Application:TPMEnabled" /> 
 <Condition NameID="ToI:VMLayer:Platform:TPMEnabled" /> 
 <Condition NameID="ToI:VirtualizationLayer:TPMVirtualizationEnabled" /> 
 <Condition NameID="PhysicalPlatform:TPMEnabled" /> 
</Conditions> 
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3. Certification Process 

This Section, already present in D2.3, has been completed with some major changes, including the full 
certification process, a refined Trust Model, and some new aspects of Advanced Certification models. 

The CUMULUS certification process enables to i) gather evidence from the Testing/Monitoring/TC Modules, 
ii) check whether the evidence is enough for issuing a new certificate, or iii) check the certificate validity 
when this certificate already exist, based on a specific Certification Model. 

In the following, we first describe how the certificate is generated, signed and verified in the context of the 
CUMULUS certification process (Section 3.1). We then discuss the overall trust chain at the basis of 
CUMULUS infrastructure (Section 3.2). 

 

3.1. Certificate Generation/Management/Verification 

The trust mechanism that is addressed in the CUMULUS platform covers two main aspects. On one hand, 
the evidence is gathered by the agents (Testing, Monitoring and TC) deployed in the cloud and is signed by 
means of the TC Manager. This increases the trust on the agent that is collecting the evidence used to issue 
a certificate. On the other side, once the certificate is issued by the appropriate Manager 
(Testing/Monitoring/TC), it is signed again using the TC Manager and subsequently it is sent to the 
Dashboard to be shown to the end-user8.  

The first case is described in Deliverable 3.2 Section 5.4, and is also shown in Figure 31: see the sequence 
diagram for the certificates signing and verification process. 
The first block in the sequence diagram, step 1-2, is the key binding phase. The purpose of the key binding 
phase is to ensure the integrity of the Certification Manager bound to a valid platform state. To do so, the 
Dashboard/CA should call the corresponding API for key generation specifying a password for the 
Certification Manager authentication and a list of all files comprising the manager application. 
The TC Manager returns the public key of the just generated key pair (the private key never leaves the 
TPM) and a key alias. In step 2 of the key binding process, the Dashboard/CA configures the manager to use 
the key alias and the password in order to sign data (certificates) with the corresponding private key in the 
TPM. 
Steps 3-6 refer to how the certificate data are signed. Once the Certification Manager receives the 
certificate from the corresponding Manager (Testing/Monitoring/TC) it sends it to the TC Manager to be 
signed. The Certification Manager invokes the corresponding TC Manager functionality (API) to sign the 
certificate with the private Key generated in the previous phase, using the configuration information such 
as the key alias and password for the Certification Manager authentication.  
The TC Manager access the underlying TPM functionality to actually sign the certificate. This step    
succeeds only if the current PCRs values corresponding to the platform state and Certification Manager 
integrity match those of the key binding phase. 
In step 7, the TC Manager sends the certificate signed by the TPM back to the Certification Manager; then 
the Certification Manager forwards it to the Dashboard. 
Finally the step 8 shows how the Dashboard verifies if the signed certificate comes from a trusted manager 
and platform by using the public key obtained from the key-binding phase rework. 

 
 
 
 

                                                        
8
 TC Manager includes two distinct and prominent tasks: i) produces a certificate of TC nature, ii) signs 

existing certificates including itself 
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FIGURE 31 - CUMULUS CERTIFICATES SIGNING AND VERIFICATION PROCESS. 

 

3.1.1. Manager-specific Certification Process 
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Each manager (Test/Monitoring/TC) runs its own certification process that can be represented as a function 
that receives as input the system under evaluation (ToC), the security property to be certified, and the list 
of evaluation activities, and returns as output a certificate (following the certificate scheme in Appendix B) 
describing a set of evidence proving the support of the security property by ToC. As initially described in 
D2.3 it is composed of two main phases as follows. 

 Certification methodology specification: it is managed by the certification authority that specifies a 
set of mandatory activities to be done on a class of ToC to prove a given property. The certification 
methodology is described in a machine-readable document, called Certification Model (CM) 
Template, signed by the certification authority. It represents the basis for the establishing of a 
chain of trust grounded on the correctness of the methodology defined by the certification 
authority. It is optional. 

 Certification methodology execution: it is a joint effort by the CUMULUS accredited lab and the 
service provider that instantiate the proposed methodology on a specific ToC to prove the 
corresponding property. In this phase, a machine-readable document, called Certification Model 
(CM) Instance, is first defined as an instantiation of the CM Template, and then executed to certify 
the relevant ToC. We note that, given the high dynamics of the cloud, the certification methodology 
execution is often a semi-automatic phase not involving the certification authority. 

In the following of this Section, we discuss the building blocks and algorithms at the basis of manager-
specific certification process and detail their role in the process. 

CM Instance and CM Template 

CM Template (CMT) and CM Instance (CMI) are complex documents, which specify all activities of a 
certification process depending also on the evidence type (e.g. Test, Monitoring, TC, any combinations of 
these three). For the sake of clarity but without lack of generality, we consider a simplified version of CMT 
and CMI defined as the models driving the collection of evidence at the basis of a certification process. CMT 
and CMI are both associated with a pair (p, ToC), and represent the execution flows Φ(.) of a ToC as the 
concatenation of mechanisms (e.g., access control, encryption, functional mechanisms) deployed at 
different layers of the cloud stack. Formally, we can define a generic certification model, at the basis of 
CMT and CMI, as follows. 

Definition 3.1 [CM] A certification model is a direct acyclic graph G(V,E), where a vertex vi ϵ V refers to a 
mechanism type (denoted type(vi)) and model its execution, and an edge (vi,vj) ϵ E is annotated with the 
function call to the mechanism represented by vj . 

We note that each function call annotating an edge in G triggers a state transition and corresponding 
mechanism execution. To support a semi-automatic evidence collection process and the incremental 
certification in this Deliverable, CMT and CMI must extend the certification model in Definition 3.1 by 
adding some information to each vertex. This information is: 

i) the description of the mechanism mec (i.e., the minimum required mechanism in CMT and the 
implemented mechanism in CMI),  

ii) its deployment layer l (i.e., service, platform, or infrastructure layer), 

iii) a set {ev} of events affecting its execution, 

iv) a set of pairs (in, out) modeling (part of) the test cases/monitoring activities to be executed to 
evaluate its correct behavior.  

We therefore define a labeling function λ:V→A that associates ai = {meci, li, evi,{(in, out)}i} ϵ A with each vi ϵ 
V. Formally, CMT and CMI are annotated CMs, which can be defined as follows. 

Definition 3.2 [Annotated CM] Given a certification model graph G(V,E), an annotated CM is a direct acyclic 
graph Gλ(V, E, λ), where λ is a labeling function assigning λ(vi) to each vertex vi, corresponding to annotation 
ai on the mechanism represented by vertex vi. 
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We note that both CMT and CMI are specified according to Definition 3.2. The only differences are: 

i) CMT defines generic execution flows Фi ϵ Φ(Gλ
CMT) as a sequence of vertices vi with abstract 

function calls and mechanism annotations. CMI defines real execution flows Фi ϵ Φ(Gλ
CMI) that 

refer to a concrete ToC, with real function calls and mechanisms; 

ii) trust in CMT is given by the trust in the signature of the certification authority, trust in CMI inherits 
from a correct instantiation of the corresponding CMT. 

CM Instance consistency check 

To provide trust in our certification process [SCC.AAD.CAC2014], we define a matching function fⱶ(Gλ
CMT, 

Gλ
CMI) that checks the consistency between a CM Template CMT and a CM Instance CMI, by comparing the 

corresponding graphs Gλ
CMT and Gλ

CMI. f
ⱶ(Gλ

CMT, G
λ

CMI) is composed of three steps: i) CM Instance reduction, 
ii) graph matching, iii) annotation matching. 

CM Instance reduction. CM Instance specifies all execution flows Φ(Gλ
CMI) of a system in terms of its 

functional and security mechanisms (vi ϵ Gλ
CMI). We note that, while security mechanisms are defined in the 

CM Template as requirements for the ToC, functional mechanisms are not known at CM Template 
definition time and then defined as placeholders for a wealth of systems. Before checking consistency, we 
therefore need to reduce the CM Instance according to its functional mechanisms. The reduction activity is 
a projection that generates a new CM Instance and corresponding graph by: i) recursively deleting all root 
and leaf vertices of type functional; ii) merging directly connected mechanisms of type functional in a single 
vertex. In the following, when clear from the context, we will call CMI either a CM Instance or its reduced 
version, and Gλ

CMI the corresponding graph.  

Graph matching. This step checks if the reduced CM Instance graph Gλ
CMI (VCMI, ECMI, λ) is a proper 

instantiation of the CM Template graph Gλ
CMT (V

CMT, ECMT, λ). Graph matching is successful iff: VCMI = VCMT, 

ECMI = ECMT, and  Vi
CMI ϵ VCMI, Vi

CMT ϵ VCMT, type(Vi
CMI) = type(Vi

CMT).  

Annotation matching. This step traverses Gλ
CMT and Gλ

CMI using breadth-first search, and for each pair of 
vertices check the compatibility of the annotations λ. Having compatible annotations means that: i) the 
implemented mechanism in CMI is at least as strong as the required mechanism in CMT, ii) for all the pairs 
of relative annotations the cloud layer must be the same, the evidence, and the events  in the CMT must be 
a subset of the evidence and events in the CMI. 

We say that CMI is consistent with CMT (denoted CMI ⱶ CMT) according to the above three steps (CM 
Instance reduction, Graph matching, and  Annotation matching).  

 
FIGURE 32 – TESTING-BASED CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

Figure 32 presents our certification process, where a certification authority statically certifies (and awards a 
certificate to) a ToC in a lab environment (this step is optional for Monitoring-based CM). First of all, 
independently from the certification of any specific systems, a certification authority defines a CM 
Template CMT for a given  pair (p, ToC). Then, a service provider selects a CM Template, implements a 
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cloud-based system, and defines the CM Instance according to the implemented system. We note that a 
CM Template can be alternatively selected after the system is implemented and the CM Instance defined. 
Upon checking the consistency between CM Instance and CM Template (CMI ⱶ CMT), the accredited lab 
delegated by the certification authority executes the CM Instance and collects evidence. At the end of the 
certification process, the certification authority releases a certificate C if enough evidence is produced. 

Certification Conceptual Framework 

In the following, we describe CUMULUS conceptual framework involving CM Template, CM Instance, CM 
Consistency check process towards the generation of the certificate. 

 
FIGURE 33 – TESTING-BASED CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK 

 
Figure 33 shows the conceptual framework at the basis of our certification process, as an extension of the 
one in [AAD.CAC2014]. The certification of the ToC is done according to a CM Instance that is generated as 
a refinement of a given CM Template and verified against it through CM Instance consistency check. The 
property to be certified is supported by the evidence produced by the certification process executing the 
CM Instance. The evidence is continuously checked and refreshed, if necessary, according to the CM 
Instance. The CM Instance adapts itself to changes following an Incremental certification process (see 
Section 4.3). 
We remark that the generated evidence is at the basis of each certificate released as part of the 
certification process. However, in some cases, it could be insufficient to prove a given security property 
(dashed arrow in Figure 33) and award the corresponding certificate. In addition we remark that changes in 
the ToC (e.g., due to system migration) may affect the CM instance and in turn the evidence generated to 
support a given property. CM Template is optional in CUMULUS framework since a CM Instance can be 
generated directly by a Certification Authority for a given pair (p, ToC). In this case, the consistency 
verification is considered valid by construction and the conceptual framework in Figure 33 and certification 
process in Figure 32 are more straightforward. 
Even if this certification process applies as a general process for any type–specific certification models, the 
TC-based Certification Model has some peculiarities that are described in a specific discussion in Appendix 
A. 

 

3.2. Trust Model 

The concept of trust influences our life and has been debated much before the advent of IT technologies. 
Trust can be seen as a relationship between two parties that is supported by informal (e.g., hand-shakes) or 
formal (e.g., legal contracts) statements. It describes the confidence level that one party has towards 
another regarding its behaviour. 

With the success of IT technologies in general, and distributed systems in particular, the role of trust has 
gained increasing importance, becoming a fundamental building block for their success. In the traditional 
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software purchasing trust model, a software purchase involves two parties, a supplier sp and a customer c. 
In the following, we denote with Aen,ws assertions made by an entity en over a system/service ws, and with 
Een,ws  the evidence produced by an entity en over ws and supporting Aen,ws. Suppliers can make claims, that 
is, publish assertions about their software systems' functionalities, as well as on their non-functional 
properties. The customer c's trust in an assertion Asp,ws made by the supplier sp is denoted Tr(c, Asp,ws), 
where Tr takes discrete values on an ordinal scale (for example, for a Common Criteria certified product, 
one could take for Tr the relevant assurance level (EAL) value (1-7)). Traditionally, these claims were not 
supported by formal evidence on their truthfulness; rather trust in these claims was grounded on supplier 
reputation, especially in distributed systems. Certification approaches have then been adopted to increase 
trust in distributed systems. 
Certification modifies c's trust in assertions by introducing trusted external entities (Certification Authority - 
CA) in charge of collecting, validating, signing, and publishing assertions and related evidence. By doing so, 
a certification process also introduces new types of assertions that c can trust, describing the collection and 
validation processes. Traditional approaches to SOA certification assumes a chain of trust where the CA is 
available during the entire certification process and responsible for all activities necessary for certificate 
issuing (including signature). In this context, a certificate is issued at deployment time and eventually, 
renewed in case of modifications due to composition management or service versioning. In the following, 
we discuss how the trust model changes in a cloud environment. 

3.2.1. Chain of Trust   

A certification process in the cloud introduces the need of rethinking the trust model, the chain of trust, 
and their relation as part of the overall certification process. In fact, the assumptions made on the 
availability of the CA during the whole certification process does not hold in a cloud scenario, which is 
intrinsically dynamic and time dependent. In particular, a more complex chain of trust between the service 

provider, the customer, the certification authority, and the certification (CUMULUS) framework is needed 

with reference to the process described in Figure 34. 

The first step towards this new chain of trust is the identification of role and responsibilities. Since we 
cannot assume a single trusted CA taking responsibility on (i.e., signing) the whole certification process, we 
need to define a public-key signature process where responsibilities are spread across the certification 
process Life Cycle and the entities involved in it. We therefore envision a chain of trust based on the notion 
of multiple signatures. In particular, since all certification documents are specified using XML, we consider 
standard XML Signature functionalities. 

The signing process at the basis of our chain of trust can be decomposed in three different signing 
moments, one for each of the components of the certification process: i) CM Template, optional depending 
on the certification model to be used,9 ii) CM Instance, iii) Certificate. Figure 34 shows this process. In the 
following of this Section, we will describe the process in more details. 

 

                                                        
9
 Mandatry for Test-Based Certification 
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Figure 34 – Signature process 

 CM Template signature: the CM Template is signed by a trusted certification authority CA using its 
private key. It describes the methodology for the certification, while it does not contain details 
about the evidence collection endpoints and the ToC mechanisms. The trust the CUMULUS 
framework F has in the CM Template builds on the trust F has on CA and its signature. It is denoted 
as Tr(CA,CMTF). We remark that CM Template is optional in some of the CUMULUS certification 
models that start their signature process from the CM Instance. 

 CM Instance signature: the CM Instance is signed by a CUMULUS Framework F using its private key, 
which has been delegated by CA as the party responsible for instantiating the CM Template. F takes 
as input a signed CM template, if available and fills in all missing elements to form a CM Instance. 
The CM Instance signature builds on Tr(F,CMTCA) and is at the basis of the trust Tr(c,AF,ws) and 
Tr(c,EF,ws) a client c has in assertions AF,ws and evidence EF,ws, respectively, provided by F.10 

 Certificate signature: this signature binds the security certificate including assertions AF,ws, evidence 
EF,ws, and the corresponding CM Instance, which has been used to i) execute real testing activities 
on the target of certification and ii) produce the certificate itself. It is done by the certification 
authority using its private key. 

 

 

                                                        
10

 Here, we assume that the structure of CM Template and Instance are the same. If it is not, in addition to the CM 
Template, the CA must also sign the structure of the CM Instance to guarantee that the CM Instance contains all 
and only the elements allowed by CA itself. 
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Figure 35 – CoT (Chain of Trust) 
 

Figure 35 shows our chain of trust, identifying roles (rectangles), artifacts (rounded rectangles), certification 
activities (black arrows), and trust relations (dashed arrows). The chain of trust includes: 

i) c's trust in the certification model instance CMIF,ws, denoted as Tr(c, CMIF,ws), used to collect the 
evidence supporting a set of assertions, 

ii) c's trust in the evidence generated by F according to the CM Instance, denoted as Tr(c, EF,ws),  
iii) c's trust in assertions made by a CUMULUS framework on a service, denoted as Tr(c, AF,ws), where 

AF,ws is the set of assertions produced by certification framework F on ws.  
Tr(c, AF,ws) depends on i) the reputation of CA signing the Certification Model Template CMT (i.e, Tr(F, 
CMTCA), ii) the reputation of F and the trust in the methodology used by F to generate and sign the CM 
Instance CMIF,ws (i.e., Tr(c, CMIF,ws)), and iii) the trust in the methodology used by F to generate evidence 
EF,ws (i.e., Tr(c, EF,ws)). 
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4. Advanced Certification Models 

This Section considerably extends Section 7 of CUMULUS Deliverable D2.3, including substantial 
improvements on Multi-Layer (TC-based only), Incremental, and Hybrid certification models. Only basic 
information was provided in previous Deliverables D2.2 and D2.3.  

In the following Sections, we provide the final description of the CUMULUS Multi-Layer, Incremental, and 
Hybrid certification models.  

 

4.1. Multi-Layer Certification  

Multi-layer is already addressed in Section 7.1 of D2.3 for Monitoring and Testing Certification Models. In 
this Section, we provide a brief recap and a completely new subsection providing the specific description of 
TC-based Multi-Layer approach.  

The Multi-Layer advanced model was already addressed in D2.3, where a Test-based specific certification 
model for Multi-Layer was proposed. Since ToC is now a common element between the different CMs (see 
Section 2.1.4), the Test-based Multi-Layer approach of D2.3 can be easily extended to any type-specific 
models, where the mechanisms involved in the ToC belong to different cloud layers. This approach works 
under the assumption that there are no access restrictions to the above mechanisms for a certification 
authority/accredited Laboratory. Credentials and configurations needed to access the mechanisms are 
specified in each type specific part of the ToC (e.g., ToT for the Test-based CM). Each type-specific evidence 
collectors is therefore tailored to the layer where the corresponding mechanism to be verified is deployed 
(e.g., it runs on a specific cloud stack for verifying confidentiality at rest, it runs on external and internal 
facilities for verifying confidentiality in transit). At this level, any restrictions on evidence collection at 
different layers should be covered using different deployment strategies of the collectors (mainly for Test-
based collectors) or gaining the correct access rights (mainly for monitoring event captors). The basic Multi-
Layer certification (aka “Multi-Layer certification from scratch”)11 assumes a scenario where all mechanisms 
specified in the CM refers to security mechanisms that are not certified. The certification authority starts a 
complete certification process (similar to the one used for single-layer certification) evaluating relevant 
security mechanisms, to the aim of certifying the security property target of the Multi-Layer certification. 
We would like to remark that Multi-Layer is a cross characteristic of any type of Advanced models.  For 
instance mechanisms at different layers can be verified using different type-specific CMs (Hybrid-Multi-
Layer), or via composition of already existing certificates bound to different layers (composition-multilayer), 
or a mixture of the two (see discussion in Section 5.1). 
In the following, we first present an example of Test-based Multi-Layer CM for property data leakage 
prevention, already introduced in CUMULUS Deliverable D3.2. We then discuss the peculiarities of TC-
based Multi-Layer model that was not presented in D2.3. 

 

4.1.1. Property: Data Leakage prevention 

Let us consider a certification process aiming to certify property “data leakage prevention” for a generic 
service deployed on top of a IaaS solution. Data leakage prevention requires a Multi-Layer certification, 
where SaaS communications must be encrypted and IaaS data must be stored in an encrypted storage. In 
other words, the Multi-Layer certification must first evaluate the mechanism implementing encrypted 
communications and then evaluate the mechanism implementing the encrypted storage.  

                                                        
11

 Opposite to certification form scratch, in Section 5 we will also present the concept of certificate 
composition. 
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More concretely, let us consider the Test-based Multi-Layer certification example in D2.3 aimed at 
certifying property “DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-prevention” for WeLight pilot application, 
running in a VM deployed on top of OpenStack. In this case, the property cannot be satisfied by just 
analysing the VM itself, while it is mandatory to investigate its deployment environment (i.e., OpenStack 
deployment). More in detail, if we want to certify property “DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-
prevention”, we must consider confidentiality of data in transfer and at rest. Confidentiality of data in 
transit is guaranteed by the exposure of the service with a SSL/TSL communication, while confidentiality at 
rest is left to the storage features of OpenStack. Hence, the injected test cases must address both the 
service inside the Welight VM and the services exposed by the IaaS hosting the VM (OpenStack). In the 
following box, we highlight the TOC parts of a Multi-Layer Certification Model, where the different cloud 

layers are described. Full code is in Appendix C, Figure 55. 
 

Example of a Multi-Layer Certification Model 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:180302</CertificationModelID> 
[……..] 
 <ToC Id="Welight-Service"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cFSecnrypted"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Cinder Block Storage Service</type> 
     <call>openstackFSenc</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Welight web interface</type> 
     <call>https</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 

 

 

4.1.2. TC-based Multi-Layer certification 

In the following Section we describe an important extension of the basic TC-based CM that will allow us to 
handle TC-based Multi-Layer certification, and consequently achieve more practical TC-based certification 
for cloud. It is based on an approach to express reference to an existing TC-based CM for a ToC covering 
lower layers of the cloud stack. 

We recall the basic TC-based CM presented in Section 2.4 requires that in order to certify software integrity 
of a ToC residing on a SaaS level, the CA/Evaluation Lab must ensure not only the integrity state of all layers 
down the cloud stack but also must recognise all virtualisation layers down the stack provide correct TPM 
virtualisation (e.g., according to TCG reference specification12). 

                                                        
12

 Trusted Platform Architecture Specification. It is available at 
http://www.trustedcomputinggroup.org/resources/virtualized_trusted_platform_architecture_specification 
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Given that a cloud provider may need to offer several thousands of VMs for customers’ needs, the basic TC-
based certification may become impractical to manage if for each SaaS-level service requesting certification 
the CA/Evaluation lab has to explicitly recognise the hypervisor’s correct TPM virtualisation. 

To address that issue, we extended the basic TC-based certification to allow a CA/Evaluation lab to certify 
services at SaaS level without the need to recognise hypervisor integrity state supporting TPM 
virtualisation, but instead will be able to express external (Multi-Layer) integrity state condition to a TC-
based CM certifying the hypervisor state.  

Important to note is that the CA/evaluation lab certifying/issuing a TC-based CM for a SaaS-level service 
does not need to have any privileged access to the hypervisor layer (as is the case for the basic CM) but 
instead would only need to examine the TC-based CM of the hypervisor, and indicate in the TC-based CM of 
the SaaS-level service an external integrity state dependence on the hypervisor’s TC-based CM.  

To enable Multi-Layer certification, it is important that in the hypervisor’s TC-based CM there is an explicit 
condition that asserts the hypervisor state is recognised as providing correct implementation of TPM 
virtualisation (ref. Section 2.4 for CM conditions). In such case, once the hypervisor is certified, it will 
enable TC-based certification on higher levels. 

Figure 36 illustrates the main aspects and goals of TC-based Multi-Layer certification.  
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FIGURE 36 – TC-BASED MULTI-LAYER CERTIFICATION  

 
 

Figure 37 shows the TC-based Multi-Layer certificate, when generated from a TC based Multi-Layer 
Certification Model. 
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FIGURE 37 – TC-BASED MULTI-LAYER CERTIFICATE 

Upon certificate generation, the TC-Manager component will first check if a certificate exists generated 
from the referenced hypervisor’s TC-based CM, and will then validate the hypervisor’s certificate (i.e., 
whether the hypervisor integrity state still holds according to the certificate-stated evidences). Upon 
successful validation of the hypervisor’s certificate, the TC-Manager will generate the corresponding TC-
based certificate for the SaaS-level service (in our case for service 1), and will include in that certificate an 
external integrity state condition pointing to the corresponding hypervisor’s certificate. In that way, each 
time the TC-based certificate of service 1 is to be validated, the TC-Manager will first validate the 
corresponding hypervisor certificate to ensure a valid hypervisor state. In case the hypervisor certificate is 
not valid, the TC-Manager will mark the SaaS-level service’s certificate as revoked (given the service’s 
certificate is itself valid). The last state transition can be well expressed as part of the Life Cycle artefact 
structure of the TC-based certificate of service 1, as shown in the example below.  

We note that the proposed TC-based Multi-Layer certification requires minor extension to the proposed 
basic TC-based CM and, respectively, minor extensions to TC-based certificates as shown below. In the 
following, we show an example of an external integrity state condition and LifeCycle artefacts reflecting the 
Multi-Layer certification model of service 1 for the example above. We refer to the hypervisor’s CM by its 
ID (cumulus:cm:id:tc:004). 

Example of ExternalIntegrityStateCondition and LifeCycle artefacts: 

<ExternalIntegrityStateCondition ID="SD01" CertificationModelID="cumulus:cm:id:tc:004"/> 
 
<LifeCycle InitialState="NOT_ISSUED" CertificateValidationFrequencyInMilliseconds ="3600000"> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="NOT_ISSUED" ToState="ISSUED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Application"/> 
                <Condition NameID="Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Platform"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="EXPIRED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="ValidityPeriodExpired"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Application"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VMLayer:Platform"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 
        <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
            <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
                <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-External-Integrity-State " ExternalStateConditionID="SD01"/> 
            </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
        </LifeCycleTransition> 

</LifeCycle> 

 
The corresponding TC-based certificate of service 1 will include the following artefact to reflect on the 
Multi-Layer integrity state dependence, where CertificateID refers to the serial number (71938456572) of 
the corresponding Hypervisor TC-based certificate. 
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<ExternalIntegrityStateCondition CertificateID="71938456572"/> 

 

TC-based Certification in Advanced CMs 

TC-based certification is based on discrete evidence collection due to the nature of TC concept and TPM 
technology. As such, Incremental certification models are not considered by TC-based certification. It is 
precisely the goal of TC-based certification to provide means to assure that a service/software integrity 
state collected/evidenced at a given point in time (discrete evidence collection) remains the same over a 
time period with strong assurance about cloud service (or platform) integrity.  

Due to the specific nature of TC and TPM technology, the collection and validation of evidences (TC proofs) 
for the TC supported security properties are dependent solely on the TPM technology, and as such, Hybrid 
certification models driven by TC-based certification are not considered either. 

However, TC-based certification can be used in Hybrid, Incremental and Multi-Layer certification models 
driven by either Test-based certification or Monitoring-based certification (Muñoz & Maña, 2014). The use 
of TC-based certification in those advanced certification models can be done through an external reference 
to (or inclusion of a complete) TC-based certification model from/in the advanced certification model. In 
such cases, the reference to an external TC-based CM becomes a condition for the advanced model that 
must hold before the certification process for that adbacnd model takes place.  

For example, a Monitoring-based CM may identify the need of strong assurance that the underlying OS for 
a given ToC is an instance of an Ubuntu OS Server with release 14, or that a monitoring component 
operating in a ToC environment is an instance of a version and release by a given vendor, etc. 

We recall the goal of TC-based certication is not only to recognise the integrity state of a given ToC (in 
function of the underlying platform) but also to recognise the software instance of the ToC corresponds to 
a vendor’s official software release, as we have already seen in Section 2.4.  

In that case, if a TC-based CM model is defined for a given ToC (be that a specific VM platform, or a 
monitoring component running inside a VM), an advanced certification model can express reference to that 
TC-based CM by its certification model ID with the goal to define a condition for an integrity state 
dependence to that ToC. This means that at time (and during) certification process of the advanced CM is 
taking place, there must be a valid TC-based certificate issued from the identified (referenced) TC-based 
CM attesting a valid integrity state of that ToC. 

 

4.2. Hybrid Certification  

Hybrid was already introduced in Section 7.3 of D2.3. In this Section, we provide a high-level description of 
Hybrid certification and summarize the available options to realize such a paradigm. 

 We also provide some Hybrid certification model examples for different properties.  

Hybrid certification aims to combine evidence from multiple sources of different nature (Monitoring, 
Testing, TC), in order to collect all the elements necessary for the certification of a security property. Such a 
combination allows benefiting from the features and overcoming the limitations of each type of 
certification process. 

More specifically, testing activities inject some inputs to observe the reaction of the system under 
consideration, directly triggering the behavior that needs to be observed. Testing is one of the most 
powerful ways to collect evidence, though it might interfere with the behavior and business operations of 
live systems. As a consequence, service providers might require restricting its usage. Monitoring, instead, 
allows observing the behavior of a system without interfering with it (Katopodis, Spanoudakis, & Mahbub, 
2014). This is important for the service providers as it avoids interferences with the business operations. 
However, it makes a complete verification of the system harder or impossible, and dependent on the user 
behavior. In fact, a Monitoring-based approach might require the aid of testing agents, to verify complex 
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operations (e.g., chains of trust, hashes) or low-probability scenarios. Finally, due to the specific nature of 
TC and TPM technology, Trusted Computing supports a different set of properties w.r.t. testing and 
monitoring approaches, supporting the verification of system integrity, or in other words that the deployed 
system is exactly the one expected. 

Combining Testing, Monitoring, and TC evidence can bring several benefits to both the service provider, as 
the access to invasive testing can be limited to extreme cases or to maintenance, and the evaluation lab, as 
it allows to combine different methodologies. 

As described in D2.3, Hybrid certification can be achieved in two modes, depending on the module in 
charge of combining the evidence coming from different sources: 

1. The dependent mode, where the certification process is driven by one of either the testing or 
the monitoring mechanisms. The driving mechanism, as required by the conditions specified in 
the certification model, in turn triggers the dependent one as a subordinate in order to generate 
the additional evidence. 

2. The independent mode, where two evidence collection processes are executed independently 
and a (third) module collects the evidence from the two processes. This module evaluates the 
evidence coming from the different sources as specified in the certification model in order to 
assess the validity of the property. This Hybrid mode is detailed in Section 5 where the 
CUMULUS solution for certificate composition of Hybrid Certification Models is provided. 

As the TC-supported security properties are dependent solely on the TPM technology, dependent hybrid 
certification models driven by TC-based certification are not considered. However, TC-based certification 
can be used in test-based or Monitoring-based dependent Hybrid certification models through a reference 
to TC-based certification model. In such cases, the reference to an external TC-based CM becomes a 
condition for the advanced model that must hold before the certification process for that advanced model 
takes place. 

In the following we provide examples of dependent Hybrid certification based on monitoring driving testing 
approach (Section 4.2.1, 4.2.2) and on testing driving monitoring (Section 4.2.3). 

 

4.2.1. Property: External Data Exchange Confidentiality through SSL 

In order to ensure the data exchange confidentiality between an HTTP server and a client, all the 
communications from the server should be valid SSL/TLS messages. This property was taken into 
consideration also in D3.2, Section 3.3.4, where the monitoring rule we proposed was checking the format 
of the exchanged messages. This solution, however, verifies that the messages are in SSL/TLS format, but 
the security of the exchange may be under a threat if the Public-Key certificate used in the protocol is not 
valid or if there are known vulnerabilities in the used cyphers. In order to solve this issue it is possible to 
run some tests to verify also these issues. 

In more detail the rule to check the validity of the PK certificate is a Hybrid rule, as it needs to call a testing 
agent in order to verify the validity. As the reasons why a PK certificate was deemed invalid may vary (e.g., 
invalid signature, root CA unknown, certificate and URL of the website mismatch, and so on), human 
intervention may be required to assess if this poses a security threat or not. For this reason the PK 
certificate validity rule is expressed as an anomaly rule, so that if the certificate is invalid a user of the 
framework can check the problem and make a decision. 

 
<Guaranteed ID="checkPKCertificate" type="Future_Formula"> 
 <quantification> 
  <quantifier>forall</quantifier> 
  <timeVariable><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVariable> 
 </quantification> 
 
 <precondition> 
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  <atomicCondition conditionID="ac2"> 
   <eventCondition unconstrained="true"> 
    <event> 
     <eventID forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
      <varName>VID0</varName></eventID> 
     <reply> 
      <interfaceId>serverHTTPS</interfaceId> 
      <OperationId>1</OperationId> 
      <operationName>httpsCall</operationName> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>status1</varName><varType>OpStatus</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>sender1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>receiver1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>source1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>serviceId</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>format</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>serverAddress</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>certificateAddress</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
     </reply> 
     <tVar><timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar></tVar> 
     <fromTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></fromTime> 
     <toTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></toTime> 
    </event> 
   </eventCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
 </precondition> 
 
 <postcondition> 
  <atomicCondition conditionID="as3"> 
   <eventCondition unconstrained="false"> 
    <event> 
     <eventID forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
      <varName>VID1</varName></eventID> 
     <execute> 
      <interfaceId>testManager</interfaceId> 
      <OperationId>1</OperationId> 
      <operationName>executeTest</operationName> 
      <inputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>testID</varName><varType>string</varType><value>checkPKCertificate</value> 
      </inputVariable> 
      <inputVariable> 
       <varName>certificateAddress</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </inputVariable> 
     </execute> 
    </event> 
   </eventCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
 </postcondition> 
</Guaranteed> 

 

 

4.2.2. Property: Recovery Time Objective 

The BCR:recovery:recovery-time-actual security property is defined in (CUMULUS, D2.1 Development of 
security properties specification scheme and security dependency models, 2013) as: “The property 
describes the recovery time objective of the TOC: this is the maximum time that is needed after a failure to 
restore the system to a stable state.” 
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This property can be monitored without the need of advanced certification models, by just checking at the 
platform level that whenever a fault occurs at time t1, a successful recovery happens at time t1+Obj, where 
Obj is the recovery time objective, as in the following rule: 

<Guaranteed ID="timeRecovery" type="Future_Formula"> 
 <quantification> 
  <quantifier>forall</quantifier> 
  <timeVariable> <varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVariable> 
 </quantification> 
 
 <precondition> 
  <atomicCondition conditionID="ac0"> 
   <eventCondition unconstrained="true"> 
    <event> 
     <eventID forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
      <varName>VID0</varName></eventID> 
     <reply> 
      <interfaceId>faultProbe</interfaceId> 
      <OperationId>1</OperationId> 
      <operationName>fault</operationName> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>status1</varName><varType>OpStatus</varType><value>RES-B</value> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>sender1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>receiver1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>source1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>serviceId</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>faultTime</varName><varType>int</varType> 
      </outputVariable> 
     </reply> 
     <tVar><timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar></tVar> 
     <fromTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></fromTime> 
     <toTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></toTime> 
    </event> 
   </eventCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
 </precondition> 
 
 <postcondition> 
  <atomicCondition conditionID="as1"> 
   <eventCondition unconstrained="true"> 
    <event> 
     <eventID forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
      <varName>VID2</varName></eventID> 
     <reply> 
      <interfaceId>recoveryPlatform</interfaceId> 
      <OperationId>2</OperationId> 
      <operationName>recovery</operationName> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>status1</varName><varType>OpStatus</varType><value>RES-B</value> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>sender2</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>receive2</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>source2</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>serviceId2</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>recoveryTime</varName><varType>int</varType> 
      </outputVariable> 
     </reply> 
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     <tVar><timeVar><varName>t2</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar></tVar> 
     <fromTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></fromTime> 
     <toTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time> 
      <Expression><plus>3000</plus></Expression> 
     </toTime> 
    </event> 
   </eventCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
  <WrappedCondition> 
   <operator>and</operator> 
   <assertionCondition> 
    <atomicCondition conditionID="as3"> 
     <relationalCondition> 
      <lessThanEqualTo> 
       <operand1> 
        <variable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
         <varName>recoveryTime</varName><varType>int</varType> 
        </variable> 
       </operand1> 
       <operand2> 
        <operationCall ID="opIdCall"> 
         <name>add</name> 
         <partner>self</partner> 
         <argument> 
          <variable persistent="false" forMatching="true"> 
           <varName>faultTime</varName><varType>int</varType> 
          </variable> 
         </argument> 
         <argument> 
          <constant> 
           <name>Objective</name> 
           <value>1000</value> 
          </constant> 
         </argument> 
        </operationCall> 
       </operand2> 
      </lessThanEqualTo> 
      <timeVar><varName>t2</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar> 
     </relationalCondition> 
    </atomicCondition> 
   </assertionCondition> 
  </WrappedCondition> 
 </postcondition> 
</Guaranteed> 

Such a rule takes advantage of the faults that may naturally happen during business operation by 
monitoring the recovery in those occasions, however this may not happen. Furthermore waiting for the 
first fault in order to assess the recovery may cause disruptions during business operation. In order to solve 
these issues we introduce a hybrid rule that nightly checks if a fault occurred in the last 24 hours, if this is 
not the case a testing agent calls a special hook in order to stop the service. This allows monitoring the fault 
recovery capabilities of a service continuously, verifying in this way that support to recovery is not impaired 
by any change in the infrastructure or in the service.  

In order to know wether a fault occurred or not, the fluent lastFault is introduced, containing the 
timestamp of the last fault and initialized to 0: 

<Guaranteed ID="lastFaultInit" type="future"> 
 <quantification> 
  <quantifier>forall</quantifier> 
  <timeVariable> <varName>t0</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVariable> 
 </quantification> 
 <postcondition> 
  <atomicCondition conditionID="gt1-ac1"> 
   <stateCondition> 
    <initially> 
     <state name="lastFault"> 
      <argument> 
       <variable persistent="false" forMatching="true"> 
        <varName>time</varName><varType>int</varType><value>0</value> 
       </variable> 
      </argument> 
     </state> 
     <timeVar><varName>t0</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar> 
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    </initially> 
   </stateCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
 </postcondition> 
</Guaranteed> 

At every fault occurrence, the fluent is updated with the timestamp of the fault. Furthermore, we assume 
the existence of a system clock that sends events to the monitor about the change of minute, this is used to 
receive the time information in the monitor and so set a rule to happen at a certain moment in time.  

The following rule is activated at 2AM and checks if no faults happened in the last day, if so then a call to a 
test agent is made in order to call a service API to cause an error/exception on purpose and be able to 
monitor the recovery through the rule we gave above. 

<Guaranteed ID="generateFault" type="Future_Formula"> 
 <quantification> 
  <quantifier>forall</quantifier> 
  <timeVariable> 
   <varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType> 
  </timeVariable> 
 </quantification> 
 <precondition> 
  <atomicCondition conditionID="ac0"> 
   <eventCondition unconstrained="true"> 
    <event> 
     <eventID forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
      <varName>VID0</varName></eventID> 
     <reply> 
      <interfaceId>clockService</interfaceId> 
      <OperationId>1</OperationId> 
      <operationName>minuteChange</operationName> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>status1</varName><varType>OpStatus</varType><value>RES-B</value> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>sender1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>receiver1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>source1</varName><varType>Entity</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>serviceId</varName><varType>string</varType><value/> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>hour</varName><varType>int</varType> 
      </outputVariable> 
      <outputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>minute</varName><varType>int</varType> 
      </outputVariable> 
     </reply> 
     <tVar><timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar></tVar> 
     <fromTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></fromTime> 
     <toTime><time><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></time></toTime> 
    </event> 
   </eventCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
  <WrappedCondition> 
   <operator>and</operator> 
   <assertionCondition> 
    <atomicCondition conditionID="hour"> 
     <relationalCondition> 
      <equal> 
       <operand1> 
        <variable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
         <varName>hour</varName><varType>int</varType> 
        </variable> 
       </operand1> 
       <operand2> 
        <constant> 
         <name>two</name> 
         <value>2</value> 
        </constant> 
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       </operand2> 
      </equal> 
      <timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar> 
     </relationalCondition> 
    </atomicCondition> 
   </assertionCondition> 
  </WrappedCondition> 
  <WrappedCondition> 
   <operator>and</operator> 
   <assertionCondition> 
    <atomicCondition conditionID="minute"> 
     <relationalCondition> 
      <equal> 
       <operand1> 
        <variable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
         <varName>minute</varName><varType>int</varType> 
        </variable> 
       </operand1> 
       <operand2> 
        <constant> 
         <name>zero</name> 
         <value>0</value> 
        </constant> 
       </operand2> 
      </equal> 
      <timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar> 
     </relationalCondition> 
    </atomicCondition> 
   </assertionCondition> 
  </WrappedCondition> 
  <WrappedCondition> 
   <operator>and</operator> 
   <assertionCondition> 
    <atomicCondition conditionID="as1"> 
     <stateCondition> 
      <holdsAt> 
       <state name="lastFault"> 
        <argument> 
         <variable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
          <varName>faultTime</varName><varType>int</varType> 
         </variable> 
        </argument> 
       </state> 
       <timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar> 
      </holdsAt> 
     </stateCondition> 
    </atomicCondition> 
   </assertionCondition> 
  </WrappedCondition> 
  <WrappedCondition> 
   <operator>and</operator> 
   <assertionCondition> 
    <atomicCondition conditionID="as2"> 
     <relationalCondition> 
      <equal> 
       <operand1> 
        <variable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
         <varName>faultTime</varName><varType>int</varType> 
        </variable> 
       </operand1> 
       <operand2> 
        <constant> 
         <name>zero</name> 
         <value>0</value> 
        </constant> 
       </operand2> 
      </equal> 
      <timeVar><varName>t1</varName><varType>TimeVariable</varType></timeVar> 
     </relationalCondition> 
    </atomicCondition> 
   </assertionCondition> 
  </WrappedCondition> 
 </precondition> 
 <postcondition> 
  <atomicCondition conditionID="as3"> 
   <eventCondition unconstrained="false"> 
    <event> 
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     <eventID forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
      <varName>VID1</varName></eventID> 
     <execute> 
      <interfaceId>testManager</interfaceId> 
      <OperationId>1</OperationId> 
      <operationName>executeTest</operationName> 
      <inputVariable forMatching="true" persistent="false"> 
       <varName>testID</varName><varType>string</varType><value>generateFault</value> 
      </inputVariable> 
      <inputVariable> 
       <varName>serverAddress</varName><varType>string</varType> 
       <value>http://www.example.com</value> 
      </inputVariable> 
     </execute> 
    </event> 
   </eventCondition> 
  </atomicCondition> 
 </postcondition> 

</Guaranteed> 

 

4.2.3. Property: Percentage of timely incident resolutions 

Security property SEF:incident-management-quality:percentage-of-timely-incident-resolutions is defined in 
(CUMULUS, D2-1 2013) as: “The percentage of incidents that are remedied within a predefined time limit 
after discovery, over the total number of incidents discovered”. 

This property is easily testable in a laboratory environment, where it is possible to manually force specific 
incidents. By contrast, when the target is in a production environment, incidents may cause unwanted 
consequences as a denial of services or simply interferee with other certifications that are ongoing. In this 

case, it is necessary to create a Hybrid certificate where specific test cases are eecuted in lab, while only 
monitoring processes are in place in the production environment. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:270415</CertificationModelID> 
 … 
 <ToC Id="Openstack_unimi"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cTest"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Openstack Keystone recovery time</type> 
     <call>keystoneIncidentTime</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cMonitor"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Openstack Keysotne recovery time</type> 
     <call>monitorKeystoneIncidentTime</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 
 <SecurityProperty 
SecurityPropertyDefinition="The percentage of incidents that are remedied within a predefined time 
limit after discovery, over the total  number of incidents discovered. "> 
<sProperty class="SEF:incident-management-quality:percentage-of-timely-incident-resolutions"> 
… 
</sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
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 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>number of time keystone log realize there was an 
    error and recovery in less then t millisecond 
   </TestDescription> 
   … 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="get recovery time of Keystone" Id="cTest" 
   isStatic="true" toDeploy="false"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="1"> 
   <TestCategory>Monitor</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Monitor</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>monitor the number of time keystone can recovery 
    from a failure within time t 
   </TestDescription> 
   … 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="monitor the number of time keystone can recovery from a 
failure within time t" Id="cMonitor" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true" monitor="true"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="1" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

 

4.3. Incremental certification 

This Section is an extension of Section 7.2 of D2.3. In this section we provide a considerably improved 
version of Incremental certification technique, including different certification model adaptation scenarios 
not presented in D2.3. 

To support the dynamics of the cloud, the certification process must be able to dynamically certify and 
constantly verify the validity of a certificate in the production environment. An Incremental certification 
process is aimed at providing such ability, avoiding as much as possible time-consuming re-certification. 
This can be achieved by adapting the process to cloud events (e.g., service migration), changes of the 
mechanisms in the ToC, and configuration changes on custom or cloud stack mechanisms, while proving a 
comparable level of assurance for the ToC. 

Monitoring-based certification is Incremental by definition, as it continuously checks for a property to be 
valid. In particular, the deployment on a different stack is automatically achieved by moving also the event 
captors in the new stack.13 TC-based certification is based on discrete evidence collection due to the nature 
of TC concept and TPM technology. As such, Incremental certification models are not considered by TC-
based certification. It is precisely the goal of TC-based certification to provide means to assure that a 
service/software integrity state collected at a given point in time (discrete evidence collection) remains the 
same over a time period with strong assurance about cloud service state in function of its underlying 
platform integrity.  

Test Certification model is not Incremental by definition, but requires, as initially defined in D2.3, a specific 
process to deal with incrementality. 

In the following we describe a Test-based Incremental certification model that relies on CM Template and 
CM Instance as defined in the certification process (Section 3). 

                                                        
13

 We note that the Monitoring-based approach is ready to support the Incremental process described here 
for Test-based CM. 
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4.3.1. Test-based Incremental certification 

We consieder two main Incremental scenarios as follows:  

i) CM Instance adaptation permitting to react to new versions of a service, platform or infrastructure, 
or any changes in the configurations (e.g., due to elastic scaling, migration) at all cloud layers 
specified in the ToC. 

ii) CM Template adaptation permitting to adapt to new conditions and requirements for the validity 
of a property. For instance, a bug in a mechanism/algorithm is found or a new attack 
discovered. We note that any change on CMT also triggers an adaptation process on CMI. 

In both scenarios the Incremental certification process provides the ability to re-execute (part of) the 
process in Figure 32, according to changes in the CM Template, the CM Instance, and the system 

implementation. We remark that any adaptation produced by the Incremental process must satisfy the 
CM Instance consistency check in Section 3.1.1. 

In the following we denoted as CMT’ any possible adaptation of a given CMT, and CMI’ any possible 
adaptation of a given CMI.  

CM Instance Adaptation 

CM Instance adaptation focuses on maximizing the reuse of available evidence; it follows four different 
approaches: 

 Partial re-evaluation: where evidence is still sufficient for a successful certification. The adapted CM 
Instance CMI’ is verified positively against CM Template CMT, but it has minor differences with the 
original CM Instance CMI. Some of the testing flows in CMI’ are updated with respect to the 
corresponding flows in CMI, requiring one of the following actions:  

i) re-execution of a subset of test cases affected by cloud events, 
ii) execution of additional test cases reflecting additional features introduced in an existing 

testing flow (not impacting on the flow sequence), 
iii) all test cases executed on the modified flow must be re-executed due to changes in a 

mechanism under test. 

We note that partial re-evaluation does not require certificate authority intervention and can be 

executed at runtime by our Incremental certification process according to CMI’.  

As an example, we consider a VM running on top of OpenStack IaaS solution that requires a Multi-
Layer certification (we could consider the example in Section 4.4 where we have 2 test cases, namely 
cFSencryption and cChannel). In case of VM migration, all evidence and configurations related to the 
service running inside the VM are still valid because the service is kept unchanged. Instead, since 
migration causes a change in the IaaS, IaaS functionalities must be re-evaluated. This means that all 
test cases addressed to the IaaS must be re-executed in the new environment.  

Figure 38 shows the above example, where at time t0 the Welight VM was deployed on a Cloud 
Service Provider A, while at time t1 it migrates to Cloud Service Provider B. The blue lines refer to the 
first certification process at time t0 when test cChannel was injected to the Welight VM and 
cFsEncryption to the Cloud Provider; the orange lines refer to the certification process at time t1 
when the injected tests are addressed to the VM and to the new Cloud Service Provider B. The 
dotted line highlights the only change in CMI’ (time t1) from the original CMI (time t0): the fact that 
the test process is still valid, but it must be configured in order to consider the new CSP 
configuration. 
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FIGURE 38 – PARTIAL RE-EVALUATION IN CASE OF VM MIGRATION  

Table 3 shows a comparison between the CM before and after the migration. The changes are 
highlighted in bold. The full code is in Appendix C, Figure 56. 

 

CMI t0 CMi’ t1 
 [……] 
<Collector Descriptor="check encryption for cinder" 
Id="cFSecnrypted" 
 isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
 …. 
 <TestCase> 
  <ID>1</ID> 
  <Description>FILE SYSTEM 
ENCRYPTION</Description> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="Configuration"> 
  
 <Input>service=cinder</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="OpenStackConfig"> 
  
 <Input>OS_AUTH_URL=http://172.25.27.69:5000
/v2.0 OS_USERNAME=admin   
 OS_PASSWORD=cumulus.admin 
OS_TENANT_NAME=Project1 
 OS_REGION_NAME=regionOne</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="DeployStorage"> 
  <Input>storagename=volume1 
</Input></TestInstance> 
 </TestCase> 
 … 
</Collector> 

 [……] 
<Collector Descriptor="check encryption for cinder" 
Id="cFSecnrypted" 
 isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
 …. 
 <TestCase> 
  <ID>1</ID> 
  <Description>FILE SYSTEM 
ENCRYPTION</Description> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="Configuration"> 
  
 <Input>service=cinder</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="OpenStackConfig"> 
  
 <Input>OS_AUTH_URL=http://192.168.1.1:5000/
v2.0 OS_USERNAME=welight 
   OS_PASSWORD=pass1234 
OS_TENANT_NAME=ProjectWeLight  
 OS_REGION_NAME=regionOne</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="DeployStorage"> 
  <Input>storagename=volumeCSPB 
</Input></TestInstance> 
 </TestCase> 
 … 
</Collector> 

Table 3 - Comparison between CMs before and after VM migration 

Clearly, the only changes include the uri, the volume id, and all the references to the new IaaS. 

 Partial re-certification: where evidence is no more sufficient but not contradictory, and the 
certificate status is moved to suspended. The adapted CM Instance CMI’ is not verified positively 
against CM Template CMT, but it exist a CMT’ with which the matching is possible. A re-certification 
process is instantiated for new execution flows of CMI’ that do not exist in the original CMI. The 
accredited lab then evaluates only those additional flows rather than implementing a complete re-
certification. It generates and executes new test cases to collect the evidence needed to award a 
certificate for a new property p' according to the new instance CMI’. With the new CMI’ the evidence 
becomes sufficient again and the certificate status is moved from suspended back to issued. 
A lightweight degeneration of the general case of partial re-certification that do not require new 
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testing activities but a little involvement of the certification authority is obtained via Certificate 
upgrade and downgrade. 

i) The certificate downgrade aims at finding a suitable template for the adapted CM 
Instance CMI’, such that a weaker property is still preserved for the system referring to it. 
Templates for certificate downgrade are defined by the certification authority, making the 
accredited lab just responsible to check if CMI’ is consistent with one of the alternative 
templates CMT’. In case such CMT’ is found, the original certificate C is downgraded to C’. 

ii) The certificate upgrade process is the inverse of the downgrade process and is only 
applicable to a downgraded certificate C’. It aims to release an upgraded certificate (i.e., 
with stronger property and/or evidence) up to the original certificate C.  

Downgrade and upgrade processes permits to deal with some classes of cloud configurations that 
change very rapidly (e.g., number of replicas supporting High Availability). 

 Full re-certification: where evidence is contradictory. It is applied in case changes to CMI cannot be 
managed according to one of the above approaches. We note that full re-certification is required 
only in cases of dramatic changes where neither certificate downgrade nor certificate upgrade is 
possible.  An example could be the release of a new set of APIs for a given TOC; the changes 
significantly target all the cloud structure and a completely new CMI is required. 

 

CM Template Adaptation 

CM Template adaptation focuses on Incremental updates of the certification methodology.  

It is driven by the certification authority that releases a refined CM Template CMT’ of CMT, and can trigger 
a CM Instance adaptation process for all instances CMI referring to CMT.  

The initial CM Template CMT is in fact defined by the certification authority for a given property and class 
of ToC. However, upon new conditions and requirements for the validity of the property are discovered, 
the certification authority may define an adapted CMT’ that is checked against CMI originally showing 
consistency with CMT. The Incremental process proceeds as follows: 

i) if the actual CMI is verified against the adapted CMT’, the differences between the two 
templates CMT’ and CMT are used to identify those parts of CMI that need to be re-
evaluated. A partial re-evaluation is applied for all relevant CMI as for CM Instance 
adaptation. 

ii) Otherwise the system under certification must be adapted and a new instance CMI’, 
which is verified against CMT’ is defined. Partial re-certification must then be executed on 
the portion of CMI’ that has been changed. . 

CM Template adaptation can be considered as a certification-aware fast-patching approach. As an example, 
suppose that United States Computer Emergency Readiness (US-Cert14) identifies a new vulnerability for a 
given ToC, which calls for CMT modification. Such modification triggers a top-down adaptation process, and 
all certificates referring to affected templates become SUSPENDED. A service owner must then adapt its 
system and corresponding instance CMI to maintain the certificate. 

Figure 39 describes an example of Template Adaptation as follows: i) at time t0 a CMT was created by a 
Certification Authority for the certification of a given property; ii) at time t1 an Accredited Lab defines CMI 
that is based on CMT. CMI is valid until the Certification Authority releases at time t2 a new Certification 
Model Template, CMT’. Since there is a new CM Template all the certificates built upon the CMIs derived by 
the old CMT become suspended until their CMI will be updated following the new CMT’. 
 

                                                        
14

 See https://www.us-cert.gov/ 
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FIGURE 39 - CM TEMPLATES AND INSTANCE TIMELINE FOR AN ADAPTATION CASE 

 
 

4.3.2. Trust model in Advanced Certification Models 

This Section is new. 

The basic chain of trust considers a system/service ws whose ToC consists of mechanisms insisting on the 
same layer of the cloud stack. However, a common certification process should evaluate ToC composed of 
mechanisms insisting on different layers eventually supported by evidence of hybrid nature. Hybrid 
certification does not impact on the Trust model In Section 3.2. In both modes (i.e. depended, 
independent), in fact, there is one master CM driving the certification process, and the trust model can 
then be recursively applied to slave CMs (CM driven by the master CM). Concerning the Multi-Layer 
certification model regardless of whether a certificate has been previously released for that ToC or for a 
portion (e.g., a layer) of it, the evidence is collected from scratch and refers to different mechanisms, at 
multiple cloud layers, specified in the ToC to be certified. In this case, the certification process treats the 
Multi-Layer ToC as a Single-Layer ToC, and therefore the trust model is the one modeled by the basic chain 
of trust (see Section 3.2). 

A more complex discussion is required for Incremental certification and Life Cycle management. 

The chain of trust described in Section 3.2 supports the certificate Life Cycle of CUMULUS certification 
models, and both static (test, TC) and dynamic (active testing, monitoring) collection of evidence. However, 
there is a subtlety to consider which impacts on test-based and TC based models. In case a service is first 
certified by collecting static evidence in a laboratory environment, the CM Instance signature must undergo 
a two-step process. Before the static evidence collection begins, a CM Instance is generated and signed by 
the CUMULUS framework F. The endpoints in the CM Instance refers to mechanisms deployed in the 
laboratory environment and are used to certify the service. If the collected evidence EF,ws is sufficient to 
support assertions AF,ws, the certified service is then moved in production, and a certificate is issued for it 
(i.e., there is a transition from state NOT ISSUED to state ISSUED in the Life Cycle). We note that, while the 
certificate refers to production endpoints, the bindings in the CM Instance do not. As a consequence, the 
CM Instance, which is linked in the certificate, must be substituted with a new one signed by F with all 
bindings and endpoints referring to the real deployment infrastructure. This approach supports dynamic 
evidence collection and continuous evaluation of certificate validity according to the Life Cycle.  

The proposed chain of trust also considers scenarios in which a certified service/software evolves to a new 
version or migrate to different cloud platforms/infrastructures (Incremental Certification Section 4.3). In 
these scenarios, the collected evidence may become insufficient or contradictory, and corresponding 
certificate invalid, requiring re-certification. The simplest approach is to always perform re-certification 
from scratch; however, this approach introduces substantial time and cost overheads that are not feasible 
in a highly dynamic cloud-based ecosystem. An Incremental certification process producing evolving 
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certificates, though more complex, is more adequate to the considered environment. Its main goal is to 
renew a certificate by re-using, as much as possible, the certification evidence available from older 
certificates (Anisetti M. , Ardagna, Damiani, & Saonara, May 2013) limiting collection of new evidence. 
Trust in an Incremental process is given by the trust Tr(c, EF,ws) the client c has in the dynamic evidence 
produced by executing the CM Instance and the trust Tr(c, CMIF,ws) c has in the instance itself.  The evolving 
certificate generated as a result of the Incremental process is managed through our Life Cycle.  
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5. Certificate composition 

This Section has no corresponding Section in D2.3. It is a completely new Section introducing the concept 
of CUMULUS certificate composition 

Certificate composition is a concept already introduced in SOA environment by (Anisetti M. , Ardagna, 
Damiani, & Maggesi, 2012). It is aimed at re-using evidence in existing certificates of component services to 
issue a new certificate for a composite service. In (Anisetti M. , Ardagna, Damiani, & Maggesi, 2012), the 
certification process is not formally represented as a metadata supporting the certificate (i.e., no 
declarative description in the form of a CM Template was available); thus the composition requires a CA 
orchestration and a time-consuming selection of candidates based on existing evidence and testing models, 
potentially requiring a huge amount of time. CUMULUS proposes a simpler while effective approach for the 
composition of certificates, which exploits their Multi-Layer and Hybrid nature and the concept of CM 
Template.  

The Certification Model for the CUMULUS certificate composition is a Test-based Certification Model. It 
considers a special type of test-based CM Template (Compositional CM Template), where certification 
requirements are expressed in terms of required certificates (i.e., Component Certificates) instead of 
required evidence. The Abstract collectors of such Test-based CM Template directly refer to certificates (for 
a specific property and ToC) and require testing their status (i.e., if the certificate is valid or not). 
Consequently, the compositional Life Cycle is a standard Test-based Life Cycle where the evidence relates 
to the validity of the required certificates. The CA defines a compositional CM Template to guarantee that 
the certified property is supported by the composition of certificates addressing requirements in the CM 
Template itself. We note that each CUMULUS Certificate requires a valid and running CMI, and thus the 
certificate status may change depending on the results of the corresponding CMI execution, its Life Cycle, 
and the changing scenario. In other words, each Certificate is the expression of the corresponding 
certification process. 

The type of evidence collected by these processes supporting each Component Certificate is completely 
transparent and thus this approach is intrinsically hybrid (i.e., independent mode Hybrid certification model 
in Section 4.2).  

The CUMULUS certification Framework executes the instantiation of the Compositional CM Template for 
certificate issuing as a normal Test-based CM as follows: i) valid CM Instance of the given Compositional CM 
Template is produced, where collectors refers to the status of Certificates, ii) a TA is deployed for each 
collector, iii) every TA is responsible for collecting evidence inspecting each certificate Life Cycle status, iv) 
the evidence is aggregated depending on the compositional Life Cycle, v) TM collects the aggregated values 
and eventually issues a Compositional Certificate. 

In the following we will present an example of certificate composition referring to certificates of different 
nature (Testing, Monitoring, TC). Property IAM:credential-security:password-storage-protection (level 4), 
described in Deliverable D2.1, requires to prove that passwords are not stored in plain text, while they are 
stored either as an hash value, obtained through the use of a standard cryptographic keyed hash function, 
or as an encrypted value, obtained through the use of a standard encryption function. This property can be 
also certified if the same ToC is certified for two different properties: 

1. EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-force-resistance 

2. EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level 

The following code only presents a fragment of the whole example. The full code is in Appendix C, in Figure 
57. 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
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<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:250415</CertificationModelID> 
 <LifeCycle> 
  <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
  <states> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
   </state> 
…… 
  </states> 
  <transitions> 
   <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
    <WhenCondition> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cCertificate1</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
      <Condition> 
      
 <collectorCondition>cCertificate2</collectorCondition> 
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
…. 
  </transitions> 
 </LifeCycle> 
 <Signature> 
  <Name>Unimi</Name> 
  <Role>Accredited Lab</Role> 
 </Signature> 
 <ToC Id="Welight_Data"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertificate1"> 
…. 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertificate2"> 
…. 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 <SecurityProperty 
  SecurityPropertyDefinition="Passwords are not stored in plain text and are instead 
stored either as hash value or encrypted value"> 
  <sProperty class="IAM:credential-security:password-storage-protection-level"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell name="level">4 
     </propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 <CertificationModelTemplateID>cumulus:cm:template:test:02 
 </CertificationModelTemplateID> 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>It must check that the TOC is certify for 
    EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-force-resistance property 
   </TestDescription> 
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   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/certificate.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">check 
      property EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-force-
resistance 
     </Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>TOC=Welight_Data 
       property=EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-
force-resistance 
      </Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
  <Collector Descriptor="get certificate for given toc and property" 
   Id="cCertificate1" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
… 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="1"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>It must check that the TOC is certify for the 
    property EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level 
   </TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/certificate.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level-4 
     </Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input> 
                          TOC=Welight_Data 
    property=EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level-4</Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
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   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
…. 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 
  
The above CM expresses the relation between the certified property and the two certificates that need to 
be composed according to the certification requirements. The relation is expressed through the Life Cycle, 
stating that the certificate can be issued only if cCertificate1 and cCertificate2 return true. The two 
collectors require the presence of specific certificates (i.e., Certificate1 and Certificate2 in the example). 
The requirements are expressed in the AbstractCollector elements and they must refer at least to a ToC and 
a Property (these parts are annotated in bold in the CM). 
 

5.1. Heterogeneous Composition 

A natural extension to the Compositional CM Template considers a CM Template in which in addition to 
AbstractCollectors that refer to and asks for valid Certificates, also defineAbstractCollectors requiring 
common evidence collected by common Test-based activities.15 We call this composition Heterogeneous 
Composition. This type of composition provides greater flexibility to the CUMULUS certification framework, 
where a certification process can integrate evidence coming by runtime collection processes and evidence 
stored in existing certificates. This also increases the reusability of already issued certificates in the 
framework of others certification processes. As an example, Multi-Layer certification is a perfect candidate 
for heterogeneous composition of evidence and certificate, since it relies on different mechanisms that 
might be already certified for some security properties. Based on the example we have discussed in Section 
4.4 we have two different test cases that contribute to data-leakage prevention certification of the WeLight 
Service. In case the Cloud Service Provider hosting the WeLight VM already has a certificate stating that its 
storage is encrypted and safe, we can build a CM Instance that requires this certificate plus an encrypted 
channel.  

We present a fragment of the CM for this scenario as follows (full XML code in Appendix C, Figure 58: 
 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:190302</CertificationModelID> 
 … 
 <ToC Id="Welight_Service"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertficate"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>certificate Checker</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Welight web interface</type> 
     <call>https</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="Prevent data-leakage using encryption"> 
  <sProperty class="CSA:DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-prevention"> 
   .. 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 

                                                        
15

 This activities includes Hybrid collectors of dependent mode. 
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   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>Check for encrypted storage certification</TestDescription> 
… 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
     <Input>TOC=UNIMI-Openstack property=encrypted-storage</Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="get certificate for given toc and property" 
   Id="cCertificate" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check Security Group Management</TestDescription> 
   … 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check SSL/TSL channel enabled</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
     <Input>uri=https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
  <Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" Id="cChannel" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

 
The above CM has two collectors, cChannel and cCertificate. cChannel respects the normal test behaviour, 
and is composed of a probe that injects its test cases to the ToC in order to obtain evidence; instead, 
cCertificate is addressed to CUMULUS and aims to retrieve a certificate for a given ToC and Property. 

As an additional example, let us consider a test-based CM requiring strong assurance that i) the underlying 
OS for a given ToC is an instance of an Ubuntu OS Server with release 14, and ii) the test agents operating in 
a ToC environment are an instance of a given version and release by a given vendor. In this case, we can 
use existing TC-based certificates to implement a heterogeneous composition of Test-based and TC-base 
Certificates. 

Moreover, let us consider the following example where we consider a set of vulnerabilities related to 
OpenStack and use Nessus16 to identify their presence or not. The plugin for these vulnerabilities only runs 
if OpenStack is deployed on a series of specific Operating System (Ubuntu, Fedora, etc. rather than Centos). 
A Hybrid composition certificate, which is based on a TC certificate that states that OpenStack is effectively 
deployed on a supported OS and on the Nessus results, is the appropriate choice to have valid and 
trustworthy evidence. 

The following code is a fragment while the full XML code is in Appendix C, Figure 59. 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

                                                        
16

 See http://www.tenable.com/products/nessus-vulnerability-scanner 
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… 
 <ToC Id="Openstack-UNIMI"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Openstack Deployment at UNIMI</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Infrastructure as a Service OpenStack version Juno</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>http://172.25.27.69/</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertficateTC"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>TC certificate Checker</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulusTC</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cNessus"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Nessus Vulnerability Scanner</type> 
     <call>nessus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="This property describes the vulnerability 
exposure level of the TOC in terms of numbers of vulnerabilities found, numbers of vulnerabilities 
tested, and numbers of vulnerabilities that are relevant to the platform/softwareoftheTOC."> 
  <sProperty class="TVM:vulnerability-management-quality:vulnerability-exposure-level"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell name="countReferenc">all 
     </propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
… 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>Check for integrity of Operating System 
   </TestDescription> 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
     <Input>Toc=Openstack-UNIMI P=integrity-tc os=UBUNTU-14</Input> 
     <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
  <Collector Descriptor="Check for integrity of Operating System" 
   Id="cCertificateTC" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check vulenrabilities</TestDescription> 
   … 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check Vulenrabilities</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>uri=172.25.27.69 vun=all</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
  <Collector Descriptor="check vulnerabilities" Id="cNessus" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
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 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

The CM is composed of two Collectors, cNessus is the actual test that will return the vulnerabilities, while 
cCertificateTC checks for the presence of a TC-based Certificate which is a mandatory requirement in order 
to validate the obtained evidence. 

 

5.2. Incremental Composition 

After the compositional certificate reaches the ISSUED state, the Incremental certification process starts, 
focusing on the rest of the Life Cycle transitions. More specifically, in the case of Compositional Certificates, 
the Incremental certification process recursively depends on the Incremental process of the component 
certificates/evidence.  

In addition, a specific type of Incremental process is available for compositions where a component can be 
dynamically substituted at runtime (Component substitution). In the following, we present an example of 
our Incremental process including dynamic composition of CM Instances. 

Let us consider the example in Figure 38 focusing on a VM migration from a CSP A to a CSP B. Assuming 
that both CSPs, even if different (one could be based on OpenStack and the other on Amazon AWS), are 
certified for the encrypted storage, the migration and re-certification will be straightforward and 
completely transparent to the users.  

In fact, if at time t0 we have the following CM (the code is a fragment, full code is in Appendix C, Figure 60). 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 
 … 
 <ToC Id="Welight-Service"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertificate"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Storage Encryption Certification</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Welight web interface</type> 
     <call>https</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="Prevent data-leakage using encryption"> 
  <sProperty class="CSA:DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-prevention"> 
   … 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check storage encryption certificate</TestDescription> 
… 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check Cumulus Certificate</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>TOC=CSP A 
       property=storage-encryption</Input> 
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     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
  <Collector Descriptor="check encryption for cinder" Id="cFSecnrypted" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check SSL/TSL for a web application</TestDescription> 
   … 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check SSL/TSL channel enabled</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
     <Input>uri=https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" Id="cChannel" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   … 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

After migration collector cCertificate must be adapted. In particular, once the system has identified CSP B 
as the new target, it will just change the ToC in the test case configuration of cCertificate (see Table 4). 

 
CMt0 CMt1 

… 
<TestCases> 
  <TestCase> 
    <ID>1</ID>  
     <Description>Check Cumulus 
Certificate</Description> 
<TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
 <Input> 
TOC=CSP-A 
Property=storage-encryption 
</Input> 
</TestInstance> 
   </TestCase> 
 
</TestCases> 
…                 

… 
<TestCases> 
  <TestCase> 
    <ID>1</ID>  
     <Description>Check Cumulus 
Certificate</Description> 
<TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
 <Input> 
TOC=CSP-B 
Property=storage-encryption 
</Input> 
</TestInstance> 
   </TestCase> 
 
</TestCases> 
… 

Table 4 - Comparison Test Case of Collector cCertificate of CMt0 and CMt1 

 

5.3. Trust in Certificate Composition 

The trust model induced by a certificate composition is slightly different from the basic one. Assertions AF,ws 

are, in fact, supported by evidence EF,ws, which is produced by putting together the evidence of existing 
certificates. No evidence is produced by directly executing a single CM Instance, which is only used to 
evaluate the validity of the existing evidence with respect to the original CM Template. This change also 
modifies the client's chain of trust that includes: i) c's trust in existing certificates signed by a trusted 
certification authority CA, used to generate the evidence supporting a set of assertions, ii) c's trust in the 
evidence generated by F, using the evidence of existing certificates and integrating it following CM 
Instance, and iii) c's trust in assertions made by the framework (i.e., the accredited lab) on a service. We 
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note that Heterogeneous Composition is a mixture of common certification models (basic and/oradvanced) 
and composed certification models; as a consequence, trust relies on both trust models. 

 

6. Discussion and comparisons with existing schemas 

This Section is new. 

This Section provides a high level comparison between CUMULUS and some example approaches to 
security certification selected from real world and considered in (ENISA, 2014) and (ENISA, Nov 2014). 

The Section is divided in six sub-Sections:  

 Sub-Section 7.1 provides an introduction to the concepts of certification process and trust model 
that will be used for comparison; 

 Sub-Section 7.2 provides a reference description of the CUMULUS approach; 

 Sub-Section 7.3 covers certification schemes that provide self-attestation (see also Sub-Section 
7.6). 

 Sub-Section 7.4 covers Common Criteria (a representative example of the approach based on third 
party certification); 

 Sub-Section 7.5 covers ISO 27001 (a representative example of the approach based on certified 
third party audit); 

 Sub-Section 7.6 covers CSA Open Certification Framework (which, depending on how it is applied, is 
a representative example of the approach based either on self-attestation or on third party 
certified audit). 

Each presented approach is compared with CUMULUS. The comparison is (where possible) based on: 

 The certification process, in terms of input, output and actions performed during the process, with 
a focus on the support provided to the management of Certificates (certificate Life Cycle); 

 The trust model underlying the approach (in terms of objects, entities, and trust relations between 
them). 

 

6.1. Generic approach to Certification 

For convenience, we introduce here the concepts of certification process and trust model for a generic 
certification approach. According to the proposed comparison, the generic approach to security 
certification is here described in terms of: 

 Certification process and certificate Life Cycle; 

 Trust model. 

 

6.1.1. Certification process 

A certification process is defined according to certification criteria and can be described in terms of: 

 The entities involved and the respective roles (e.g., Entities that provide input / perform actions / 
generate output); 

 The type of input requested by the process; 

 The actions that can be performed on the input; 

 The rules for generating the output; 
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 The type of output. 

The input to the certification process may include: 

 Information that specifies what is requested to be certified (e.g., an identified product and some 
security property of that product) and possibly a subset of the actions that can be performed on 
the input; 

 Objects that are needed by the actions to be performed. 

The output of the generic certification process is (if the process has been successful): 

 A certificate (with possible associated documents) that specifies what has been certified and 
generally has a Life Cycle defined by certification criteria. 

A certification process may depend on additional processes that provide, e.g., 

 Specification (and maintenance) of the certification criteria; 

 Accreditation (and maintenance of accreditation) of the entities able to perform specific actions, 
e.g., Certification authorities (entities able to issue certificates). 

An additional process can be described in terms of: 

 Entities involved; 

 Input; 

 Output; 

 Actions to be performed (on the input to generate the output). 

 

6.1.2. Trust model 

A certificate is trusted by an end user based on different elements as e.g.: 

 The specific certification criteria on which the certificate is based; 

 The fact that the certificate is valid; 

 The identified entity that issued the certificate; 

 Specific attributes of the issuing entity (e.g., a competence attestation). 

Some of these elements are defined by the relevant certification process (and possibly by additional 
processes as, e.g., the fact that the entity that issued the certificate is accredited to do that); others (e.g., 
the specific certification criteria to be trusted) depend on the specific security policy adopted by the end 
user.  

All these elements, which contribute to the exploitability of a certificate, can be considered part of the trust 
model underlying an approach to certification. Such a trust model has been defined as “Details on how the 
[certification] scheme works to increase trust in the certified entities, including detail on the applicable 
mechanisms, features and processes.” (ENISA, 2014). The trust model will be considered here especially in 
terms of objects, entities, and trust relations between them.  

 

6.2. CUMULUS approach to Certification 

This Section provides a synthetic description of the CUMULUS approach to certification in terms of:  

 The CUMULUS certification process; 

 The Trust model underlying the CUMULUS approach (i.e., the elements supporting the trust in the 
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output of a CUMULUS certification process). 

 

6.2.1. CUMULUS Certification process 

The CUMULUS certification process is based on the execution of a CUMULUS Certification Model Instance 
(CMI) defined for a given Service to be certified for a given Security Property. The main specifications 
provided by the CMI cover how the evidence supporting the wanted certification has to be collected and 
evaluated and how a certificate has to be managed. The execution of the CMI produces a Certificate for the 
given Service, Security Property, and CMI itself. Notice that a CMI can be defined on the basis of some kind 
of certification model suitable for the intended certification. 

In the general case, a CUMULUS certification relies on the following entities: 

 The Cloud Service Provider; 

 The Certification Model Instance (CMI) Issuer; 

 The CMI Executor; 

 The Certification Authority. 

The roles of these entities in the general basic case can be summarized as follows. 

The Cloud Service Provider contributes the definition of a suitable CMI (provides the needed 
characterization of the Service and the Security Property) and prepares the relevant system (the Target of 
Certification, or ToC) for the CMI execution (deploys agents and interfaces requested for the evidence 
collection and allows the requested access to these).  

The CMI Issuer provides the CMI to be used for the specific certification process instance.  

The CMI Executor essentially collects and evaluates evidence according to the CMI. Notice that the CMI 
execution is based on the CUMULUS Certification Framework. 

The Certification Authority issues and manages a Certificate according to the CMI. 

Notice that the above roles are not necessarily taken by distinct entities. For instance, the Cloud Service 
Provider can also cover the role of Certification Authority, according to the self-attestation option 
considered in CUMULUS. 
 
EXAMPLE OF CUMULUS CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

We refer to the Manager-specific certification process described in Sec. 3.1.1. In this process, the roles of 
both CMI Issuer and CMI Executor are covered by an Accredited Lab delegated by the Certification 
Authority. Moreover, the CMI used in this process is based on a given Certification Model Template (CMT) 
defined for a class of ToCs and a Security Property. The CMT is issued and managed by the Certification 
Authority. For convenience, the given CUMULUS certification example process is here represented by 
Figure 40 where: 

 Dashed lines from an object to an action box represent the dependency of the action on the object 
(a dashed line in the opposite direction means that the object is created by the action); continuous 
lines represent the process steps evolution; 

 It is explicitly shown the contribution given by the Cloud Service Provider to the CMI definition (ToC 
and Security Property characterization) and to the CMI execution (ToC preparation for CMI 
execution (deployment of agents and interfaces requested for the evidence collection)); 

 The Verdict test box represents the evaluation of the collected evidence in view of the Certificate 
Issue. It is assumed, for simplicity, that if the evaluation of the collected evidence doesn’t allow 
(according to the CMI) the Certificate issue, a new Evidence Collection trial can be executed (after a 
preliminary check that the ToC is correctly prepared for that).  
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The presented CUMULUS certification example process (see Figure 40) relies in fact on two additional 
processes: 

 Issuing and management of the Certification Model Template (CMT) (this process is executed by 
the Certification Authority); 

 Accreditation of the Lab to cover the roles of both CMI Issuer and CMI Executor (this process is 
executed by the Certification Authority). 

 

 
FIGURE 40 – EXAMPLE OF CUMULUS CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

 

6.2.2. CUMULUS Trust model 

Here we briefly introduce the concept of Trust Model for the general CUMULUS Certification Process by 
considering the point of view of the user of a CUMULUS certified service.  

Essentially, the general trust model for the considered user should represent all the trust relations, among 
process entities and objects, supporting the fact that the user trusts the certificate. We should then 
consider the relevant entities, roles, input and output of the general certification process and analyze the 
relevant trust relations. For example, it would result that a Certification Authority needs to be trusted for 
the correct issue and management of a certificate according to a given CMI and the results of its execution. 
And that a CMI Issuer needs to be trusted for the issue of a CMI suitable for given service and security 
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property. To provide a more concrete analysis, we refer to the Manager-specific certification process (see 
Sec. 3.1.1) as described in Sec.  6.2.1. Notice that some of the aspects presented for the example trust 
model have a general validity (this is highlighted in the following). 
 
EXAMPLE OF CUMULUS TRUST MODEL 

The trust model for the certification process example given in Sec. 6.2.1. is sketched in Figure 41. The 
model shows which entities are trusted by which entities for which actions on which objects (or entities) 
and how the relevant objects are related with each other. 

Recall that in the given example process: 

 The relevant CMI is derived from a CMT issued by the Certification Authority; 

 The CMI issuer and CMI executor roles are taken by the Accredited Lab based on an accreditation 
process executed by the Certification Authority. 

As a consequence, in this case, the user trusts in the CUMULUS certificate basically because the user trusts 
in the Certification Authority for: 

 The definition of a suitable CMT; 

 The accreditation of the Accredited Lab for the definition of a CMI consistent with the CMT and the 
collection (and evaluation) of evidence based on the CMI;   

 The issue and management of a Certificate based on the collected (and evaluated) evidence and 
consistent with the CMI. 

Notice that, for simplicity, the model doesn’t show explicitly that for the definition of a CMI consistent with 
the CMT and the collection of evidence based on the CMI, the Accredited Lab depends on the Cloud Service 
Provider. This dependence is addressed in CUMULUS for the general certification process by deploying in 
the cloud system suitable evidence collection agents and TPM mechanisms. 

Notice also that the trust relations shown in Figure 41 assume that an entity is identified in an authentic 
way. For this purpose, for the general CUMULUS certification process, the use of digital signatures (based 
on identity certificates) is specified on the relevant objects to identify the corresponding issuing entity. For 
the example process here considered, this means that the CMT and the Certificate are signed by the 
Certification Authority and the CMI is signed by the Accredited Lab. Notice also that the user should check if 
an identified entity can be trusted for the creation of the relevant object. Mechanisms for these checks are 
not specified by CUMULUS for the general certification process, for which attribute certificates and 
alternative methods can be used. In the given example, the relevant trust checks for the Accredited Lab 
could be based on an attribute certificate issued by a trusted Certification Authority on the basis of an 
accreditation process. For the Certification Authority, the relevant trust check could be based on 
alternative methods (for example, identity and reputation). 

Since the Accredited Lab operations rely on the CUMULUS Certification Framework (CF) for the CMI 
execution (evidence collection (and evaluation)), the accreditation process executed by the Certification 
Authority involves also CF, which is then expected to satisfy some trust requirements such as: 

 Restricting the ability to request the execution of the CMI to eligible entities (which is supported by 
a CF implementation consistent with the access control and accountability requirements specified 
for CF); 

 Executing correctly the CMI (which is supported by a CF implementation consistent with the 
specified the integrity checks requirements specified for CF (which extend to the CF agents)). 

The trust in the CF can be based also on the fact that it is released as open source. The previous notes 
about the trust in the CF are essentially valid for the general CUMULUS certification process. 
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Finally, we put into evidence that, especially for the example considered here, a CF implementation could 
support at several extents the Certification Authority in the role of Certificate issuer and manager. Under 
the constraint that the Certification Authority is the reference entity for the Certificate, provided that 
suitable agreements between the Certification Authority and the Accredited Lab (which operates the CF) 
exist and based also on the accreditation process, CF could in fact execute some of the relevant actions 
related to Certificate issuing and management. This includes the case where a Certificate with the signature 
of the Certification Authority is in fact generated by the CF.  

 
FIGURE 41 – EXAMPLE OF CUMULUS TRUST MODEL 

 

6.3. Self attestation option 

A self-attestation (or self-certification) scheme can be defined as a practice "in which organizations attest 
and publicize that they have achieved a particular status, conduct a particular practice or work to a certain 
standard" (ENISA, 2014). From this point of view a large number of certification schemes can be adapted, 
with respect to their trust model, in order to be seen as self-certifications. This is indeed one of the guiding 
principles for certification schemes for cloud providers described by CERT-SIG17: "certification schemes for 
cloud providers should provide for the possibility of self-attestation" (ENISA, Nov 2014). The CERT-SIG 
motivated the need of self-attestation by saying that "the possibility to do a self-assessment could be a way 
to make a certification scheme affordable for smaller companies, because no (expensive) third-party audits 
are necessary" (ENISA, Nov 2014). The practical requirement for the standard that is behind the security 

                                                        
17

 Subgroup of experts in Select Industry Group (set up by EC in 2013) which focuses on certification for 
cloud computing 
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certification scheme is that it should be available for free (or for a small fee) and it should be sufficiently 
self-explanatory to conduct a self-assessment.  

It is important to notice that in a self-certification scheme, since no third parties are involved, one of the 
main elements on which the trust relation between end user and certifier is based is the transparency. In 
this sense self-certifications could be very significant also with respect to a third party one if it involves a 
relevant set of actions to be performed by the self-certifier along with the publishing of relevant 
information in order to increase the transparency of the whole certification process. 

 

6.3.1. Comparison between CUMULUS approach and self-attestation approach 

It is important to notice that, while the comparison between the CUMULUS approach and a generic self-
certification scheme from the point of view of the trust model seems to be interesting (and it is further 
addressed in the rest of this Section), a similar comparison from the point of view of the certification 
process, analyzing entities involved in the process, input, output and actions performed, or from the point 
of view of the certificate Life Cycle, seems not to be significant since the possible different self-certification 
schemes are numerous and heterogeneous. Among the ones that were identified by ENISA as relevant for 
cloud computing, there are some certification schemes that can provide a self-attestation option like CSA 
STAR as mentioned in [ENISA, 2014, Nov]. For a short comparison between those schemes and the 
CUMULUS approach we refer to Sec. 2 of (CUMULUS, D6.5, 2015). Another interesting comparison 
between the CUMULUS approach and CSA Open Certification Framework is presented in Sub-Section 7.6. 

From the point of view of the trust model, the self-certification could be seen as the basic security 
certification scheme since it involves the least possible number of entities in the model: the certificate end 
user and the service provider who runs the service and issues the certificate for the service as well. In this 
paradigm certificate end users can only base their decision of whether trusting or not the certificate on the 
trust they put directly in the service provider without the possibility of counting on additional assurance 
coming from third parties. It is important to notice that if for self-certification the certificate issuer uses 
standard certification criteria, the trust model is essentially the same for the trust relation between end 
user and issuer, but it involves also the entity that is in charge of maintaining the standard. In this case the 
certificate end user should trust also this entity for the certification criteria management. 

As far as CUMULUS is concerned, it foresees that the Service Provider could issue a security certificate for 
its own service by the use of the CUMULUS Framework. Moreover CUMULUS does not fix the certification 
criteria since those are considered to be part of the content of the Certification Model Instance that is used 
for the specific certification process performed. This choice allows a Service Provider that wants to carry on 
a self-certification to define (or refer to) any certification criteria that can be relevant for the specific 
certification process. Therefore the CUMULUS approach to certification not only provides the self-
attestation option, but it could also support a number of self-certifications according to different 
certification criteria. 

 

6.4. A real world third party certification: the Common Criteria  

This Section provides a comparison between the CUMULUS approach and Common Criteria (Common 
Criteria, 2012), which has been selected as a representative real world example of the third party 
certification approach. 

The CC approach to certification is here introduced in terms of  

 CC certification process, with a focus on certificate Life Cycle; 

 Trust model. 

 

6.4.1. Common Criteria Certification process 
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The CC certification process is assumed to generate a certificate recognized within the CCRA (Common 
Criteria Recognition Arrangement). Moreover, the CC certification process is assumed to be applied to a 
product and not to a Protection Profile (PP). 

When applied to a product, the CC certification process aims at certifying that the product implements a 
specific set of technical security measures (i.e., based on Information Technology). The CC certification 
process includes an evaluation process, in which a specific entity (the Evaluation Laboratory) checks that 
the product correctly implements all the claimed security measures with the claimed strength (this includes 
functional and penetration testing of the product according to the certification criteria). 

The roles involved in the CC certification process are: 

 The Developer; 

 The Evaluation Laboratory (EL); 

 The Certification Body (CB). 

The Developer is the entity that products the object to be certified. The Developer provides all the inputs 
requested by the CC certification process. 

The Evaluation Laboratory (EL) is an entity accredited by the Certification Body (CB). The EL performs 
specific actions (Evaluation Activities) on the inputs provided by the Developer. 

The Certification Body (CB) is an entity associated to a specific organization within the Common Criteria 
Recognition Arrangement (CCRA). The CB has been assessed as compliant, i.e., able to issue security 
certificates that are recognized by the CCRA (CC Certificates). The CB monitors the Evaluation Activities 
performed by the EL and generates the output of the CC certification process. 

The CC certification process starts on request of a Sponsor that may be the Developer itself (otherwise, in 
the CC certification process the Developer will act on behalf of the Sponsor). The Sponsor also establishes 
the necessary agreements with the specific CB and EL that will be involved in the CC certification process. 
These preliminary procedures (which generally depend on the specific CB involved) are considered not as 
part of the CC certification process, but as an additional process (Certification request).  

Apart from the fact that the roles of Developer and Sponsor may be covered by the same entity, the 
different roles in the CC certification process must be covered by different entities, i.e., CC certification is a 
third party certification. 

The inputs requested by the CC certification process are: 

 The product to be certified, i.e., the TOE (Target Of Evaluation) that can be any set of software, 
firmware and/or hardware; 

 A document called the Security Target (ST) that is uniquely associated to the TOE and specifies: 

o Information that uniquely identifies the TOE; 

o A set of security functionalities implemented by the TOE (Security functionalities are 
specified in the ST by Security Functional Requirements (SFRs) that may be selected from a 
SFR Catalogue defined by the certification criteria); 

o A set of Evaluation Activities to be performed on the inputs of the CC certification process 
to provide assurance that the TOE implements the specified security functionalities 
(Evaluation Activities are specified in the ST by Security Assurance Requirements (SARs) 
that may be selected from a SAR Catalogue defined by the certification criteria). 

 Additional Inputs that include, e.g., 

o Development documentation of the TOE; 

o Guidance documentation of the TOE; 
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o Documentation of functional tests of the TOE performed by the Developer.  

The CC certification process is shown in Figure 42. 

Different Evaluation Activities are performed on different inputs provided by the Developer: 

 Evaluation Activities on the ST (ST evaluation) check that the ST has been provided as requested 
(i.e., the ST has all the contents required, such contents are correctly specified and consistent with 
each other, etc.); 

 Evaluation Activities on Additional Inputs (Additional Inputs evaluation) check that each Additional 
Input requested has been provided and satisfies its specific requirements; 

 Evaluation Activities on the TOE are functional and penetration testing of the TOE. 

Each Evaluation Activity is specified by a set of SARs included in the ST (such SARs also specify which 
Additional Inputs are requested). Based on the results of some Evaluation Activity, the EL may generate an 
Observation Report (OR) to request a clarification or identify a problem occurred. All the Evaluation 
Activities are monitored by the CB. 

Finally, the EL generates the Evaluation Technical Report (ETR) that summarizes the results of all the 
Evaluation Activities performed.  

Based on the ETR, the CB decides on generating the output of the CC certification process. 

The output of the CC certification process is made of: 

 A CC Certificate; 

 A Certification Report. 

The Certification Report is uniquely associated to the CC Certificate and both are uniquely associated to the 
TOE. 

A CC Certificate is an official document that attests the positive result of the CC certification process of a 
given TOE. A CC Certificate relies on the certification criteria and depends on a Life Cycle that is defined by 
the certification criteria. The minimal Life Cycle of a CC Certificate is shown in Figure 42. In addition to this, 
some CBs provide assurance continuity on request (assurance continuity is described in details below). 

A Certification Report (CR) summarizes the results of the CC certification process of a given TOE. A 
Certification Report contains the relevant results of Evaluation Activities and (a significant part of) Security 
Target plus other information, as the evaluated configuration of the TOE (due to the possible iteration of 
Evaluation Activities, the ST provided with the CR may be different from the ST initially provided as input to 
the CC evaluation process). A Certification Report relies on the certification criteria and depends on a Life 
Cycle that is defined by the certification criteria. 

The CC provide support for reusing results of an earlier certification process in case of minor changes to the 
TOE: the assurance continuity (CCRA, 2012). Assurance continuity applies when there are changes that 
affect an already certified TOE and/or its operational environment. 

The entity that starts the assurance continuity process is the developer who performs an impact analysis, 
i.e., an analysis of the impact of each change upon the assurance that has been gained in the certified TOE. 
Impact analysis includes identifying the evaluation input that has to be updated to reflect the changes, and 
also regression testing of the changed code, to be sure that it works when incorporated into the TOE.  

The impact analysis is then sent to the certification body under which the TOE was certified. Based on the 
received impact analysis the certification body decides whether the impact of each reported change is 
minor or major. If all the changes reported in the impact analysis have minor impact, the certification body 
recognizes the changed TOE as a maintained TOE, for which the assurance gained in the certified TOE still 
applies and no additional certification is needed; otherwise, if any reported change has major impact, then 
re-evaluation is necessary.  
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It is important to notice that the maintenance process defined by CC is not intended to address the 
problem of providing assurance about the resistance of the TOE to new vulnerabilities or attack methods 
discovered since the date of the first certificate. In the CC view such assurance can only be gained through 
re-evaluation. 

The CC certification process depends on additional processes that provide: 

 Specification (and maintenance) of the Certification Criteria; 

 Assessment (and maintenance of assessment) of the compliant CBs; 

 Accreditation (and maintenance of accreditation) of ELs; 

 Certification request. 

Specification (and maintenance) of the Certification Criteria is executed by the (specific working group of) 
CCRA. 

Assessment (and maintenance of assessment) of a CB as compliant, i.e., able to issue security certificates 
that are recognized by the CCRA (CC Certificates)) is executed by the (specific working group of) CCRA on 
inputs provided by the CB itself. 

Accreditation (and maintenance of accreditation) of an EL to act under a specific CB is performed by that CB 
on inputs provided by the EL itself. 

Request of a specific CC certification process involves the Sponsor of that process and the CB and EL that 
will be involved in the process. 
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FIGURE 42 – CC CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

 

6.4.2. CC Trust Model 

The CC Trust Model is considered from the point of view of the user of a product that has a CC Certificate. 
To trust a CC certificate, the user first needs to check its validity. The validity of a CC certificate is checked 
by: 

 Identifying in an authentic way the CB that has issued the CC certificate and is responsible for its 
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Life Cycle; 

 Checking in an authentic way with the identified CB if the current state of the CC certificate Life 
Cycle is “valid” (at least, that the CC certificate has not been withdrawn); 

 Checking in an authentic way with the CCRA that the identified CB is currently assessed by the 
CCRA as a compliant CB. 

The mechanisms used for the validity checks are not considered in detail here, but it must be noted that 
currently CC certificates are not digitally signed nor provided to final users by secured channels. 

Based on the validity checks described above, the user trusts in a CC certificate basically because the user 
trusts in the CCRA for: 

 Assessing as compliant the CB that issued the CC certificate; 

 Defining the certification criteria used. 

The user trusts in the CCRA based on its institutional role, since the CCRA is the set of the government 
organizations that signed the current Common Criteria Recognition Arrangement on behalf of the 
respective countries. 

 
FIGURE 43 – CC TRUST MODEL 

Other trust relations between entities involved in the CC approach are based on some process by which the 
trusting entity has verified the competence of the trusted one. In fact: 

 The CB trusts in the EL because the CB has accredited the EL; 

 The CCRA trusts in the CB because the CCRA has assessed the CB as compliant. 

The CC Trust Model is sketched in Figure 43, where it is shown which entities are trusted or somehow 
verified for competence by which entities for which actions on which objects (or entities) and how the 
relevant objects are related with each other. It is assumed that the relevant Security Target relies on a 
Protection Profile that has been approved by the CB itself (based on a suitable CC certification process). 
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The validity checks on the CC certificate are necessary for trust but may be not sufficient because the user 
may have his own security policy that takes into account the specific contents of a CC certificate. Based on 
his own security policy a user may trust valid CC certificates only if they, e.g., 

 Are issued by specific compliant CBs; 

 Provide specific assurance levels. 

 

6.4.3. Comparison between CUMULUS and CC Certification process 

Whereas the CC certification process can be applied in principle to any set of software, firmware and/or 
hardware, the CUMULUS certification process is explicitly designed for a cloud service and therefore it is 
different from the CC one for the types of input required and the types of actions performed on them. In 
particular a significant part of the CC certification process consists in analyzing documentation provided by 
the Developer. This kind of activities is very expensive and does not fit into a dynamic environment like the 
cloud one. Other activities foreseen by CC certification that do not fit into the cloud environment are the 
visits to development sites to check the execution of procedures documented in some of the Additional 
Inputs. On the other hand, the CUMULUS process mainly focuses on activities that can be automated 
(anyway, the CUMULUS approach does not prevent the manual collection of additional evidence). 

As for the evidence that is collected from the object to be certified, it must be noted that CC certification is 
mostly based on evidence produced by performing functional and penetration tests on the interfaces of the 
object in a controlled test environment, whereas CUMULUS certification considers also evidences collected 
in the service operational environment, produced by passively observing service behavior (i.e. monitoring) 
and trusted computing proofs. 

The CUMULUS process can include a more complex certificate Life Cycle with respect to the CC process. 
This is due to the fact that the domain faced by CUMULUS (services on cloud) is much more dynamic than 
the one faced by CC (traditional ICT products). To better address the dynamicity of the context, the 
CUMULUS approach integrates the support for diverse certificate Life Cycles with a dynamic approach to 
the certification process, especially with the monitoring and the Incremental certification models. These 
models address a wider variety of situations than the one foreseen by the assurance continuity in the CC.  

In the CUMULUS approach a cloud service could be continuously monitored: evidence could be 
continuously collected from each layer of the cloud stack during the service Life Cycle and the certificate 

management could be influenced by the results of such evidence collection as specified by the relevant 
Certificate Life Cycle. This kind of approach is devoted to obtain a continuous assurance. On the other 
hand, in the CC approach assurance is restored at fixed moments during the assurance continuity process 
(whenever the impact analysis is evaluated by the certification body) and only in some cases (when all the 
changes are considered minor).  

Moreover, in the CUMULUS approach the Incremental models provide support for verifying the validity of 
previously verified properties after changes in the stack without recertification from scratch. This kind of 
support is similar to CC assurance continuity in reducing the cost of the certification process but, again, it 
differs from the CC one since it potentially addresses any change to the service or its cloud stack. On the 
other hand, CC assurance continuity does not take into account new possible vulnerabilities and/or attack 
methods, thus decreasing the overall assurance provided by the CC certificate from the end user 
perspective.  

 

6.4.4. Comparison between CUMULUS and CC Trust model 

From the trust model point of view, the CUMULUS and the CC approach could be compared on the basis of 
two main aspects: 

 The entities and trust relations on which they base the trust in the respective certificates; 
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 The exploitability of their respective certificates. 

As for the trust relations between entities, an obvious difference is that, unlike the CC approach, the 
CUMULUS approach does not have requirements on the separation of entities involved. For instance, in the 
CUMULUS trust model depicted in Figure 41, the Certification Authority covers also the role of issuer of the 
certification criteria, specified by the CM Template. Moreover, CUMULUS certification is not necessarily 
third party and the self-attestation option is explicitly considered.  

Another difference is that the user of a CC Certificate basically trusts in an identified board of institutions 
(the CCRA) that is ultimately responsible for assessing the competence of all the entities involved in the 
certification process (i.e., the CB and indirectly the EL, which is accredited by the CB). From this point of 
view CUMULUS is more flexible, allowing multiple patterns according to how the entities in the model are 
organized and how their trust relations are built. As an example, if a set of Certification Authorities 
constitute a federation for defining and maintaining shared CM Templates, the resulting model would be 
very similar to the CC one.  

It must be recalled that a user trusts in a CUMULUS Certificate also based on the verification of digital 
signatures that are foreseen by CUMULUS on Certificates and Certification Models. The use of digital 
signatures is important for the automatic processing of certificates in a highly dynamic context like the 
cloud one. In this sense, it must be noted that, due to its focus on traditional ICT products, the CC do not 
foresee digitally signed certificates nor secured channel for the provision of CC certificates to end-user.  

For the other aspect, it should be noticed that the exploitability of a certificate is directly connected to the 
capability of the associated certification process to provide the assurance desired by the end users. The 
higher the granularity and the range of possible assurance levels reachable with a certification process the 
higher the number of end-user that would be attracted by the resulting certificate. From this point of view, 
in the CC approach it is possible to determine a certain level of assurance a priori (scaled in 7 predefined 
values) in each certification process that will be carried on under CC rules. The CUMULUS approach does 
not provide an explicit scale of values for the assurance but it is more flexible since it leaves to the 
Certification Authority the possibility of defining a number of different CMIs each one providing diverse 
assurance according to the elements defined in it (e.g. test metrics, attack potential). In this sense the high 
transparency of the CUMULUS certificate that shows the whole set of evidences collected during the 
certification process is an important factor to be considered when determining the capability of 
representing the assurance requested by a generic end user. 

 

6.5. A real world third party audit: ISO 27001 

This Section provides a comparison between CUMULUS and ISO 27001, which has been selected as a 
representative real world example of the certified third party audit approach. 

The ISO 27001 approach to certification (ISO/IEC 27001, 2013) is here introduced in terms of  

 ISO 27001 certification process, with a focus on the certificate Life Cycle; 

 Trust model.  

 

6.5.1. ISO 27001 Certification process 

The ISO 27001 certification process aims at certifying that an organization implements a specific set of 
security measures (described and motivated by appropriate documentation).  

The scope of ISO 27001 certification includes security measures that are technical (i.e., based on 
Information Technology) as well as physical and procedural. By the set of security measures to be certified 
by ISO 27001, the organization can implement an Information Security Management System (ISMS), i.e., a 
systematic approach to the management of sensitive information that encompasses people, processes and 
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IT systems within the organization. ISO 27001 specifies requirements for an ISM as high-level security 
objectives (control objectives) and is accompanied by the ISO 27002 standard that describes more detailed 
security measures (security controls). In practice ISO 27001 provides a catalogue of controls, while ISO 
27002 provides detailed recommendations for the implementation of controls.  

The ISO 27001 certification process includes an audit process, in which an Auditor visits some organization 
site and checks that all the claimed security measures are correctly implemented. The audit process is 
generally non-intrusive, i.e., the Auditor does not test the technical security measures; anyway, if tests are 
performed, they are not specified by ISO 27001. 

The roles involved in the ISO 27001 certification process are: 

 The Organization; 

 The Auditor; 

 The Certification Body (CB). 

The Organization is the entity that requests to be certified as compliant with ISO 27001 and provides all the 
inputs requested by the ISO 27001 certification process. 

The Auditor is the entity that performs the audit process on behalf of the Certification Body (CB). The 
Auditor has been previously licensed/certified for its role by an accredited CB, or by the International 
Register of Certificated Auditors (IRCA). 

The Certification Body (CB) is the entity that certifies an Organization as compliant with ISO 27001. The CB 
has been accredited for its role by the relevant National Accreditation Body (NAB) that maintains a list of 
accredited CBs. The CB generates the output of the ISO 27001 certification process based on the results 
provided by the Auditor. 

The ISO 27001 certification process is assumed to generate a certificate recognized within the Multilateral 
Recognition Arrangement (MLA) that is signed by NABs that have been assessed by peer NABs as 
competent.  

An Organization cannot certify itself as ISO 27001 compliant. Moreover, if an accredited CB plays a role in 
establishing the ISMS of the Organization (which is usually done by an internal audit process), such a CB 
cannot perform the following ISO 27001 Certification process. 

The ISO 27001 certification process starts on request of the Organization. The Organization specifies the 
scope of the certification, deciding which ISO 27001 controls it implements and which risks it accepts. The 
Organization can also decide to limit its ISO 27001 certification to some specific business units or locations. 
The Organization engages with a specific CB, and then such CB assigns a specific Auditor to execute the 
audit process. These preliminary procedures are considered not as part of the ISO 27001 certification 
process, but as an additional process (Certification request). 

The objective of the audit process is to confirm that the Organization has implemented the ISMS, the 
appropriate procedures exist to operate, monitor, review, and revise the ISMS, the appropriate 
documentation exists regarding the ISMS, and organizational practices adhere to the ISMS documentation. 

The audit process may be divided in the following stages: 

1. The Organization provides the Auditor with documentation regarding the ISMS to be certified; 

2. The Auditor verifies the existence of the appropriate documentation and the quality of its 
attributes; 

3. If the ISMS documentation provided is satisfactory, the Auditor visits the organization site and 
validates the claims of the ISMS documentation; 

4. The Auditor analyzes the results and produces suitable reports and recommendations. 
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During the site visit, the Auditor assesses that personnel security awareness and security practices are 
consistent with the ISMS documentation. This is done by interviewing people, ensuring the presence of 
security services and security mechanisms, and determining their quality. 

In the final step, the Auditor reports to the Organization and to the CB especially on Audit findings, i.e., 
what the Auditor found that is not compliant with the standard (nonconformities) and is recommended to 
be fixed for the next audit in six months or less (depending on the seriousness of nonconformities found). 
This is done also If the ISMS documentation provided is not satisfactory: in this case, the Auditor 
determines that the Organization is not ready for the site visit and ends the audit process providing 
recommendations on improving preparedness. 

The final result is either ISO 27001 certification or fail. The ISO 27001 certification process is shown in 
Figure 44, including the certificate Life Cycle described below. 

 
FIGURE 44 – ISO 27001 CERTIFICATION PROCESS 

The audit process is usually performed twice:  

 First a pre-certification audit is performed; 

 Then the audited Organization can then take actions on recommendations; 
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 Then the final audit is performed and the CB certifies the ISMS of the Organization.  

If the Organization receives ISO 27001 certification, it is valid for three years, after which there is a renewal 
process (Arnason & Willett, 2007). To prepare for and ease the renewal process, the Organization and the 
CB may agree upon a series of surveillance audits, which are generally scheduled every 6 months or yearly. 
A surveillance audit is generally focused on a subset of the ISMS and results in suitable reports and 
recommendations. If a scheduled surveillance audit identifies a major nonconformity, the Auditor will 
generally allow a period of time to correct this. If this is not done, then ISO 27001 certification will be 
revoked by the CB (ENISA, 2014). 

The ISO 27001 certification process depends on additional processes that provide: 

 Specification (and maintenance) of the Certification Criteria (ISO 27001 and ISO 27002); 

 Competence assessment (and maintenance of assessment) of the NABs; 

 Accreditation (and maintenance of accreditation) of CBs; 

 Licensing/certification of Auditors; 

 Certification request. 

Specification (and maintenance) of the Certification Criteria is executed by the (specific working group of) 
ISO. 

Competence assessment (and maintenance of assessment) of a NAB is executed by the (specific working 
group of) MLA (made of peer NABs) on inputs provided by the NAB itself. 

Accreditation (and maintenance of accreditation) of a CB is executed by the relevant NAB on inputs 
provided by the CB itself. 

Licensing/certification of an Auditor is executed by either an accredited CB or by the IRCA on inputs 
provided by the Auditor itself. 

Request of an ISO 27001 certification process involves the requesting Organization and the specific CB and 
Auditor that will be involved.  

 

6.5.2. ISO 27001 Trust model 

To trust an ISO 27001 certificate, a user first needs to check its validity. The validity of an ISO 27001 
certificate is checked by: 

 Identifying in an authentic way the CB that has issued the ISO 27001 certificate and is responsible 
for its Life Cycle; 

 Checking in an authentic way with the identified CB if the current state of the ISO 27001 certificate 
Life Cycle is “valid” (at least, that the ISO 27001 certificate has not been revoked); 

 Checking in an authentic way with the relevant NAB that the identified CB is currently accredited; 

 Checking in an authentic way that the relevant NAB is assessed as competent by the MLA. 

The mechanisms used for the validity checks are not considered in detail here, but it must be noted that 
currently ISO 27001 certificates are not digitally signed nor provided to final users by secured channels. 

Based on the validity checks described above, the user trusts in an ISO 27001 certificate basically because 
the user trusts in the MLA. In fact, the MLA has assessed as competent the National Accreditation Body 
(NAB) that in turn accredited the relevant CB. Moreover, the MLA trusts in ISO for defining the certification 
criteria used. 
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FIGURE 45 – ISO 27001 TRUST MODEL 

The user trust in the MLA and (for transitivity) in ISO is based on the respective institutional roles, since: 

 The MLA is the set of the National Accreditation Bodies that signed the current Multilateral 
Recognition Arrangement on behalf of the respective countries; 

 ISO is the International Organization for Standardization. 

Other trust relations between entities involved in the ISO 27001 approach are based on some process by 
which the trusting entity has verified the competence of the trusted one. In fact: 

 The MLA trusts in the NAB because the MLA has assessed the NAB as competent; 

 The NAB trusts in the CB because the NAB has accredited the CB; 

 The CB trusts in the Auditor because the CB has licensed the Auditor (this is the assumption done in 
Figure 45, but other solutions are possible). 

The ISO 27001 Trust Model is sketched in Figure 45, where it is shown which entities are trusted or 
somehow verified for competence by which entities for which actions on which objects (or entities).  

The validity checks on the certificate are necessary for trust but may be not sufficient because the user may 
have his own security policy that takes into account the specific contents of an ISO 27001 certificate. Based 
on his own security policy a user may trust valid ISO 27001 certificates only if they, e.g., 

 Are issued by specific accredited CBs; 

 Have a specific scope (e.g., in terms of security controls). 

 

6.5.3. Comparison between CUMULUS and ISO 27001 Certification process 

It is important to notice that the ISO 27001 target of certification is very different from the CUMULUS one. 
While the former focuses on the entire ISMS of an organization, for example the entire cloud infrastructure 
of a service provider, the latter addresses a particular service and the cloud stack below. In a sense, these 
two different approaches could be seen as two different ways of obtaining assurance on a particular cloud 
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service. ISO 27001 gains assurance on the service by auditing all the measures and procedures that the 
service provider put in place for each of its services, CUMULUS directly performs actions (tests, monitoring, 
integrity checks) on a particular service and on the cloud stack under it. 

Due to the abovementioned fundamental difference in the certification scope, ISO 27001 and CUMULUS do 
not have many contact points. As a matter of fact, also from the point of view of the certification process 
the ISO 27001, as the CC certification process, is very different from the CUMULUS one in terms of types of 
input required and actions performed. In particular, also for the ISO 27001 a significant part of the 
certification process consists in analysis of documentation. Moreover, the ISO 27001 audit process is even 
more suitable to human actor (auditor) and more difficult to be automated (and therefore farther from the 
CUMULUS process) than the CC evaluation process. 

As for the certificate Life Cycle, the ISO 27001 surveillance audit could be compared with the CUMULUS 
Incremental approach, since both aim at extending the validity of a certificate when changes occur in the 
certified object instead of re-certifying from scratch.  

 

6.5.4. Comparison between CUMULUS and ISO 27001 Trust model 

From the point of view of the trust model, the ISO 27001 is very similar to the CC. The user of an ISO 27001 
Certificate, like the CC one, basically trusts in an identified board of institutions (the MLA in this case) that is 
ultimately responsible for (directly or indirectly) assessing the competence of all the entities involved in the 
certification process. Moreover, ISO 27001 currently does not foresee digitally signed certificates or 
secured channels for the provision of certificates to final users. Therefore similar observations to the ones 
described in sub-Section 7.4.4 are applicable in this case. 

 

6.6. CSA’s Open certification Framework 

The Cloud Security Alliance (one of the partners in this consortium) has developed a certification 
framework, called the OCF (Open Certification Framework18), which shares characteristics of several 
certification schemes discussed previously.  

 

6.6.1. Content 

Before attempting to relate CUMULUS to CSA OCF, it is important to recall its main characteristics. 

The OCF is a certification framework dedicated to cloud services, which aims to certify the use of best 
practice information security management for the cloud, targeting governance, risk and compliance. As 
such, it does not certify the properties of a product like Common Criteria, but rather focuses the 
organizational dimension of security and its proper translation into technical measures. The OCF is 
composed of 3 levels and a foundation: 

 The foundation: The CCM (Cloud Control Matrix19), which lists a set of 133 controls structured into 
16 domains covering best practices in cloud information security system management (CCM 
version 3.01). The CCM can be considered as similar to the control objectives listed in the annex of 
ISO 27001, but instead of being generic this list of control is dedicated explicitly to cloud 
information systems. 

 Level 1, self-certification: The OCF offers the opportunity to cloud providers to self-assess their 
compliance with the CCM, either directly or by providing answers to a questionnaire called CAIQ 
(Consensus Assessment Initiative Questionnaire). The result of the self-assessment is typically 

                                                        
18

 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/ocf/ 
19

 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/ccm/ 
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made public on CSA’s website in the “STAR Registry20” and can be consulted by all stakeholders 
without restriction. 

 Level 2, third-party certification: The OCF proposes an independent third party certification 
scheme that is based on ISO 27001 but uses CCM as a control framework instead of the traditional 
one usually associated with ISO 27001. Just like ISO 27001, OCF level 2 requires the definition of a 
statement of applicability and an audit performed by an accredited party. In addition, this 
certification scheme commercially called “STAR Certification” includes a maturity rating mechanism 
that measures the level of sophistication in the implementation of the CCM controls by cloud 
providers, enabling them to perfect their information security management practices over time.  

 Level 3, continuous monitoring-based certification: The OCF aims to allow the monitoring in near 
real-time of the fulfillment of the cloud customer’s security requirements, based on the automated 
collection of events and other forms of auditing evidence. Level 3 is still currently under 
development, notably through the design of two protocols: CTP (Cloud Trust Protocol21) and 
CloudAudit22. 

 

6.6.2. Comparison between CUMULUS and OCF Certification process 

At a high level CUMULUS and OCF offer two very different approaches to certification.  

Indeed, these schemes have a different scope. CUMULUS offers tools to certify security properties 
individually, essentially on an automated and technical level, while the OCF aims to certify an information 
system as a whole, including governance, risk and compliance processes (at least at level 1 and 2).  

To give an example of these differences, we can look at the following control objective (AAC-03) extracted 
from the CCM:  

An inventory of the organization's external legal, statutory, and regulatory compliance obligations 
associated with (and mapped to) any scope and geographically-relevant presence of data or 
organizationally-owned or managed (physical or virtual) infrastructure network and systems 
components shall be maintained and regularly updated as per the business need (e.g., change in 
impacted-scope and/or a change in any compliance obligation). 

Clearly, this type of control cannot be certified by CUMULUS, and require the intervention of a human 
auditor. On the other hand, many controls in the OCF assume the implementation of a security measure 
(e.g. authentication, access control, confidential channels, etc.). These measures could be certified using a 
CUMULUS-based approach.  

In essence, at OCF levels 1 and 2, CUMULUS is closer to the Common Criteria approach, while OCF shares all 
the characteristics of ISO 27001 approaches already discussed in 7.4. It comes to OCF level 3, or continuous 
monitoring, the differences between OCF and CUMULUS are much weaker in principle, but are difficult to 
discuss since OCF level is still in development. 

 

6.6.3. Comparison between CUMULUS and OCF Trust Model 

The trust model for OCF varies according to the level (1, 2 or 3). 

At level 1, we are looking at a self-certification scheme, and the trust model is the same one as already 
described in 7.3. However, in OCF, cloud providers are expected to publicly publish the details of the self-
assessment on CSA’s website. This somewhat includes the “public eye” as part of the trust model. A cloud 

                                                        
20

 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/star/#_registry 
21

 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/ctp/ 
22

 https://cloudsecurityalliance.org/research/cloudaudit/ 
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provider would risk reputational damage if he provides false information in the self-assessment and some 
events later contradict his statements (e.g. a security breach). 

At level 2, the trust model is very similar to ISO 27001, already discussed in 7.5. However, there is no 
national accreditation body, instead certification bodies (auditors) must be accredited by CSA, following 
requirements outlined in ISO 27006.  

Level 3 is currently under development and its trust model is not finalized. It is likely that the trust model 
will be partially derived from level 2: independent auditors checking compliance at level 2, could also 
certify that the provider has adequately implemented monitoring (and testing) tools that support 
continuous monitoring (which could be CUMULUS based). In other words, human intervention by a trusted 
third party would be used to “bootstrap” trust in the continuous monitoring scheme.  
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7. Conclusions 

Deliverable D2.4 is the final deliverable of WP2. It builds on the conceptual framework for Certification 
Model specification, including the property vocabulary in D2.1 and the Meta-Model in D2.2 and D2.3, on 
the three basic certification models for Test, Monitoring and Trusted Computing certification in D2.2 and 
D2.3, and on a first definition of advanced models in D2.3. D2.4 presented a comprehensive and final 
version of both basic and advanced models. Furthermore, the new “TC Support”-model has been proposed 
to provide the trust that is needed for the validation of the Monitoring and Test-Based certifications. The 
CUMULUS Framework, which has been built so far, paves the way to the certification of security properties 
in real world scenarios covering fundamental Cloud aspects related to dynamicity and elasticity, and 
departing from the assumption of a continuous manual intervention of the certification authorities.  
Specifically, D2.4 focused on the definition of advanced models described in the following. Multi-layer 
certification model allows to build certification processes covering all layers of a Cloud systems, including 
service, platform, and infrastructure layers, impacting on the security properties to be certified. 
Incremental certification model provides the ability to adapt a certification process to cloud events, context 
changes, and continuous system refinements at low costs.  Hybrid certification model permits to evaluate a 
cloud system by integrating evidence of different types inside a single certification process, to cover all 
aspects of a certification process using the most suitable type of evidence.   

In addition to the above models, the CUMULUS approach also permits to reuse evidence of existing 
certificates. Certificate composition approach designed in CUMULUS supports certificate reuse, greatly 
improving certification flexibility, in the framework of i) certification made by the composition of other 
certificates, ii) Hybrid certification involving evidence collection and certificates verification, iii) Incremental 
process where the component to be substituted are expressed in terms of certificates. 

D2.4 finally provided a comprehensive comparison with current certification schemes in terms of both trust 
model and certification process. We first underline that CUMULUS trust model and certification process can 
be easily adopted as a self-attestation certification scheme, where the service provider issues a certificate 
for its services using the CUMULUS platform and defining its own CM. We then compared CUMULUS with 
Common Criteria (CC) which is one of the prominent approach for third-party certification, underlining that 
CC is not suitable for cloud based systems since i) it is mainly based on manual and offline (i.e. fully 
controlled environment) activities like code inspection, ii) the incrementality given by CC assurance 
continuity is not as flexible as the CUMULUS incremental approach which is a discrete process and for 
instance it does not take into account upgrades or downgrade due to new possible vulnerabilities and/or 
attack methods.  In addition, CC does not foresee digitally signed certificates nor secured channel for the 
provision of CC certificates to end-user and its predefined discrete assurance level is less flexible then the 
CUMULUS CMI approach. 

Finally, we also carried out the exercises of comparing CUMULUS with ISO 27001 as a representative 
real world example of the certified third party audit approach, and with Cloud Security Alliance OCF (Open 
Certification Framework) which is a transversal certification framework including aspects ranging from CC 
to ISO 27001. We found similarities between ISO 27001 surveillance audit and CUMULUS incremental 
approach and between OCF level 3 (under development) and CUMULUS life cycle management, and 
possible synergy between OCF controls and CUMULUS-based certification. 
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Appendix A: TC-based Certification Process  

TC-based certification models generation, verification and management can be approached by means of 
certificate profile concept23 but aligned to the aspects of TC-based certification. In the following, we will 
describe how the concept of certificate profile can be applied to a TC-based certification process to 
leverage practical and verifiable generation of CMs according to a defined TC-based CM profile. Instead of 
certificate profile, we adopted the concept of certification model profile (referred to as TC-based CM 
Profile) allowing flexible and powerful expression of certification information for a class of certification 
models describing common characteristics and aspects those certificate models must comply with.  

The CM profile has a similar role with that of CM templates as defined by the other type-specific CUMULUS 
certification processes. As such, TC-based CM profile will allow consistent and compliant generation of 
specific TC-based CMs from CM profiles reflecting specific security property, ToC type, Cloud layer, etc.   

 

TC-based CM Profile 

The main goal of the certification model profile is to provide suitable means for creation of CMs by ensuring 
semantic uniformity of CM content for a specific (domain of) certification, capturing any mandatory CM 
artefact structure and data (through a CM Template), semantic definition of CM artefacts and data 
instantiation (through Semantic Rules), and definition of vocabulary for expressing CM aspects (CM 
Vocabulary). 

 
FIGURE 46 –TC-BASED CM PROFILE STRUCTURE 

Figure 46 shows the high-level structure of a TC-based CM profile. As we said, a CM profile is a mechanism 
to specify the contents and semantics of a class of CMs. A CM profile is composed of three parts: (i) CM 
Template: specification of common structure and values of specific fields mandatory for a given class of 
CMs, (ii) Semantic Rules: specification of the semantics of the CM class in the form of rules, and (iii) CM 
Vocabulary: specification of vocabulary terms (ideally ontology-referenced terms) providing restrictions on 
use of vocabulary for language artefacts of CMs of the given CM class.  

The three CM profile components in Figure 46 provide CMs content uniformity in three different di- 
mensions: CM template ensures structural uniformity; semantic rules ensure integrity of intended 
semantics of TC-based certification; while CM vocabulary ensures common ontology-based terms and 
ranges of possible values of certification (in a given domain). 

Profile-based CM creation process will facilitate production of CMs by ensuring compliance with the 
template, rules and vocabulary of TC-based certification as encoded in a CM profile.  

A CM claiming conformance to a CM profile can be verified for that, i.e. whether the CM respects the 
template, semantic rules and vocabulary of the CM profile. Conformance verification of CMs to a CM profile 
provides an important means to ensure whether a CM is well formed (“safe”) to be processed by the 
CUMULUS framework (e.g., by the TC-Manager component) according to recognised by the framework CM 
profiles.  

                                                        
23

 M. Montenegro, A. Maña, and H. Koshutanski, Improving security assurance of services through certificate 
profiles. In 3rd International Workshop on Adaptive Services for the Future Internet (WAS4FI), Sep 2013. 
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Both CM and CM profiles are XML-based documents, which can be signed (XML Signature) by 
corresponding authorities to allow integrity and trust management on those documents. For example, a 
certification authority wishing to instantiate a CM from a given CM profile will first validate the integrity of 
the CM profile according to the XML signature, and will then determine if the CM profile is issued from a 
trusted entity.   

In the following we will show an example of TC-based CM profile for a class of CMs intended to certify IaaS-
level cloud virtualisation layer. For the sake of presentation we will reflect only some of the aspects of TC-
based certification for that layer. Analogously one can derive a full-fledged CM profile.   

Example of TC-based CM Profile 
<CertificationModelProfile> 
 <Template> 
  <CertificationModel> 
   <ToC> 
    <CloudLayer>IaaS</CloudLayer> 
   </ToC> 
   <SecurityProperty> 
    <sProperty 
     class="IVS:integrity:software-integrity-bound-to-platform-state" /> 
   </SecurityProperty> 
   <LifeCycle InitialState="NOT_ISSUED"> 
    <LifeCycleTransition FromState="NOT_ISSUED" 
     ToState="ISSUED"> 
     <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
      <Condition NameID="Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VirtualizationLayers" /> 
     </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
    </LifeCycleTransition> 
    <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="EXPIRED"> 
     <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
      <Condition NameID="ValidityPeriodExpired" /> 
     </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
    </LifeCycleTransition> 
    <LifeCycleTransition FromState="ISSUED" ToState="REVOKED"> 
     <ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
      <Condition NameID="Non-Valid-Evidence-Integrity:ToI:VirtualizationLayers" /> 
     </ConditionsForLifeCycleTransition> 
    </LifeCycleTransition> 
   </LifeCycle> 
  </CertificationModel> 
 </Template> 
 <SemanticRules> 
  <sch:schema queryBinding="xslt" xmlns:sch="http://purl.oclc.org/dsdl/schematron"> 
   <sch:pattern> 
    <sch:rule context="//ToC/ToI/VirtualizationLayer/[@PlatformBindingType='Virtual']"> 
     <sch:assert test="//ToC/ToI/VirtualizationLayer/[@PlatformBindingType='Physical' and 
@ID=current()/@VirtualizedOnLayer]"> 
      Only one level of nested virtualization is considered. 
     </sch:assert> 
    </sch:rule> 
   </sch:pattern> 
  </sch:schema> 
 </SemanticRules> 
 <CMVocabulary> 
  <Vocabulary> 
   <CMElement Type="XPATH">//ToC/ToI/VirtualizationLayer/@PlatformBindingType</CMElement> 
   <Enum Mandatory="true"> 
    <Value>Physical</Value> 
    <Value>Virtual</Value> 
   </Enum> 
  </Vocabulary> 
  <Vocabulary> 
   <CMElement Type="XPATH">//EvidenceCollector/CollectorInfo/@NameID</CMElement> 
   <Enum Mandatory="true"> 
    <Value>cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:TC-Manager</Value> 
    <Value>cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:vTPM</Value> 
    <Value>cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:pTPM</Value> 
   </Enum> 
  </Vocabulary> 
 </CMVocabulary> 
 <ProfileIssuer Format="X509SubjectName">C=IT,CN=FUB Certification Authority 
  Class A,L=Rome,O=Fondazione Ugo Bordoni</ProfileIssuer> 
 <Signature> ... </Signature> 
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</CertificationModelProfile> 

In the example, the template part of the CM profile defines a fixed mandatory value for the CloudLayer 
component to “IaaS” for all CMs produced from (claim compliance with) the profile. It also defines a fixed 
mandatory value for the security property artefact to “IVS:integrity:software-integrity-bound-to-platform-
state” given the profile considers a class of CMs for IaaS-level cloud virtualisation. The CM template also 
predefines the Life Cycle and transition conditions for all certificates produced from CMs compliant to the 
profile (only for illustrative purposes as it may be well the case to leave the Life Cycle and/or conditions 
open). We note that the Life Cycle attribute CertificateValidationFrequencyInMilliseconds is not specified 
leaving that open to a specific CM consideration.   
The semantic rule (expressed as a Schematron24 rule) restricts the CM Profile to consider software integrity 
of hypervisors with maximum 1 level of nested virtualisation (ref. Figure 23). That is, if ToC is a hypervisor 
running as nested virtualisation, the underlying virtualisation layer must be run on a physical platform (only 
for illustrative purposes as it may be well the case to leave the levels of virtualisation open).    

Finally, the CM Vocabulary defines two vocabulary entries. The PlatformBindingType attribute of the 
VirtualizationLayer element is restricted to vocabulary (as a choice between) “Virtual” or “Physical”. The 
NameID attribute of the CollectorInfo element is restricted to vocabulary (as a choice between) 
“cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:TC-Manager”, “cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:vTPM” or 
“cumulus:cm:tc:collector:id:pTPM”. 

 

TC-based Dynamic Certification Support 

An important part of a CUMULUS certification process, be that based on Test, Monitoring or TC certification 
models, is to allow the CUMULUS framework issue certificates on behalf of the certification authorities 
which issued the corresponding CMs. 

Using the TPM technology, particularly the secure key storage, a certification authority may generate a 
“proxy” key pair in the TPM (e.g., of the VM) where an instance of the CUMULUS framework is running, and 
bind the private key of the pair to the state of the CUMULUS framework, given the authority recognises at 
that moment the instance of the CUMULUS framework state as a valid CUMULUS framework.  

Following that, the CUMULUS framework will use the TPM to sign CUMULUS certificates with the 
corresponding proxy key of the certification authority, only when the framework is in the same state as 
recognised by the authority (when generated the keys).  

It is important to note that the TPM technology supports multiple authorities to generate proxy keys on the 
TPM and bind those keys to a CUMULUS framework state. In that case, the authorities may indicate the 
corresponding key alias in the CMs issued by them so that the CUMULUS framework upon generation of 
certificates will sign those using the alias-indicated proxy keys.  

The TPM technology provides important assurance about the authenticity of the CUMULUS framework and 
the issuance of certificates on behalf of certification authorities in strong conditions on CUMULUS 
authenticity, i.e. use of authority keys for dynamic (run time) certificate signature only when the framework 
is in a recognised state. 

 

 

Appendix B: CUMULUS Certificate model and TC-based Artefacts 

In the following we will recall the CUMULUS certificate model. Certificates are the output of a CUMULUS 
certification process and Figure 47 shows the CUMULUS certificate structure. This part has been already 

                                                        
24

 ISO/IEC 19757-3:2006 Information technology -- Document Schema Definition Language (DSDL) -- Part 
3: Rule-based validation – Schematron. 
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previously discussed in the Deliverables of Work Package 2 for Test-based and Monitoring-based Artefacts. 
Now we will focus on TC-based Artefacts. 

 

 
FIGURE 47 – CUMULUS CERTIFICATE  

 

 CertificateId defines a serial number of a certificate. It must be unique (non-repeatable) number 
within the CUMULUS framework. 

 CertificationModelId contains the ID of the CM the current certificate is produced from. The 
CertificationModelId provides an important reference to the CM the certificate is produced from. 

 CertifiedSecurityProperty defines the security property certified for the target of certification. 

 CertificateInfo defines the type of certification process used to produce the current certificate. This 
element is restricted to one of “Test-based”, “Monitor-based”, and “TC-based” values. 

 CertificationDate defines the date a certificate is issued. 

 CertificateStatus defines a status of the certificate according to the Life Cycle states defined in the 
corresponding CM.  

 ExpirationDate defines the validity period of the certificate, staring with certification date. 

 Artifacts define the evidences supporting the certified security property. The structure and content 
of Artifacts element are specific and different for the different types of certification. We note the 
Artifacts structure can represent multiple type evidences in order to reflect on advanced, Hybrid 
CMs, as shown in the figure below (Figure 48). 

 
FIGURE 48 – ARTIFACTS ELEMENT TYPE 

 Signature defines information about the issuer name (and possibly its role in the certification 
process). 
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In the following we will describe the type-specific artifact structures used to represent evidences in 
CUMULUS certificates. 

 

TPM-based Artifact Structure  

Figure 49 shows the TPM-Artifact structure. The structure follows the ToC/ToI structure as defined in the 
CM model (rf. Section 2.4) with the goal to provide comprehensive information about the evidences (TC 
proofs) collected on each layer of the ToC and the underlying cloud infrastructure. The evidence structure is 
defined to be self-contained to allow direct certificate validation (ToC integrity validation) without the need 
to access the corresponding CM. 

 
FIGURE 49 – TPM-ARTIFACT STRUCTURE 

The TPM-Artifact has the following components: 

 Evidence defines a structure with all TC proofs collected on the ToC.  

o VMLayer defines the evidences collected in relation to the corresponding VMLayer of the 
ToC/ToI specification in the CM. 

o VirtualizationLayer defines the evidences collected in relation to the corresponding 
VirtualizationLayer of the ToC/ToI specification in the CM.  

 TPMStateBoundKey defines the actual key information as a result of the corresponding key 
generation in the TPM. It has similar structure to that of TC-Support presented in D2.3 (Section 6). 

 
FIGURE 50 – VMLAYER AND VIRTUALIZATIONLAYER EVIDENCE STRUCTURES 
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Figure 50 shows the VMLayer and VirtualizationLayer evidence structures. Most of the fields have the same 
rationale as their corresponding definitions in the basic TC-based CM presented in Section 2.4. The new 
elements are IntegrityReport – representing the actual TC proof (hash value) of the current ToC layer, and 
IntegrityReportSourceOfTrust – representing the X.509 certificate data used to establish trust in attestation 
reporting of the current layer of the ToC. 

In the following we show an example of a TPM-Artifact structure generated according to the given 
examples of ToC, EvidenceCollectors and EvidenceAggregator as part of a CM in Section 2.4. For the sake of 
presentation, we removed (shortened) the results of the intergity reports for VM Platform and Hypervisor 
layers as these are 16 concatenated hash values corresponding to PCRs 0—15. 

Example of TPM-Artifact structure 
<TPM-Artifact> 
  <Evidence> 
    <VMLayer AttestationServiceURI="http://ehealth.atos.net/services/attestation"> 
      <Application> 
        <IntegrityReport>8c007582aea3711ea3018eb0df384cb3dd27118a</IntegrityReport> 
        <TPMQuote> 
          <PCRNumber>23</PCRNumber> 
        </TPMQuote> 
      </Application> 
      <Platform PlatformBindingType="Virtual" VirtualizedOnLayer="vlayer-01-cert"> 
        <IntegrityReport>MzJpZmo0OWlnajlnajI5aTRn . . . 0Z2oyOTRpdGdqMjQ5aR0Z2oyOTRpZ2o0OW</IntegrityReport> 
        <TPMQuote> 
        <PCRNumber>0</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>1</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>2</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>3</PCRNumber> 
        <PCRNumber>4</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>5</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>6</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>7</PCRNumber> 
       
<PCRNumber>8</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>9</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>10</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>11</PCRNumber> 
   
<PCRNumber>12</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>13</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>14</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>15</PCRNumber> 
        </TPMQuote> 
      </Platform> 
      <IntegrityReportSourceOfTrust SourceOfTrustType="AIKCredential"> 
        <Certificate Type="X.509">MIICojCCAYqgAwIBAgI . . . clV5RXsP9BljL+zOQ 3CAmPZBs</Certificate> 
      </IntegrityReportSourceOfTrust> 
    </VMLayer> 
    <VirtualizationLayer ID="vlayer-01-cert" CorrespondingLayerInCMRef="vlayer-01" PlatformBindingType="Physical" 
      DeepAttestationServiceURI="http://192.168.35.211:8080/tc-services/deepattestation"> 
      <IntegrityReport>zJpZmo0OWlnajI0OWlnajI5a . . . drscI19hadrkqi</IntegrityReport> 
      <TPMQuote> 
        <PCRNumber>0</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>1</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>2</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>3</PCRNumber> 
        <PCRNumber>4</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>5</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>6</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>7</PCRNumber> 
       
<PCRNumber>8</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>9</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>10</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>11</PCRNumber> 
   
<PCRNumber>12</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>13</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>14</PCRNumber><PCRNumber>15</PCRNumber> 
      </TPMQuote> 
      <IntegrityReportSourceOfTrust SourceOfTrustType="AIKCredential"> 
        <Certificate Type="X.509">MIICojCCAYqgAwIBAgI . . . clV5RXsP9BljL+zOQ 3CAmPZBs</Certificate> 
      </IntegrityReportSourceOfTrust> 
    </VirtualizationLayer> 
  </Evidence> 
</TPM-Artifact> 
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Appendix C: XML code 

 

Appendix C.1 XML code included in Section 1 

n/a 

 

Appendix C.2 XML code included in Section 2 

Section 2.1.4 
 
<xs:complexType name="tocType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xs:element name="CloudLayer" maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
   <xs:simpleType> 
    <xs:restriction base="xs:string"> 
     <xs:enumeration value="SaaS" /> 
     <xs:enumeration value="PaaS" /> 
     <xs:enumeration value="IaaS" /> 
   
   
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:element name="ConcreteToc" type="xs:string"> 
  </xs:element> 
 <xs:element name="TocDescription" type="xs:string">
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:element name="TocURI" type="xs:anyURI" /> 
  <xs:choice> 
   <xs:element name="ToTs" type="targetOfTestsType" /> 
   <xs:element name="ToM"> 
    <xs:complexType> 
     <xs:sequence> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="1" maxOccurs="unbounded" 
name="providesInterface" 
       type="sla:InterfaceDeclrType" /> 
      <xs:element minOccurs="0" maxOccurs="unbounded" 
name="requiresInterface" 
       type="sla:InterfaceDeclrType" /> 
     </xs:sequence> 
    </xs:complexType> 
   </xs:element> 
   <xsd:element name="ToI" type="targetOfIntegrityType" /> 
  </xs:choice> 
 </xs:sequence> 
 <xs:attribute name="Id" use="required" type="xs:ID"> 
 </xs:attribute> 
</xs:complexType> 
 
<xs:complexType name="targetOfTestsType"> 
 <xs:sequence maxOccurs="1"> 
  <xs:element name="ToT" maxOccurs="unbounded" minOccurs="1"> 
   <xsd:complexType> 
    <xsd:complexContent> 
     <xsd:extension base="totType"> 
      <xsd:attribute name="collectorRefID" type="xs:string" 
/> 
     </xsd:extension> 
    </xsd:complexContent> 
   </xsd:complexType> 
  </xs:element> 
 </xs:sequence> 
</xs:complexType> 
 
<xs:complexType name="targetOfIntegrityType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xs:element name="ToIComponents" type="componentsType" /> 
  <xs:element name="ToIPlatform" type="toIPlatformType" /> 
 </xs:sequence> 
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</xs:complexType> 
 
<xs:complexType name="toIPlatformType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xs:element name="ToIPlatformComponents" type="componentsType" /> 
  <xs:element name="PhysicalPlatformManufacturer" type="xs:string" 
   minOccurs="0" /> 
  <xs:element name="TPMManufacturer" type="xs:string" 
   minOccurs="0" /> 
  <xs:element name="AIKCredential" type="xs:string" 
   minOccurs="0" /> 
 </xs:sequence> 
 <xs:attribute name="TPMVersion" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType> 

FIGURE 51 – FULL XML CODE OF TOC ELEMENT TYPE 
 

Section 2.1.5 

 
<xs:complexType name="securityPropertyType"> 
 <xs:sequence maxOccurs="1" minOccurs="1"> 
  <xs:element name="sProperty" type="propertyType" /> 
  <xs:sequence minOccurs="0"> 
   <xs:element name="Assertion" type="assertionType" /> 
  </xs:sequence> 
 </xs:sequence> 
 <xs:attribute name="SecurityPropertyId" type="xs:string" 
  use="required" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="SecurityPropertyDefinition" type="xs:string" 
  use="required" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="Vocabulary" type="xs:string" /> 
 <xs:attribute name="ShortName" type="xs:string" /> 
</xs:complexType> 

FIGURE 52 – XML CODE (SECURITY PROPERTY ELEMENT TYPE) 
 

 
<xs:complexType name="propertyType"> 
 <xs:sequence> 
  <xs:element name="propertyPerformance"> 
   <xs:complexType> 
    <xs:sequence> 
     <xs:element name="propertyPerformanceRow" minOccurs="1" 
      maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
      <xs:complexType> 
       <xs:sequence> 
        <xs:element                      
name="propertyPerformanceCell" minOccurs="1" 
         maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
         <xs:complexType> 
          <xs:simpleContent> 
           <xs:extension 
base="xs:anySimpleType"> 
           
 <xs:attribute name="name" type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
   
  </xs:element> 
  <xs:element name="propertyParameterList"> 
   <xs:complexType> 
    <xs:sequence> 
     <xs:element name="propertyParameter" minOccurs="0" 
      maxOccurs="unbounded"> 
      <xs:complexType> 
       <xs:simpleContent> 
        <xs:extension base="xs:anySimpleType"> 
         <xs:attribute name="name" 
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type="xs:string" use="required" /> 
   
   
   
   
   
   
  </xs:element> 
 </xs:sequence> 
 <xs:attribute name="class" type="xs:anyURI" use="required" /> 
</xs:complexType> 

FIGURE 53 – XML SCHEMA CODE (SECURITY PROPERTY ELEMENT TYPE) 
 

Section 2.2.1 
 

<LifeCycle> 
   <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
 <states> 
  <state> 
   <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
  </state> 
  <state> 
   <atomicState stateId="issued" name="issued" /> 
  </state> 
  <state> 
   <atomicState stateId="suspended" name="suspended" /> 
  </state> 
  <state> 
   <atomicState stateId="expired" name="expired" /> 
  </state> 
  <state> 
   <atomicState stateId="revoked" name="revoked" /> 
  </state> 
 </states> 
 <transitions> 
  <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </Condition> 
   </WhenCondition> 
  </transition> 
  <transition From="issued" To="revoked"> 
   <WhenCondition negated="true"> 
    <Condition> 
     <collectorCondition>clogin</collectorCondition> 
    </Condition> 
   </WhenCondition> 
  </transition> 
  <transition From="revoked" To="issued"> 
  
  
  
    </Condition> 
   </WhenCondition> 
  </transition> 
 </transitions> 
</LifeCycle>  
 

 FIGURE 54 – XML CODE (LIFE CYCLE IN A TEST BASED CM) 

 
Appendix C.3 XML code included in Section 3 

n/a  
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Appendix C.4 XML code included in Section 4 

Section 4.1.1 (Example of a Multi-Layer Certification Model) 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:180302</CertificationModelID> 
 <LifeCycle> 
  <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
  <states> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="issued" name="issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="suspended" name="suspended" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="expired" name="expired" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="revoked" name="revoked" /> 
   </state> 
  </states> 
  <transitions> 
   <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
  
  <WhenCondition> 
  
  
 <Condition> 
  
  
  <collectorCondition>cChannel</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
      <Condition> 
      
 <collectorCondition>cFSecnrypted</collectorCondition> 
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="issued" To="revoked"> 
    <WhenCondition negated="true"> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cChannel</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="revoked" To="issued"> 
  
  <WhenCondition> 
  
  
 <Condition> 
  
  
  <collectorCondition>cChannel</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
 
  </transitions> 
 </LifeCycle> 
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 <Signature> 
  <Name>Unimi</Name> 
  <Role>Accredited Lab</Role> 
 </Signature> 
 <ToC Id="Welight-Service"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cFSecnrypted"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Cinder Block Storage Service</type> 
     <call>openstackFSenc</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Welight web interface</type> 
     <call>https</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="Prevent data-leakage using encryption"> 
  <sProperty class="CSA:DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-prevention"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell 
name="pattern">all</propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 <CertificationModelTemplateID>cumulus:cm:template:test:01</CertificationModelTemplateID> 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check encryption for cinder</TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-
project.eu/fs.sts</TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">UNIMI 
      OPENSTACK CINDER STORAGE</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>FILE SYSTEM ENCRYPTION</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>service=cinder</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
     <TestInstance Operation="OpenStackConfig"> 
      <Input>OS_AUTH_URL=http://172.25.27.69:5000/v2.0 
OS_USERNAME=admin 
  
  
  
 OS_PASSWORD=cumulus.admin OS_TENANT_NAME=Project1 
       OS_REGION_NAME=regionOne</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
     <TestInstance Operation="DeployStorage"> 
      <Input>storagename=volume1 </Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
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  <Collector Descriptor="check encryption for cinder" Id="cFSecnrypted" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check SSL/TSL for a web application</TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-
project.eu/channelhttps.sts</TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">Wellness web 
      channel</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check SSL/TSL channel enabled</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>uri=https://cumulus-
project.sytes.net:11080</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
  <Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" Id="cChannel" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

 FIGURE 55 – XML CODE: EXAMPLE OF A MULTI-LAYER CERTIFICATION MODEL 

Section 4.2.1  

Section 4.2.2  

Section 4.2.3  

Section 4.3.1  
 

CMt0 CMt1 
<ToC Id="Welight_Service"> 
 <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer

<ToC Id="Welight_Service"> 
 <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer
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> 
 <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
 <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight 
service</ConcreteToc> 
 <TocDescription>Wellness light service 
web service</TocDescription> 
 <TocURI>https://cumulus-
project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
 <ToTs> 
  <ToT 
collectorRefID="cFSecnrypted"> 
   <Interface 
stateRef="*"> 
    <type>Cinder 
Block Storage Service</type> 
   
 <call>openstackFSenc</call> 
   </Interface> 
  </ToT> 
  <ToT 
collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
   <Interface 
stateRef="*"> 
    <type>Welight 
web interface</type> 
   
 <call>https</call> 
   </Interface> 
  </ToT> 
 </ToTs> 
</ToC> 
<Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" 
Id="cChannel" isStatic="false" 
 toDeploy="true"> 
 … 
 <TestCase> 
  <ID>1</ID> 
  <Description>Check SSL/TSL 
channel enabled</Description> 
 
 
  </TestInstance> 
 </TestCase> 
 … 
</Collector> 
<Collector Descriptor="check encryption for 
cinder" Id="cFSecnrypted" 
 isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
 …. 
 <TestCase> 
  <ID>1</ID> 
  <Description>FILE SYSTEM 
ENCRYPTION</Description> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="Configuration"> 
  
 <Input>service=cinder</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="OpenStackConfig"> 
  
 <Input>OS_AUTH_URL=http://172.25.27.69
:5000/v2.0 OS_USERNAME=admin 
 
   
 OS_REGION_NAME=regionOne</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="DeployStorage"> 
  
 <Input>storagename=volume1 </Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
 
 </TestCase> 
 … 
</Collector> 

> 
 <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
 <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight 
service</ConcreteToc> 
 <TocDescription>Wellness light service 
web service</TocDescription> 
 <TocURI>https://cumulus-
project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
 <ToTs> 
  <ToT 
collectorRefID="cFSecnrypted"> 
   <Interface 
stateRef="*"> 
    <type>Cinder 
Block Storage Service</type> 
   
 <call>openstackFSenc</call> 
   </Interface> 
  </ToT> 
  <ToT 
collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
   <Interface 
stateRef="*"> 
    <type>Welight 
web interface</type> 
   
 <call>https</call> 
   </Interface> 
  </ToT> 
 </ToTs> 
</ToC> 
<Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" 
Id="cChannel" isStatic="false" 
 toDeploy="true"> 
 … 
 <TestCase> 
  <ID>1</ID> 
  <Description>Check SSL/TSL 
channel enabled</Description> 
 
 
  </TestInstance> 
 </TestCase> 
 … 
</Collector> 
<Collector Descriptor="check encryption for 
cinder" Id="cFSecnrypted" 
 isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
 …. 
 <TestCase> 
  <ID>1</ID> 
  <Description>FILE SYSTEM 
ENCRYPTION</Description> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="Configuration"> 
  
 <Input>service=cinder</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="OpenStackConfig"> 
  
 <Input>OS_AUTH_URL=http://192.168.1.1:
5000/v2.0 OS_USERNAME=welight 
   
 OS_PASSWORD=pass1234 
OS_TENANT_NAME=ProjectWeLight 
   
 OS_REGION_NAME=regionOne</Input> 
  </TestInstance> 
  <TestInstance 
Operation="DeployStorage"> 
  
 <Input>storagename=volumeCSPB 
</Input></TestInstance> 
 
 </TestCase> 
 … 
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</Collector> 

Figure 56 – Full XML Code: Comparison between CMs before and after VM migration 
 
 

Appendix C.5 XML code included in Section 5 

Certification Model 

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:250415</CertificationModelID> 
 <LifeCycle> 
  <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
  <states> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="issued" name="issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="suspended" name="suspended" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="expired" name="expired" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="revoked" name="revoked" /> 
   </state> 
  </states> 
  <transitions> 
   <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
   
   
   
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
   
   
   
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="issued" To="revoked"> 
    <WhenCondition negated="true"> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cCertificate1</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
   
   
   
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="revoked" To="issued"> 
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  </transitions> 
 </LifeCycle> 
 <Signature> 
  <Name>Unimi</Name> 
  <Role>Accredited Lab</Role> 
 </Signature> 
 
 <ToC Id="Welight_Data"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertificate1"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>certificate Checker</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertificate2"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>certificate Checker</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 
 <SecurityProperty 
  SecurityPropertyDefinition="Passwords are not stored in plain text and are instead 
stored either as hash value or encrypted value"> 
  <sProperty class="IAM:credential-security:password-storage-protection-level"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell name="level">4 
     </propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 
 <CertificationModelTemplateID>cumulus:cm:template:test:02 
 </CertificationModelTemplateID> 
 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>It must check that the TOC is certify for 
    EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-force-resistance property 
   </TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/certificate.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">check 
      property EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-force-
resistance 
     </Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
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     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>TOC=Welight_Data 
       property=EKM:key-management:cryptographic-brute-
force-resistance 
      </Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="get certificate for given toc and property" 
   Id="cCertificate1" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 
 
  <AbstractCollector Id="1"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>It must check that the TOC is certify for the 
    property EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level 
   </TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/certificate.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level-4 
     </Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input> 
                          TOC=Welight_Data 
    property=EKM:key-management:key-access-control-level-4</Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="get certificate for given toc and property" 
   Id="cCertificate2" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
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     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="1" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

 Figure 57 – Full XML Code: Certification Model 

 

Heterogeneus Composition 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:190302</CertificationModelID> 
 <LifeCycle> 
  <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
  <states> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="issued" name="issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="suspended" name="suspended" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="expired" name="expired" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="revoked" name="revoked" /> 
   </state> 
  </states> 
  <transitions> 
   <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
   
   
   
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
   
   
   
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="issued" To="revoked"> 
    <WhenCondition negated="true"> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cChannel</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
   
   
   
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="revoked" To="issued"> 
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  </transitions> 
 </LifeCycle> 
 <Signature> 
  <Name>Unimi</Name> 
  <Role>Accredited Lab</Role> 
 </Signature> 
 
 <ToC Id="Welight_Service"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertficate"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>certificate Checker</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Welight web interface</type> 
     <call>https</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="Prevent data-leakage using encryption"> 
  <sProperty class="CSA:DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-prevention"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell name="pattern">all 
     </propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 
 <CertificationModelTemplateID>cumulus:cm:template:test:01 
 </CertificationModelTemplateID> 
 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>Check for encrypted storage certification 
   </TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/fs.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">STORAGE 
      ENCRIPTION</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
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     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>TOC=UNIMI-Openstack property=encrypted-
storage</Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
     </TestInstance> 
 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="get certificate for given toc and property" 
   Id="cCertificate" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 
 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check Security Group Management</TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/channelhttps.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">Wellness web 
      channel</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check SSL/TSL channel enabled</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>uri=https://cumulus-
project.sytes.net:11080</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" Id="cChannel" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
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 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

 Figure 58 – Full XML Code: Heterogenous Composition 
 

 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:190302</CertificationModelID> 
 <LifeCycle> 
  <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
  <states> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="issued" name="issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="suspended" name="suspended" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="expired" name="expired" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="revoked" name="revoked" /> 
   </state> 
  </states> 
  <transitions> 
   <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
    <WhenCondition> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cNessus</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
      <Condition> 
      
 <collectorCondition>cCertificateTC</collectorCondition> 
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="issued" To="revoked"> 
    <WhenCondition negated="true"> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cNessus</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
      <Condition> 
      
 <collectorCondition>cCertificateTC</collectorCondition> 
      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="revoked" To="issued"> 
    <WhenCondition> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cNessus</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
      <Condition> 
      
 <collectorCondition>cCertificateTC</collectorCondition> 
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      </Condition> 
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
 
  </transitions> 
 </LifeCycle> 
 <Signature> 
  <Name>Unimi</Name> 
  <Role>Accredited Lab</Role> 
 </Signature> 
 
 <ToC Id="Openstack-UNIMI"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Openstack Deployment at UNIMI</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Infrastructure as a Service OpenStack version Juno</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>http://172.25.27.69/</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertficateTC"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>TC certificate Checker</type> 
     <call>certifyCumulusTC</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cNessus"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Nessus Vulnerability Scanner</type> 
     <call>nessus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="This property describes the vulnerability 
exposure level of the TOC in terms of numbers of vulnerabilities found, numbers of vulnerabilities 
tested, and numbers of vulnerabilities that are relevant to the platform/softwareoftheTOC."> 
  <sProperty class="TVM:vulnerability-management-quality:vulnerability-exposure-level"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell name="countReferenc">all 
     </propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 
 <CertificationModelTemplateID>cumulus:cm:template:test:03 
 </CertificationModelTemplateID> 
 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>Check for integrity of Operating System 
   </TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/tc.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">Ubuntu/Fedora/RedHat</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>get certificate status from cumulus repository 
     </Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>Toc=Openstack-UNIMI P=integrity-tc os=UBUNTU-
14</Input> 
      <expectedoutput>ISSUED</expectedoutput> 
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     </TestInstance> 
 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="Check for integrity of Operating System" 
   Id="cCertificateTC" isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 
 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check vulenrabilities</TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-project.eu/nessus.sts 
   </TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">Openstack Vulnerabilities</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check Vulenrabilities</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>uri=172.25.27.69 vun=all</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="check vulnerabilities" Id="cNessus" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

Figure 59 – Full XML Code: Certificate Composition 
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Incremantal composition 
 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<test:testBasedCertifcationModel 
 xmlns:sch="http://www.ascc.net/xml/schematron" 
xmlns:ec="http://slasoi.org/monitoring/citymonitor/xmlrule" 
 xmlns:sla="http://www.slaatsoi.eu/slamodel" xmlns:jxb="http://java.sun.com/xml/ns/jaxb" 
 xmlns:cm="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model" 
xmlns:test="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test" 
 xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
 xsi:schemaLocation="http://www.cumulus.org/certificate/model/test 
file:/Users/iridium/Jobs/testManager/CumulusTestManager/XML_Repository/testbasedCM.xsd"> 
 <CertificationModelID>cumulus:cm:id:test:180302</CertificationModelID> 
 <LifeCycle> 
  <InitialState stateId="not_issued" /> 
  <states> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="not_issued" name="not issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="issued" name="issued" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="suspended" name="suspended" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="expired" name="expired" /> 
   </state> 
   <state> 
    <atomicState stateId="revoked" name="revoked" /> 
   </state> 
  </states> 
  <transitions> 
   <transition From="not_issued" To="issued"> 
   
   
   
     </Condition> 
     <LogicalOperator>AND</LogicalOperator> 
     <LogicalExpression> 
   
   
   
     </LogicalExpression> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="issued" To="revoked"> 
    <WhenCondition negated="true"> 
     <Condition> 
      <collectorCondition>cChannel</collectorCondition> 
     </Condition> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
   <transition From="revoked" To="issued"> 
   
   
   
     </Condition> 
    </WhenCondition> 
   </transition> 
 
  </transitions> 
 </LifeCycle> 
 <Signature> 
  <Name>Unimi</Name> 
  <Role>Accredited Lab</Role> 
 </Signature> 
 
 <ToC Id="Welight-Service"> 
  <CloudLayer>Infrastructure</CloudLayer> 
  <CloudLayer>Service</CloudLayer> 
  <ConcreteToc>Wellness Welight service</ConcreteToc> 
  <TocDescription>Wellness light service web service</TocDescription> 
  <TocURI>https://cumulus-project.sytes.net:11080</TocURI> 
  <ToTs> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cCertificate"> 
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    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
   
     <call>certifyCumulus</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
   <ToT collectorRefID="cChannel"> 
    <Interface stateRef="*"> 
     <type>Welight web interface</type> 
     <call>https</call> 
    </Interface> 
   </ToT> 
  </ToTs> 
 </ToC> 
 
 <SecurityProperty SecurityPropertyDefinition="Prevent data-leakage using encryption"> 
  <sProperty class="CSA:DSI:data-leakage-control:data-leakage-prevention"> 
   <propertyPerformance> 
    <propertyPerformanceRow> 
     <propertyPerformanceCell 
name="pattern">all</propertyPerformanceCell> 
    </propertyPerformanceRow> 
   </propertyPerformance> 
   <propertyParameterList /> 
  </sProperty> 
 </SecurityProperty> 
 
 <CertificationModelTemplateID>cumulus:cm:template:test:01</CertificationModelTemplateID> 
 
 <Collectors> 
  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check storage encryption certificate</TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-
project.eu/certificate.sts</TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">Storage encryption</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check Cumulus Certificate</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>TOC=CSP A 
       property=storage-encryption</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="check encryption for cinder" Id="cFSecnrypted" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
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  <AbstractCollector Id="0"> 
   <TestCategory>Functionality.Input partitioning</TestCategory> 
   <TestType>Equivalence Partioning</TestType> 
   <TestDescription>check SSL/TSL for a web application</TestDescription> 
   <TestGenerationModelLink>www.cumulus-
project.eu/channelhttps.sts</TestGenerationModelLink> 
   <TestAttributes> 
    <TestAttribute> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Name>testAttribute</Name> 
     <Value xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
      xmlns:xs="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema" 
xsi:type="xs:string">Wellness web 
      channel</Value> 
    </TestAttribute> 
   </TestAttributes> 
 
   <TestCases> 
    <TestCase> 
     <ID>1</ID> 
     <Description>Check SSL/TSL channel enabled</Description> 
     <TestInstance Operation="Configuration"> 
      <Input>uri=https://cumulus-
project.sytes.net:11080</Input> 
     </TestInstance> 
    </TestCase> 
 
   </TestCases> 
  </AbstractCollector> 
 
  <Collector Descriptor="check TSL/SSL" Id="cChannel" 
   isStatic="false" toDeploy="true"> 
   <ConditionForSomministration> 
 
   </ConditionForSomministration> 
   <Aggregator AggregatorDescription="alltrue" transient="1"> 
    <TestMetrics> 
     <TestMetric name="eachtestcase"> 
      <expected>true</expected> 
      <tested></tested> 
      <operation>=</operation> 
     </TestMetric> 
    </TestMetrics> 
   </Aggregator> 
   <AbstractCollectorRef id="0" /> 
  </Collector> 
 
 </Collectors> 
</test:testBasedCertifcationModel> 

Figure 60 – Full XML Code: Incremental Composition 
 

 

 


